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Introduction
In the 1993 Fall quarter, the ME 4182 design class was sponsored to study
various scenarios that needed to be studied for Martian travel. The class was
sponsored by NASA and there were several different design projects. The
design that group three chose was an integral transport system for a Martian
habitat. An integral transport system means the design had to be one that was
attached to the habitat. There were several criteria that the design had to
meet. Group three performed an in depth study of the Martian environment
and looked at several different design ideas. The concept group three
developed involved the use of kinematic linkages and the use of Martian
gravity to move the habitat. The various design concepts, the criteria
matrices and all other aspects that helped group three develop their design
can be found in their 1993 ME 4182 design report.
Now it is Winter quarter 1994 and group three is faced with another problem.
The problem is building a working prototype of their Fall design. The
limitations this quarter were the parts. The group had to make the prototype
work with existing manufactured parts or make the parts themselves in a
machine shop. The prototype was scaled down roughly about twelve times
smaller than the original design. The following report describes the actions
taken by group three to build a working model.

Outline of Operations
The habitat will move by kinematic actuation of legs mounted on the end of
the habitat. On each end of the habitat there are three leg linkages with each
set having four legs. Each set of legs are actuated independently. There are
three legs in contact with the ground at all times. The legs are located 30
degrees apart. To move the habitat, the leg located opposite to the direction of
travel actuates out causing the habitat to pivot about the center leg. Once the
habitat pivots passed the center of gravity the habitat rolls over by gravity
onto another leg which will actuate down. To turn the habitat, the side
opposite to the desired turn needs to be actuated while the other side is not.
For example, to turn left the habitat needs to be actuated on the right-hand
side. For a more detailed description of the operations refer to the 1993 Fall
quarter ME 4182 group three design report.

Overview of Model's Parts:
Four Leg Linkages:
Material: Aluminum U-shaped beams
Lengths: Long = 25.54 inches
Short = 13.4 inches
Joints: 5/16" x 2" bolts, tapped with 8-32 screw thread
1/2" OD x 5/8" long x 3/8" ID nylon spacers
3/4" OD x 13/64" long x .385" ID nylon spacers
Rivets
Habitat:
Material: Sheet Metal
Length: 3 feet
Diameter: 16 inches
Actuator:
Rod died with 2 inches of 8-32 screw stock
Motor: Johnson Electric #3202 144233-01
Gears: Black & Decker Automatic Screwdriver
Disks:
Material: Plexiglas
Outside Diameter: 10 inches
Slot Length: 1 1/2"

General Assembly
Shown below is a sketch of the assembly pattern for the integral transport
system. The length shown represent the distances from the edge of the
habitat to the center of the motor or the center of the actuation rod.
12.7875 inches
1.537.5 inches
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Habitat
The prototype is made of 16 inch sheet metal pipe. The end caps are cut out of
14 gauge sheet metal and machined to get the pipe (Material courtesy of
Searcy Heating & Air Thomasville, GA). The end caps are attached by sheet
metal screws.
Four Leg Linkages
The leg length were found using the proportions between the two habitat
diameters. The design of the Integral Habitat Transport System (Appendix)
was based on a habitat diameter of 5 meters. Using a diameter of 18 inches for
the model, the leg lengths are found using the following equations.
18 inches

3.72meters 5meters

L = 13.4 inches
z
3.5meters

18 inches

5 meters

z= 3.5 inches
18inches

3.2meters 5meters

x = 11.52 inches
The long leg length = 2x + z = 26.54 inches
The short leg length = 11.52 inches
Aluminum U-shaped beams were used to build the leg linkages.
The legs were joined using rivets with a nylon spacer between each leg.
Bolts (5/16" x 2 ") and nylon spacers joined the legs at the actuation points.
Leg Spacers
Spacers were used to separate the leg linkages while allowing room for the
gear sets. The length of the spacers was determined by measuring the distance
from the center of the gear at the motor to the center of the actuation rod. By
setting that distance equal to half the spacer length plus the width of a disk, a
leg, and half of a nylon spacer, the length of the spacer is found. The length of
the three spacers were as follows:

First spacer = 2.475 inches
Middle spacer = 2.7 inches
Last spacer = 2.775 inches
The leg spacers were made of a Plexiglas type tube with an inner diameter of 2
inches. The inner diameter of the spacer was the same as the outer diameter
of the support pole. This provided a secure fit between the two tubes.
Support Pole
The support pole was used to house the gear sets and to place the leg linkages
and disks. The pole is made of a Plexiglas type tube with an outer diameter of
2 inches and an inner diameter of 1.75 inches. The Plexiglas type tube was
chosen because it had the desired inner and outer diameters, not because of its
material properties. The pole had a total length of 6 feet. The pole ran
through the habitat and out the end to support the leg linkages. Holes were
drilled and slots were milled out to allow room for the motor and
screw/actuator.
Disc System
Discs were introduced to the design to help reduce the moment on the leg
linkages. The discs are 10 inches outside diameter and 2 inches inside
diameter. The discs contain 1 1/2 inch slot positioned 180 degrees apart.
These slots allow the leg's joints to slide up and down as they move.
Gear Assembly
Gears from the Black and Decker Automatic screwdriver were utilized to
provide torque to turn the screw. In addition, two other gears were used to
translate the torque to the screw/actuator position.

Forces
In order to determine the forces present in each member of the model,
detailed force diagrams had to be completed. These force analysis calculations
were done for the worst case scenarios to ensure proper load handling
capabilities. The weight of the model was found to be 40 lbs. The first worst
case scenario is found when one leg is at its minimum distance to the ground
while supporting half of the weight of the entire system, with the load screw
mounted parallel to the ground. The other worst case scenario occurs when
the model is on a 30° slope with one leg extended to its maximum distance,
while supporting the weight of half the model. To be a worst case scenario,
this occurs while the load screw is mounted perpendicular to the centerline of

the member. Although these two scenarios would probably never occur, the
model is designed to withstand these forces as an added factor of safety.
When the load screw is mounted perpendicular to the ground and the
model has to be raised from a minimum distance, the forces in the screw will
always be 20 lb in compression because the screw is acting along the centerline
of the model. This is not a worst case scenario, because the screw is acting
along the centerline of the model. Therefore, the forces in the worst case
scenarios need to be calculated, so that a torque can be determined which,
when applied to the screw, will cause the model to actuate.
For the first worst case, a normal force of 20 lb acts straight up into the
connection joining the two L legs together. This force is then translated into
the two legs to give the force equivalents. Due to the two legs being
symmetric about the normal force, the force equivalents are equal in both
legs.
F1 = 20 lb / [2sin(90-13/2)]

F1 = 20 lb / [2sin(36.15)]
F1 = 16.95 lb Compression

Now, the forces in the two X legs can be calculated. Once again, the two
angles are equivalent, therefore the two new force equivalents will also be the
same.
F2 = F1 / cos(a)
F2 = 16.95 lb / cos(54.585°)
F2 = 29.25 lb Compression

At the junction of the two X legs and the two Z legs, the four legs meet
symmetrically. This means that the forces present in the X legs equals those
found in the Z legs. The next connection corresponds to the junction where
the load screw is connected to the Z legs. Seeing as how the load screw sits
symmetrically within the design at this time, the force equivalents in the
screw can be easily found.
Fs = F2 * cos(4)/2)
Fs = 29.25 lb * cos(18.435°)
fs = 27.11.0 Thtsion

For the other worst case scenario; while on a 30° slope, a force of 20 lb
acts at an angle of 30° upon the connection between the two L legs in the
direction of gravity. The 20 lb force translates onto the 30° slope with a Y
component and an X component, which then translate into the L legs.
Y = 20 lb * sin(60°)

Y = 17.322 lb
X = 20 lb * sin(30°)
X = 10 lb
By summing the forces in the X and Y directions, the force equivalents
can be determined in the L legs. The upper leg will be designated as Fl and
the lower leg as F2.
ay = 17.322 lb = F2 * sin(30 - 0/2) + F1 * sin(30 + 6/2)
EFy = 17.322 lb = F2 * sin(14.389) + F1 * sin(45.611)
EFx = 10 lb = F2 * cos(30 - 0/2) + F1* cos(30 + 0/2)
IFy = 10 lb = F2 * cos(14.389) + F1 * cos(45.611)

Solve for F2:
F2 = [10 lb - F1 * cos(45.611)] / cos(14.389)

By substitution:
17.322 lb = [10 lb - F1 * cos(45.611)] * tan(14.389) + F1 * sin(45.611)
F1

= 27.575 lb Compression
F2 = 9.5903 lb Tension

Now, the forces in the two X legs can be calculated. The upper X leg
shall be designated as F3 and the lower as F4.
F3 = F1 / cos(180

-

F3 = 27.575 lb / cos(31.61)
F3 = 32.38 lb Compression
F4 = F2 /

cos(180 -

F4 = 9.5903 lb / cos(31.61)
F4 = 11.26 lb Tension

At the junction of the two X legs and the two Z legs, the four legs meet
symmetrically. This means that the forces present in the upper X leg equals
those found in the lower Z leg and vice versa. The next connection
corresponds to the junction where the load screw is connected to the Z legs.
This connection, due to the presence of a 30° slope, will cause different forces
to be applied to the load screw, depending upon whether the screw is aimed
toward the ground or toward the sky. F s1 will be designated as the force in the
screw when it is aimed toward the sky, and Fs2 will be designated as the force
in the screw when it is aimed toward the ground.
Fs1

= F4 * cos(y/2)

Fs1 = 11.26 lb * cos(71.565)
Fs1 = 3.5611 lb Tension
Fs2 = F3 * cos(T/2)
Fs2 = 32.38 lb * cos(71.565)

Fs2 = 10.24 lb Tension
It has been determined that the maximum forces found in the
individual members of the model will be 32.38 lb in Compression and 11.26 lb
in Tension. The maximum forces found in the screw will be 27.75 lb in
Compression and 10.24 lb in Tension. Therefore, the minimum torque
needed to actuate the model can be calculated using the force value of 27.75 lb.
This will then help determine the gear ratio needed and the appropriate gears
to be assembled in order for the model to move.

Torque

To determine the torque required to actuate the legs, a maximum force
acting upon the screw is needed. This was found to be 27.75 lbs. This
maximum force is then applied to the equation for determining torque when
raising a load. Other factors which had to be determined were the diameter of
the screw thread, the pitch of the screw, and the coefficient of friction
associated with the system.
The screw thread could be any size because a steel rod was going to be
threaded specifically to meet the requirements of this system. After
determining to use 5/16" diameter bolts to hold the leg linkages together, a
screw thread diameter of 0.164" was determined to be the optimum size due
to the ease in drilling the appropriate hole in the 5/16" bolt. The bolts were
drilled and tapped so as to receive an 8-32 screw thread. An 8-32 screw thread
means that the diameter of the thread is 0.164", and that the pitch diameter is
1/32". The coefficient of friction of non lubricated steel on steel was found to
be 0.35. Now, all of the unknowns have been determined and can now be
combined to find the torque requirement of the screw.
Ts = 0.5 * F * dm * [(p/2 + *p. * dm)/(x * dm - * p/2)1
Ts = 0.5 * 27.75 lbs * 0.164 in. * [(1/64 +

X * 0.35 * 0.164)/(x * 0.164 - 0.35 * 1/64)]

Ts = 0.875 lb in

This torque has to be supplied by a 3.6 volt motor which has a no load
stall torque of 62.28 mN m, which translates to 0.55 lb in. The motor also has
a no load maximum speed of 13,030 rpm. The motor alone does not have
enough torque to raise the model, therefore a gear ratio has to be determined.
This gear ratio will turn the high speed, low torque output of the motor into a
slow speed, high torque output. Since the stall torque was given for the
motor at maximum voltage, and the model will be providing each motor
with only 2 volts, a large gear ratio needs to be used. The motors were taken
from hand held, rechargeable screwdrivers with a gear train between the
motors and the screwdriver. This gear train consists of two sets of planetary
gears which increase the torque from the motor approximately 1000 times.
This is a lot higher ratio than is needed to drive the model, however, it is
neatly packaged and readily accessible. After contemplating about the extra
torque, it was determined that the higher torque output would result in a
more constant speed, no matter what forces were applied to the system. It was
therefore determined that the planetary gears would be used to enhance the
effectiveness of the model. Another problem remained, however. This new
problem was how to transmit the torque from the end of the screwdriver to
the screw powering the model. A modified gear train was concocted which
increased the torque once again by double, but which also successfully
transmitted the torque to the screw. This series of three spur gears provided
the best result for transmitting the torque. The final torque transmitted to the

screw is approximately equal to 90 ft lbs. This guarantees that the system will
not experience any serious fluctuations in speed while being actuated.
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I. Problem Statement
In future exploration of the moon, mechanical systems will be subjected to harsh
conditions not normally seen on Earth. There will be drastic temperature changes,
no atmosphere, and no nearby base for support. The mechanical systems in space
need to be self-supporting, durable, and able to adapt to and utilize their
environment. Lubrication of bearings is the aspect that will be addressed in this
paper. The drastic temperature changes will render normal bearing grease
inefficient and impractical. There will also be a high probability of contamination
due to the sandy surfaces. The challenge is to develop a lubricant which can
withstand the severe conditions and still function efficiently.

II.Constraints and Performance Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gravity on the moon is 1 /6 that of Earth
Moon has no atmosphere, so nothing can be burned for heat or power
Lubricant cannot contaminate the lunar environment
Lubricant must be able to withstand large temperature gradient
Lubricant should utilize lunar resources
Production of lubricant should be lunar based
Performance of lunar lubricant must be comparable to lubricants on Earth
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III. Solution Summary
The harsh lunar environment eliminated the consideration of most lubricants used
on Earth. Considering that the majority of the surface of the moon consists of sand,
the elements that make up this mixture were analyzed. According to previous space
missions, a large portion of the moon's surface is made up of fine grained crystalline
rock, about 0.02 to 0.05 mm in size. These fine grained particles can be divide into
four groups: lunar rock fragments, glasses, agglutinates (rock particles, crystals or
glasses), and fragments of meteorite material (rare). Analysis of the soil obtained
from the missions has given chemical compositions of its materials. It is about 53 to
63 percent oxygen, 16 to 22 percent silicon, 10 to 16 percent sulfur, 5 to 9 percent
aluminum, and has lesser amounts of magnesium, carbon, and sodium.
To be self-supporting, the lubricant must utilize one or more of the above elements.
Considering that the element must be easy to extract and readily manipulated,
silicon or glass was the most logical choice. Being a ceramic, glass has a high
strength and excellent resistance to temperature. The glass would also not
contaminate the environment as it comes directly from it. If sand entered a bearing
lubricated with grease, the lubricant would eventually fail and the shaft would bind,
causing damage to the system. In a bearing lubricated with a solid glass lubricant,
sand would be ground up and have little effect on the system.
The next issue was what shape to form the glass in. Solid glass spheres was the only
logical choice. The strength of the glass and its endurance would be optimal in this
form. To behave as an effective lubricant, the diameter of the spheres would have
to be very small, on the order of hundreds of microns or less. This would allow
smaller clearances between the bearing and the shaft, and less material would be
needed.
The production of glass microspheres was divided into two parts, production and
sorting. Production includes the manufacturing of the microspheres, while sorting
entails deciphering the good microspheres from the bad ones. Each process is
discussed in detail in the succeeding sections.
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IV. Microsphere Production Methods
There are two methods currently being used to produce microspheres. The more
popular is the injection of particles into a flame/blower. The glass-forming
materials must first be decided upon, as the properties of the produced glass are
dependent upon the materials of which it is made. These materials are then melted
together to produce a homogeneous glass mixture. Once the mixture has cooled, it
is crushed into particles. Because the size of the particles determines the size of the
produced microspheres, it is critical that only particles of the correct size are used.
To insure this, the particles are sifted and those of the correct size are collected. The
next step is to melt the particles by injecting them into a gas-oxygen flame. Figure 1
below, displays the flame sprayer used in the process.

MICROSPHERE
COLLECTION
BARREL

0

0

ACETYLENE/0 FLAME
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Figure 1

It is possible to inject particles into the flame from any position, but they are usually
injected from the center. This is because the center of the flame is the hottest part.
The temperature of the flame should be much greater than the melting temperature
of the particles so that they are heated uniformly in the small amount of time that
they are in the flame. (Non-uniform heating is the main problem with this method
of microsphere production.) The particles are blown into and through the flame by
an inert gas. They are then collected in barrels as shown in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2

The baffle in the second barrel is used to reduce air flow in the barrel. The larger
beads collect in the first barrel due to their higher drag coefficient, while the smaller
beads travel into the second barrel. After the barrel has had a chance to cool, the
glass beads can be collected by separating the two barrels.
The rate at which the particles are fed into the flame is an important criteria. Each
melted particle will produce a perfect sphere due to the surface tension of the liquid
glass. Gravity is not a factor due to the extremely small size of the spheres. Errors
result only if the particles are fed into the flame too quickly. If this is the case, they
will bump into each other while still in a non-solid state. This results in the
production of either non-spherical shapes or spheres with a larger than desired
volume. Therefore, the particle feed rate must be slow enough to insure that this
does not happen. Due to their small volume, the spheres freeze within
milliseconds of leaving the flame. The solid spheres continue to be carried by the
flow of the inert gas into a collection chamber. No deformations result due to
collision with the chambers walls because the spheres have reached a state of perfect
elasticity by this time. The spheres should be then screened to weed out any that are
not of the desired shape and size. The production of microspheres using this
method was videotaped at the University of Missouri - Rolla in the School of Mines
and Metallurgy. Actual electron microscope photographs of the glass microspheres
produced at the University are included in the Appendix. The second picture is of
the glass particles before they are fed into the flame. In this state, the particles are
called the "frit".
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The second method is the liquid-droplet method. This method requires the glassforming compounds to first be mixed and in liquid form. This glass solution is then
pumped through a jet that forms a mist. The jet is located at the top of a drop tower.
As the droplets fall from the tower, they freeze. Once the spheres reach the bottom
of the tower, they are collected and screened to insure the proper size and shape was
produced. Once again, it is the surface tension of the liquid which causes the shape
to be spherical. This method is not as efficient as the above method due to the
higher probability of error-forming collisions. Furthermore, the size of the
produceable spheres is limited by the tower height; as the microsphere volume
increases the required cooling time, and hence the tower height, also increases. It is
also necessary to heat the equipment (jet, tubing, pump) so that the solution does
not freeze before it is ejected into the atmosphere. This method is generally used to
produce hollow microspheres. When this is the case, water is added to the solution
before it reaches the jet. At the elevated temperature, water vapor is trapped within
the drops as a gel membrane forms on the vapor surface. The water acts as a
blowing agent, forming a hollow center in the spheres. Hollow microspheres,
however, are not desired for use in a lubrication process because they are not as
strong as solid microspheres. Actual electron microscope photographs of
microspheres produced by this method were obtained from Materials Engineering
Department at Georgia Tech. This picture is located in the Appendix, and displays
200 micron soda-lime glass microspheres.
The particle injection method yields stronger microspheres than does the liquiddroplet method. There is also less chance of producing microspheres with poor
spherical tolerance. As the photographs in the Appendix show, the spheres
produced with the particle injection method are more uniform and spherical than
those produced by the liquid-droplet method. The particle injection method is a
more flexible process, allowing the production of many different microsphere sizes.
For these reasons the particle injection method was chosen as the desired method
for lunar microsphere production.
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V. Micro sphere Quality Assurance Process
The process by which acceptable microspheres are separated from the spheres that
are not within the appropriate tolerances is the focus of this section. Spheres could
be too large, too small, or not of the correct eccentricity to be useful as lubricants for
certain processes. With this in mind a micron scale sorting apparatus in order to
obtain a variety of bead sizes was designed.
After investigating various sorting methods for ball bearings, the macroscopic
counterpart to the microscopic lubrication, a system for the tolerancing of a large
number of spheres in a short period of time was devised. The concept of being able
to separate the spheres into various classes by size and accuracy was established.
Since differing needs may be served by a variety of sizes of microspheres, a system
that is capable of differentiating between an indeterminate number of sizes of beads
seemed necessary. In this manner a homogeneous grouping of microspheres, all of
whom deviate from the desired size by less than a known amount, could be
obtained.
Several methods for this separation were devised and studied. Six different
mechanisms of separation were designed and are listed in the Research Appendix.
These designs were then weighted and judged on a variety of weighted design
criteria. These criteria included: mass of apparatus, volume flowrate of
microspheres, and system accuracy. This ranking process may also be found in the
Research Appendix. The highest scoring design was the design which implemented
concentric cylinders. This design utilized high amplitude (on the order of the
diameter of the largest cylinder) vibration at a reasonably high frequency
(approximately 1500 cycles per second) in order to force the microspheres through a
series of holes bored through the cylinders. Much in the manner of a sieve, the
microspheres would pass through the series of sieves until they are collected and all
microspheres of a certain size are removed as a group.
This design allowed for easy operation in free fall, microgravity, or Earth standard
gravity. Since the system is closed, there should be no losses, and accuracy is linearly
dependent upon the length to diameter ratio of the cylinders. The design also does
not require an atmosphere, although it is operational in one. The relatively low
mass and simplicity of the system combined with the possibility of a high volume
flowrate made it the ideal choice for microsphere separation.
For a demonstration of the separation procedure, acrylic tubing was used. This
material made up the concentric cylinders. For ease of construction, three cylinders
were fabricated, although many cylinders may be added to allow for varying
accuracy. Holes were drilled only on the lower half of the tubing to allow for better
viewing of the demonstration model in action, and for the fact that local gravity
was far too large to make full amplitude oscillations feasible.
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The design was implemented by the use of an orbital sander attached to three acrylic
concentric cylinders, as can be seen in Figure 3. The two inner cylinders were drilled
with holes of a diameter equal to half the difference of the desired size of
microspheres. After assembling the apparatus, the design was tested whereupon 2.5
degrees was determined to be the optimal down angle of the tubing. The separation
process was highly accurate considering the exceedingly foreshortened length of the
tubing.
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VI. Glass Microsphere Applications
An extensive amount of research is currently being done on glass microspheres.
Much of this research deals with medical applications, such as treatment for liver
cancer and arthritis. The example in this lab uses glass microspheres as a lubricant
for a journal bearing. This is the kind of usage the lubricant will see in lunar
exploration.
The purpose of this application was to show the effectiveness of glass microspheres
as a lubricant, and to compare the glass microsphere lubricant to traditional lithium
grease lubricant and a petroleum based lubricant. The setup is shown in Figure 4
below. A 1/20 hp motor drives a one inch, case hardened, steel shaft. A pillow
block is utilized to stabilize the shaft. A journal bearing, fabricated in the ME
Machine Shop, serves as the test site for the lubricants (see Figure 5). Two different
journal bearings were fabricated due to the variance in the size of the microspheres.
Since some variation in the diameter of the microspheres may be present the
clearance of the journal bearing was set at two times the average diameter of the
microspheres. The top of the journal bearing has a 3/16" hole through which the
lubricant can be fed to the system. A one inch diameter weight was welded to the
bottom of the journal bearing. When the motor is activated, the angular
displacement of this weight will be used in calculations described below to
determine the friction of the lubricant and the torque of the motor.

Application Setup
support
funnel

weight
pillow block
shaft
set collars

Top View
Figure 4
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Side View

Bearing

Shaft
Two microsphere
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dearance.

Journal Bearing
Figure 5

The testing was done using the same setup through two iterations to justify the
data. Bearing #1 had a gap clearance of 0.012 in. Converting this to metric yields
approximately 305 pm. Dividing this number by four microspheres allows for about
80gm diameters. Bearing #2 was designed to fit the 451.un spheres. Unfortunately
the tolerances of this bearing were not as close to those in the first. The gap
clearance would allow approximately three microspheres of this diameter side by
side.
The free body diagram in Figure 6 shows the angular displacement experienced by
the weight during motor operation.
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Free Body Diagram
Figure 6

Results from the angular displacement testing are given below. These angles will be
used to determine the frictional coefficients.
N.ficripspheres .i:,.
1

30°

11°

15°

2

30°

10°

20°

8°
80iim SodaLime
19°
451..un YAS-4

Data obtained shows that using the first bearing, the angular displacement using the
801.= spheres was actually lower than either of the two other lubricants as we
anticipated. On the other hand, the second experiment did not give the same
results. The 451.un spheres only showed a lubricity about the same as the lithium
grease.
There are two possible conclusions to these findings. One regards the hardness of
the microspheres tested verses the hardness of the surrounding bearing and shaft.
The soda-lime glass is a much softer material than the alumina-silica (YAS-4) and
was much closer to the hardness of the steel. Because of this there was very little
wear or friction between the bodies and excellent data was recorded. But, in the
second application using the alumina-silica microspheres, very noticeable wear was
present on both the shaft and the bearing after only about twenty seconds of
12

running. This was either a result of the difference in hardness of the materials or in
the slightly inaccurate tolerances in the gap clearance of the second bearing.
Due to the nonlinearity of the pressure distribution across the surface of the shaft as
it rotates, it is not feasible to attempt to make an accurate assessment of the
coefficient of friction of the bearing being studied. However, since the differing
effectiveness of the various types of lubrication studied effect the coefficient of
friction of the bearing as a sine function, the relative effectiveness of the types of
lubrication can be stated with accuracy. This can be done by assuming that the
displacement of the weight varies linearly with the coefficient of friction. A
statement of the coefficient friction for lithium grease was found in The Handbook
to be 0.03. By associating
of Tribology, Materials, Coatings and Surface Treatment
this coefficient with an angular displacement of 20 degrees, the coefficient of friction
for any other lubricant can be calculated, based on the angle of displacement. The
following table, Figure 7, summarizes the results.

0.008
0.009
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
Friction Based on Angular Displacement
Figure 7

For example, based on these calculations, the coefficient of friction for the 80 gm
glass microspheres, displaced at an angle of 8°, is 0.01.
Ideally, for a bearing application the race and microspheres should have the same
hardness so neither wears on the other. After case hardening the shafts and bearing,
it was estimated that they had a hardness of 5 on Moh's scale. The glass
microspheres tested had a hardness ranging from 5.8 to 6.1 as read on Moh's scale.
Moh's scale with the hardness of the materials used in the application experiment
can be seen in the Appendix. In future applications, a closer tolerance on the
hardness variation should be achieved. Since any substance can be formed into a
glass, the properties of the microspheres are very flexible and can be chosen to meet
the requirements of different applications.
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VII. Theoretical Performance of Glass Microspheres
To calculate the contact stresses between the microspheres and between the bearing
and microspheres the following formula for Hertzian stresses was analyzed:

( (1 - V21 + ( 1
)

a=

where:

3F
8

E,

-

V 22

y 3

E2

1 1
d1 d2

—

—

F = force
dl,d2 = diameter of two spheres
a = area of contact
El, E2 = Modulus of Elasticity
14;02 = Poisson's ratio

The theoretical stresses were found with the following equation:

0•

a

where:

1

—3F [1--Itan-11 (1+At)
= (TY = 2ma2
a
z

1

2(1+

z2 )

a

p. = coefficient of friction between surfaces
z = distance from point of contact

The compressive strength of commercial glass spheres ranges from 2.3 GPa to 2.8
GPa. The coefficient of friction between glass is estimated at 0.4. The Poisson's ratio
for commercial glass ranges from 0.17 to 0.275 depending upon the composition.
The spreadsheet on the following page, Figure 8, shows the theoretical expected
stresses and safety factors for different glasses and bearing materials for the
application described above. Depending on the application, the correct combination
could be determined using these results. It is important to note that the
compressive strengths of both the silica glass and the borosilicate exceed the
calculated experimental stresses. This yields safety factors between 88 and 140, far
surpassing normal standards.
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AREA OF CONTACT FOR BEARING AND MICROSPHERE
POISSONS
MOD. OF
DIAMETER 2
POISSONS
MOD. OF
DIAMETER 1
RATIO 2 ELASTICITY 2
RATIO 1 ELASTICITY 1
Pascals
meters
meters
Newtons
Pascals
stainless steel
3.1E-01
1.9E+11
-2.6E-02
1.0E-04
5.0E+00
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
1.1E411
-2.6E-02
1.0E-04
brass
3.2E-01
5.0E+00
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
iron
2.9E-01
2.1E+11
-2.6E-02
1.0E-04
5,0E+00
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
6.9E+10
-2.6E-02
1.0E-04
aluminum
3.3E-01
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
5.0E+00
bronze
3.5E-01
1.1E+11
-2.6E-02
1.0E-04
5.0E+00
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
9.4E+11
-2.6E-02
diamond
2.0E-01
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
1.0E-04
5.0E+00
cast steel
2.7E-01
2.0E+11
-2.6E-02
5.0E+00
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
1.0E-04
2.0E+11
1.0604
cold rolled steel
2.9E-01
-2.6E-02
6.6E+06
5.0E+0C
1.7E-01
FORCE

glass
96% Silica

glass
Borosilicate

/1
C---)
c
1

5.0E+00
5.0E+00
5.0E+00
5.0E+00
5.0E+00
5.0E+00
5.0E+00
5.0E+00

2.0E-01
2.0E-01
2.0E-01
2.0E-01
2.0E-01
2.0E-01
2.0E-01
2.0E-01

rIN

6.6E+06
6.6E+06
6.6E+06
6.6E+06
6.6E+06
6.6E+06
6.6E+06
6.6E+06

1 0E-04
1.0E-04
1 0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1.0E-04
1 0E-04

stainless steel
brass
iron
aluminum
bronze
diamond
cast steel
cold rolled steel

3.1E-01
3.2E-01
2.9E-01
3.3E-01
3.5E-01
2.0E-01
2.7E-01
2 9E-01

1.9E+11
1.1E+11
2.1E+11
6.9E+10
1.1E+11
9.4E+11
2.0E+11
2.0E+11

-2.6E-02
-2.6E-02
-2.6E-02
-2.6E-02
-2.6E-02
-2.6E-02
-2.6E-02
-2.6E-02

AREA OF MAX STRESS MAX STRESS
COMPRESSIVE
FACTOR OF
CONTACT
X, Y
STRENGTH OF GLASS
SAFETY
Z
Pascals
meterA2
Pascals
Pascals
3.0E-04
-2.1E+07
-2 6E+07
2.3E+09
8.8E+01
8.8E+01
3.0E-04
-2.1E+07
-2 6E+07
2.3E+09
8.8E+01
3.0E-04
-2.1E+07
-2.6E+07
2.3E+09
2.3E+09
8.8E+01
3.0E-04
-2.1E+07
-2.6E+07
8.8E+01
3.0E-04
-2.1E+07
-2 6E+07
2.3E+09
8.8E+01
3.0E-04
-2.1E+07
-2.6E+07
2.3E+09
8.8E+01
3.0E-04
-2-6E+07
2.3E+09
-2.1E+07
8.8E+01
3.0E-04
-2.1E+07
-2 6E+07
2.3E+09
3.0E-04
3 0E-04
3.0E-04
3.0E-04
3.0E-04
3.0E-04
3 0E-04
3.0E-04

-2.1E+07
-2.1E+07
-2.1E+07
-2.1E+07
-2.1E+07
-2.1E+07
-2.1E+07
-2.1E+07

-2.6E+07
-2 6E+07
-2 6E+07
-2.6E+07
-2.6E+07
-2.6E+07
-2.6E+07
-2.6E+07

2.8E+09
2.8E+09
2.8E+09
2.8E+09
2.8E+09
2.8E+09
2.8E+09
2.8E+09

1.1E+02
1.1E+02
1.1E+02
1.1E+02
1.1E+02
1.1E+02
1.1E+02
1.1E+02

2.0E-04
2.8E-04
3.8E-04

-5.3E+07
-2.7E+07
-1.5E+07

-5.8E+07
-3.0E+07
-1.7E+07

2.3E+09
2.3E+09
2.3E+09

3.9E+01
7.6E+01
1.4E+02

2.0E-04
2.8E-04
3.8E-04

-5.3E+07
-2.7E+07
-1.5E+07

-5.8E+07
-3.0E+07
-1.7E+07

2.8E+09
2.8E+09
2.8E+09

4.8E+01
9.2E+01
1.7E+02

AREA OF CONTACT FOR MICROSPHERES

oc:,

9 6 % Silica

Borosilicate

FORCE POISSONS MOD. OF DIAMETER 1
RATIO 1 ELASTICITY 1
meters
Newtons
Pascals
6.6E+06
3.0E-05
5.0E+00
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
8.0E-05
5.0E+00
1.7E-01
2.0E-04
5.0E+00
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
5.0E+00
5.0E+00
5.0E+00

2.0E-01
2.0E-01
2.0E-01

6.6E+06
6.6E+06
6.6E+06

3.0E-05
8.0E-05
2.0E-04

POISSONS MOD. OF DIAMETER 2
RATIO 2 ELASTICITY 2
Pascals
meters
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
3.0E-05
1.7E-01
6.6E+06
8.0E-05
17E-01
6.6E+06
2.0E-04
2.0E-01
2.0E-01
2.0E-01

6.6E+06
6.6E+06
6.6E+06

3.0E-05
8.0E-05
2.0E-04

VIII. Conclusions and Recommendations
Through research and design, it has been proven that glass microspheres are a
viable option as an alternative lubricant for bearings. With its resilience to
temperature and high strength, glass microspheres would be ideal for lunar use.
The effectiveness of the spheres was proven in the results of the application.
With current technology, the glass microspheres can be manufactured to the
specifications required for lubrication. That fact, combined with the numerous
existing sorting methods, including the concentric tube sorter described within this
report, proves the ease of selecting the appropriate size spheres for particular
applications. Based on initial results with the application, glass microspheres are
comparable in performance to typical lubricants. The coefficient of friction for the
glass microspheres, depending on size and composition, ranged from 0.01 to 0.03.
The coefficient of friction for the grease tested was 0.03, while the coefficient of
friction for the petroleum based lubricant was 0.02.
Future recommendations for the production of glass microspheres are to refine the
solid particle feeding method so that the feed rate can be more carefully controlled.
This would produce a greater number of defect free microspheres. Methods of
collecting the glass from the moon's surface should also be investigated. There is a
large amount of "free" glass particles on the moon's surface that would not have to
be extracted from other elements. This would make the collection process relatively
easy. Addressing the separation and quality control of the glass microspheres, future
work should concern the length of the concentric tubes, the angle on their incline,
and the severity of the vibration. The microspheres will behave differently in onesixth the gravity that this process was developed in.
After the conduction of the testing, several ways to improve the performance of the
glass microspheres became apparent. First of all, an increase in the number of feed
and release holes should be added to the bearing. In the event that one of the
microspheres fractures, the bearing should be designed so that the fractured pieces
fall out. This could be done by adding slots to the bearing. However, with the added
slots the feed rate will need to be increased. This can be accomplished by increasing
the number of feed holes in the bearing. Further research and testing should be
completed in order to optimize the bearing and glass microsphere characteristics. A
suggestion would be to investigate ceramic or diamond coated bearings. Further
research into optimal glass composition also should be done. The size of the
microspheres, hardness of materials, and bearing design should be analyzed. In
addition, the endurance of the microspheres should be tested.
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200 micron soda-lime microspheres produced by liquid drop method
Moh's table of hardness with glass microspheres and test fixture
hardnesses included
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Appendix C
200 micron soda-lime microspheres produced by liquid drop method
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Appendix D
Moh's table of hardness with glass microspheres and test fixture hardnesses
included
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Research Appendix

Future Space Resources
Interoffice Memo
To: Mr. James W. Brazell
From. oode Grou II
Re: Visa to my. of Missouri-Rolla
Date: 2/23/94
We have been in touch with Dr. Day at the Univ. of Missouri-Rolla. He is
scheduling us to talk to one of his T.A.'s later this evening. He does not see a problem
with us coming to the university. Cindy and Michelle will be calling the T.A. and trying to
schedule a time to meet. We are shooting for Mon. Feb. 28 and Tue. Mar. 1 if it fits his
schedule. I have a list of goals to obtain and questions to ask and would like to review
them further with you. I also have the release forms necessary for us to go. I will have a
cost breakdown for you provided we receive the O.K. to go.

il oco 3vv 4e7 .
aoov c.,t+-oice
eirli461 ,4 6 .
co roe t-r.

Dr. Day - University of Missouri-Rolla
•

Witness and film the production of glass microspheres.
• 1 µm,10 gm, and 50 pm microspheres
• test for changes in friction with different sized microspheres
• compressive strengths
• tolerances in sphericity
• temperature affected?

•

Collect any reports or data on the production of microspheres.

• Collect any reports or data about applications of microspheres.
• Purchase microspheres if we can't obtain them for free.
• Get Dr. Day's business card to send him a copy of our report.
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Structural performance and durability of architectural glazing systems and building envelopes
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Polymer-solvent/polymer-surface interactions; polymer characterization; colloid chemistry;
microemulsions, liquid crystals, micelles and vesicles; NMR spectroscopy and diffusion.
Delbert E. Day, Curators' Professor of Ceramic Engineering.
Structure, chemical durability, and mass transport in vitreous solids (glasses); oxynitride
glasses; ceramic biomaterials; containerless processing of glass in space; composites.
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environmental effects on composites; mechanics of ceramic/metal/ceramic joints.
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Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of normal and relaxor ferroelectrics; defect chemistry
of high temp., conducting perovskites; synthesis/characterization of ultrasound transducers.
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Plasma deposited thin films; electrochemistry and kinetics; single crystal structures; x-ray and
neutron diffraction; electrical and magnetic properties of solids.
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polymers; chemically reactive transition metal containing plasma polymers.
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Study of the mineral and rock forms of dolomite; theoretical investigations on the crystallography & solid state chemistry of natural & synthetic dolomites.
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Studies of ion-induced electron emission in metals using LTHV high energy accelerator and
surface characterization instrumentation in MRC.

Don M. Sparlin, Professor of Physics.
Electronic and magnetic properties of materials; experimental measurements of transport and
magnetic properties of metals, semiconductors, and insulators; experienced with computer
based instrumentation.
Michael R. Van De Mark, Associate Professor of Chemistry.
Polymer synthesis and characterization; polymer/solvent interaction; ionomeric gels; modified
electrodes via polymer adsorption; corrosion inhibition through ligating polymers; organic
oxidative electrochemistry.
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Emphasis of the research is directed towards phase transformations. A combination of internal
friction and analytical electron microscopy techniques are used in these studies.
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Graduate Center for Materials Research
he Graduate Center for Materials
rch was established in 1964 for the
se of multidisciplinary research on
als and to provide enhanced centralboratories and specialized equipment
ulty and students involved in materials
ch. The center is located in StrauHall, a modern, four-story building
lore than 30,000 square feet of laboraId office space. The center has pronumerous graduate students with
:ed training in materials engineering
ience. The center functions as a camsource for faculty conducting matesearch, and strong interactions occur
le staffs and research programs of
departments on campus. In 1985 the
chievements and continuing imporDf the UMR materials engineering and
a program were acknowledged when
Dgram was declared one of only eight
designated for eminence in the Uniof Missouri System.
le center staff is composed of full-time
members, visiting scholars, postdocilows, graduate students, and several
lent research technicians. The pert senior staff consists of faculty memmn the departments of ceramic, chemimetallurgical engineering; chemistry;
iysics. Faculty members from other
nes and academic departments at
Ala are commonly affiliated with the
depending upon the types of research
:onducted and the professional interthe faculty. The goal is for the pert staff to represent the widest possible
am of technical expertise relevant to
ils research. In all, some 60 persons
+olved in materials research at the

Persity of Missouri-Rolla
ie University of Missouri-Rolla is one
campuses of the University of MisJMR was founded in 1870 as the Uniof Missouri School of Mines and
irgy, and, since its founding, it has
leader in the fields of engineering and
Degrees from B.S. to Ph.D. are
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my other technical and scientific
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Research Programs
The research conducted in the center
ranges from fundamental science to applied
engineering. Most all types of materials are
studied, especially ceramics, metals, polymers, and composites. Research programs
listed according to types of materials are:

Biomaterials
• glass microspheres for in vivo radiotherapeutic use
• orthopedic implantable ceramics
• metal adhesive intermediates for teeth
• polymer coatings for improved blood
compatibility, insulating electrodes, and
lens

Ceramics and Glasses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

chemical corrosion
containerless processing of glass in space
defects in glasses and oxides
degradation of capacitor ceramics
diffusion in oxides
high-temperature conducting oxides
low dielectric ceramic substrates
magnetic ceramics
mixed alkali containing glasses
nucleation and crystallization of oxide
glasses
phosphorus oxynitride glasses
processing of glass fibers
sintering of ceramic oxides
superconducting oxide materials
thin film oxide components

Composites
• aerospace materials
• modeling
• tailored polymers

Ion-Implanted Materials
•
•
•
•

bonding of layers to substrates
doping of semiconductors
improvement of wear in metals
inhibiting corrosion of metals

Magnetic Materials
• magnetic structure of soft and permanent
magnets
• magnetic properties of rare-earth-3d transition metal alloys
• properties of thin magnetic films

Metals
•
•
•
•
•
•

coating on metals
electrochemical corrosion of metals
electrodeposition of metals
electrogalvanizing
Pb-Sn solder alloys
surface modification of metals

Polymers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

adhesion of polymer coatings
chemically protective polymer coatings
paints
plasma polymerization
polymer thin film
polymerization processes
semi-permeable polymer membranes

e

0

Areas of Expertise
Each member of the staff of the center
has many years of experience dealing with
the development, evaluation, and application
of materials. Special expertise exists in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

adhesion
analysis and characterization of materials
biomaterials
ceramics and glasses
coatings
composites
corrosion
defects in solids
diffusion and mass transport
electrochemistry
ion implantation
magnetism
paints
plasma polymerization
polymers
surface properties
surface modification
thin-film processing and technologies
wear

Members of the staff have active programs in the above areas and often act as
consultants and referees for grants and
manuscripts in these areas.
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•
a

oratory Facilities and
pr Equipment
he center features modern equipment
only needed for research in materials
pment, characterization and evaluand for measuring common mechaniermal, electrical, and optical proper, addition, the center has specialized
ories such as (1) a high-temperature
ory containing numerous furnaces,
:apable of 1900°C in air or controlled
)heres, for melting and heat treating
, glass, and ceramics; (2) a laboratory

riling radioactive substances; (3) an
lboratory with several diffractomeI camera units for ambient and high
iture use; and (4) a surface charac∎ri laboratory for detailed studies of
layers of solids. Other major items of
i equipment include a JEOL JSMcanning electron microscope with
IX and WDX X-ray analyzing attacha scanning Auger microprobe; an
3CA) spectrometer; UV, visible and
rometers; optical microscopes with
e/feature analysis computer; and a
analyzer with DSC, TGA, and DTA
ies.
center has very specialized and
le experimental facilities for the
deposition of polymers and other
3. A unique tandem semi-continuous
)olymerization coater for fibers and
AVS different processes to be acled in a single pass. A system for
the inside of tubing has the special
le of providing a nonthrombogenic

barrier coating on the inner surface of small
diameter tubing used in many biomedical
applications. In addition, the center has a
variety of laboratory scale plasma polymerization reactors which are suited for academic research on the preparation processes
of ultrathin films by plasma polymerization.
Three tubular glow discharge reactors are
used to synthesize polymers, composites,
carbides, nitrides, and thin metal films at
ambient temperature.
An extensive electrochemistry laboratory also is housed in the center. Equipment
for the deposition and evaluation of electro-

lytically produced metals, polarization equipment, both standard and computer controlled, power supplies, RDE apparatus, pulse
and periodic reverse platers, and analytical
apparatus are available for specialized
research.
The center has a scanning Auger microprobe and an XPS (ESCA) spectrometer
which are used for the detailed analysis of all
types of surfaces. These instruments can
provide monolayer information on the elemental composition and bonding in a surface
layer or at a surface layer/bulk interface.
This information, along with that obtained
from SEM measurements using the EDX
and WDX X-ray spectrometers, gives an
elaborate and detailed picture of the composition and properties of surfaces and surface
layers.

Interaction With Industry
UMR has a long tradition of working
with private industry on materials research
and development problems. Industrially

sponsored research is encouraged by a flexible University policy which gives industry
timely access to specialized research equipment and allows for licensing agreements
with private industry. For certain types of
research, the state of Missouri will contribute to the cost under the Missouri Research
Assistance Act.
The center has an active interest in
industrial research which is suitable for
graduate student education and which falls
within the technical expertise of the staff.
Examples of industrially sponsored R&D
projects conducted in the Center are (1) ionimplanted metals for improved wear and
corrosion resistance, (2) chemical durability
and thermal performance of refractory concretes used in coal gasifiers, (3) evaluation
and optimization of metal electrolyte quality
using cyclic voltammetry techniques, (4)
metal alloy coating of bearings, (5) development of polymer membranes for separation
processes and coatings for corrosion protection and leakage, (6) surface modification of
polymers and polymeric water vapor barri•
ers, (7) development of chemically durable
oxynitride glasses, (8) high temperature and
special composites for aerospace applications, (9) determination of surface composition and imperfections in stainless steel,
electronic circuit boards, polymers, photocells, and other materials, and (10) development of paints for special applications.
Many companies also use the center's
facilities for materials characterization, especially surface analysis. The arrangements
for equipment use are very flexible, and can
be tailored to satisfy many special needs. A
fee is charged for operator time, supplies,
and equipment usage.

terials Research in
ler Units at UMR
Materials research also is conducted in
!lowing institutes and academic depart-

tute for Chemical and
active Metallurgy
'he purpose of this institute is to en, interaction among researchers in difdisciplines whose work is concen. on extractive metallurgy. Particular
asis is placed on the metals produced
central United States. Many active
As in minerals processing, hydrometalelectrometallurgy, and pyrometallurgy
from current industrial problems of
ss efficiency, pollution control or both.
he institute staff has close interaction
he major nonferrous metal producers
h the U.S. and Canada and with the
3esearch Center of the U.S. Bureau of
. Many of these organizations support
search being conducted by the institute.

tute for Thin Film
.essing Science
he purpose of this institute is to investhin films that can be used to improve
rties of an exposed surface or to
)e the interfacial region between two
naterials. Emphasis is placed on film
lbstrate material selection and for a
r of film deposition techniques. Exper>m several disciplines is used to study
nd substrates made from a combinaf materials including metal, ceramic,
and especially polymers.

Ironic Materials Processing
Characterization Institute
he purpose of this institute is to conesearch and educate students in elecmaterials, especially those involving
ics. Scientists from several disciplines
udying nonmetallic, semiconducting,
etallic materials with funding from sevderal agencies and private companies.

In& Engineering
lajor areas of materials research are
mic ceramics, especially for capacitor
lectrode applications; corrosion of
ory oxides by slags/glasses; transfori toughening of ceramic composites;
e mechanics of semiconductor silicon
olyphase, polycrystalline ceramics;
crystal growth (Si) in controlled atmo?s; development and properties of
umina cements and refractory conchemical reaction of refractory oxides
igh-pressure-temperature gases; and
chemistry of ferroelectric materials.
-

0

Chemistry
Materials research is conducted in the
areas of surface coatings and treatment,
corrosion prevention, renewable resources
for polymer precursors and characterization
and dynamics of polymers. Samples are studied using a variety of spectrometers and
other major scientific instruments. Materials
related research is also conducted in formulation science; polymerization processes of
foams and films; microemulsion polymerizations; and in the physical and chemical
properties of microemulsion, vesicles, colloids, and liquid crystals.

Generic Mineral Technology
Center for Pyrometallurgy
This center was established by the U.S.
Bureau of Mines in 1982, with UMR acting as
the lead university and assisted by two other
universities. The research conducted falls
into the following main areas: smelting and
refining processes in liquid systems, gassolid reactions in roasting processes, innovative and complex processes in refining,
process mineralogy of smelter feeds and
products, and worldwide information collection and exchange on pyrometallurgy research.

Electrical Engineering
Research projects include the growth
kinetics and evaluation of thin film photovoltaic materials (CdTe), theoretical modeling
of photovoltaic devices, electrical and optical
characteristics of semiconductor devices, and
the use of fiber optics, laser diodes, and
semiconductor materials in information processing.

Metallurgical Engineering
Research relevant to materials R&D
include nonlinear mechanical properties and
phase transformations of alloys, mechanical
working of electroplated wires, prediction of
metals failure from the early stages of metal
fatigue, acoustic analysis of ore milling operations, improved wear resistant metals, and
pyrometallurgical processing of metals.

Physics
Areas of major activity are materials for
nonlinear optics, optical properties of ionimplanted surfaces of semiconducting solids
and of materials in the far infrared and mm
range, properties of piezoelectric solids and
characterization of materials using surface
electromagnetic waves and ion beams.

For More Information
To obtain more information about the
research projects, arrangements for equipment use, specialized apparatus, or other
programs of the Graduate Center for Materials Research, contact:
Director
Graduate Center for Materials Research
101 Straumanis Hall
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
Telephone: (314) 341-4873
Persons interested in pursuing graduate
degrees in any of the academic disciplines
which are part of the center are invited to
write for complete admission requirements
to:
Director of Admissions
102 Parker Hall
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
Telephone: (314) 341-4164
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Micronic_Glass Sphere Simulants

- Color

Simulates

—2 cups - Spheres Dia. — 1/4th"

-Red

Spheres Too Small

—2 cups - Spheres Dia. — 1/8th"

-Blue

Acceptable Spheres

—2 cups - Spheres Dia. — 1/16th"

- White

Spheres Too Large

—2 cups - Tylenol Gel Caps

- Green

Spheres Too Eccentric

Concentric_Cillitibers Sepal/
. tion Apparatus

2"

inner Ctilinber
Mibble Ctilinber
Outer Ctilitiber

—

OD x

3" OD x
4" OD x

3' ions (clear)
3' long (dear)
3' lone (clear)

Mounting Apparatus_and Other Necessary Paraphenalia

- One Surplus AC Motor (probably from a pawn shop)
- One Sheet Plywood
- One 2" x4 " x8'
- One Roll Duct Tape
- Various Screw, Nuts and/or Bolts.
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. Production and separation of small glass spheres

Ph.D., and Professor R. V. JONES, C.B., C.B.E., D.Phil., F.Inst.P., Natural Philosophy Department,
University of Aberdeen
[Paper received 22 May, 1952]
Glass spheres free from gaseous inclusions have been made in the size range 1-40 L. They
have been separated with relatively high accuracy into narrow ranges of size by a new
sedimentation method using a liquid column containing a gradient of density.
1. INTRODUCTION
tubes to the blowpipe are thbroughly dried before operation
uniform spheres of diameters between 1 and 40 it have to prevent the glass powder clogging. The iinlet to A from
poisible applications • as standard particles. For the oxygen-air source is by way of a glass .tube bent into a
le, experimental investigations of the scattering of semi-circle to create a swirl loading the stream with glass
on by particles require small spheres of uniform size powder. The formation of pockets of powder that'may shoot
f known refractive index and absorption coefficient. through the flame without dispersion into individual particles
investigations enter into such diverse fields as the must be prevented. The blowpipe should deliver a broad,
rission of light through mist and fog, the measurement long flame. The glass particles are injected centrally into the
Diet size in a Wilson chainber, the covering power of
IS
nt particles, and the optical characteristics of colloids.
m of uniform size and of known optical and mechanical
rties provide the best means of testing and calibrating
c, I C2
atus intended for the size analysis and surface area
nination of powders, particularly when the apparatus
ds on the phenomena of light scattering and absorption.
pheres can also be used in experiments on flocculation
dhesion, and on fluid and heat flow through packings.
main purpose of this paper is to describe bow spherical
particles can be made and separated into fractions
tgos
g a small spread in size, in the hope that the technique
be generally useful. A subsidiary purpose will be to
A
ibe the method of separation, which may have general
cation as a method of size analysis with a relatively high .
Fig. 1. Sketch of apparatus for production of glass
ving power.
spheres
PAUL, M.A.,

2. PREPARATION OF THE SPHERES
Methods for the production of glass spheres have been
ibed by SIdarew,(1) Sollner,(2) and Bloomquist and r(3) After the glass has been ground and powdered to
lesired size, each individual particle is raised to fusion
mature while free to take up spherical shape, and kept
at shape until it has cooled to a rigid solid. We have
'tied the methods of the above workers towards producing
pparatus which is compact and easy to operate, which is
ent in the avoidance or elimination of particles that are
spherical or have impurity inclusions, and which collects
M proportion of the original powdered glass in spherical
L'eperitnental method
for to fusion, the glass is ground to the desired size and
I for 12-24 h in an oven at 300° C to remove most of
moisture so that the particles do not lump together or
: to the walls of the container. The apparatus shown in
1 is used. A blowpipe T is fed by ordinary coal gas
an oxygen-air mixture which becomes loaded with glass
ides on passing through the container A. The flame is
enclosed in a cylinder CI and at its tip is placed a baffle
avinft circular hole concentric with the flame and of
at the same diameter. Behind B is placed the cylinder C2;
►1c1 air stream S at right angles to this cylinder at its far
ejects the fused glass particles into a water trough R.
he oxygen-air ratio in the feed to the blowpipe is adjusted
Ow a "roaring" flame; this imparts sufficient velocity to
glass to carry it into the receiver and gives sufficient heat
sae most of the particles. The bottle A and the connecting
M.. 3, OCTOBER 1952 31

flame from the air-oxygen tube. The cylinder C1 confines
the flame and creates a path to the receiver that is more
uniformly heated than if the flame were in the open.
A glass particle might be ejected sideways from the flame
so quickly that it does not fuse. To prevent this, the -particles
might be guided through the whole lefirth-of the flame; this
would be very difficult experimentally. Alternatively, they
might be made to stay longer in the flame by reducing the
flame velocity or they might be heated more quickly by
increasing the flame temperature. Some of these requirements
are mutually exclusive, and, in practice, fiision time and fusion
temperature are adjusted to give the maximum number of
spherical particles and any non-spherical ones are prevented
from entering the collecting apparatus by the baffle B. The
efficiency of collection is thereby reduced, but the nonspherical component is completely eliminated.
After ejection from the flame the spheres are confined to
. the cylinder C2 and allowed to cool before final extraction.
The air stream S cools them still further and pumps them
along C2 into the receiver R.
(c) Results
When soda and Pyrex glasses are fused, inclusions are
'often noticed under microscope examination (see Fig. 2).
These inclusions have a lower refractive index than glass, as
observed by the Backe line test, and a lower density, as is
easily verified in separation of the spheres by centrifugation
in a liquid of density near to the glass density. The inclusions
are probably gaseous and may be caused by the "freezing
in" of expanded bubbles of gas in the glass or by the trapping
of air when several small particles fuse into one large one.

W. Paul and R. Y. Jones
The production of gas bubbles could be reduced by lowering
the flame temperature to the lowest usable value; however,
there would be some variation in temperature in a crosssection perpendicular to the length of the flame so that

fusion to avoid inclusions and strains. A more elf=
cooling device could be established and a higher percent
of the ultimate product collected. The preliminary exp
ments carried out were only moderately successful, the it
difficulty lying in the initial dispersion
rsion of the powder sam
me -R-Or
separatkinWeass spheres iu
Mike-iFeienr—M
in a name as described above are used.
3.

SEPARATION OF THE SPHERES INTO
CLOSELY-SIZED FRACTIONS

•

Different definitions; of the term "size" are appropriate
different methods of particle separation and analysis.
this discussion the size is measured by the actual apt
diameter.

Fig. 2. Photomicrograph of soda glass spheres, immersed in water, showing inclusions. Diameter 1-40 ,a
differently situated particles would be differently treated. The
trapping of air between particles would be lowered by reducing
the density of particles in the air-oxygen stream. When these
precautions,..are applied in the case of soda glass, some
_improvement ensues, but a wholly inclusionless sample has
not yet been obtained (cf. Figs. 2 and 3). The final product,
when Hysil glass is used, contains uniformly spherical particles
of diameters ranging from less than 1 to greater than 40 ih
(see Fig. 3). There are evi panic es that are seriously
a-spherical. Measurements of the worst-shaped member of
a random sample of twenty particles gave a maximum to
minimum diameter ratio of .1.02. No extra difficulty is
anticipated in fusing other materials by a similar technique.
Experiments were carried out on the production of spheres

C

d

(a) Accepted methods
Theis exist several established methods of separat
particles of the size required; however, none of these gi
very uniform fractions even with considerable expenditure
effort. The sieves available are unsuitable for produc
sharply defined graded fractions, the proportional variat
in sieve opening increasing as the opening becomes smal
A possible modification of the sieve, a slit mechanism
narrow aperture, was constructed with a slit length
approximately 1 cm and adjustable down to slit widths
approximately 2 g.L. The variation of slit width over
whole length was of the order of 5% at 5 AL. Glass spits

'

`

`-1

000
C

° ()C? °°()

Fig. 4. Photomicrograph of Chance glass spheres
immersed in water. Diameter 216-224 IA

were vibrated vertically in a suitably shaped closed cav
above the horizontal slit. The relative velocity of spheres .
slit was probably lees than 100 cm/sec and there was 1
observable deterioration in the condition of the slit jaws d
to abrasion by the glass. It was found that the yield I
spheres smaller than 40 is was very low owing to cloggi
of the slit by s pheres Buff
—
quite efficient
weF separated
Spheres larger than
Fig. 3. Photomicrograph of Hysil glass spheres, diaSuccessive separations at slightly different slit widths succeed
.
meter 1-40 immersed in water
in giving a sample inside a narrow size range. Fig. '4 sho
by dropping glass through a silica furnace 30 cm long run spheres of Chance glass, size 216-22Aµ,' separated by ti
at 1000° C. A long wide furnace that can be maintained at mama. The size corresponds exactly with the slit SOH*
a steady high temperature would fuse most types of glass. In the size range greater than 40 p, there seems to be lit
Further, the bat& control and estimation of temperature difficulty in thus producing monodisperse samples.
would allow the exact determination of the best conditions of
Small homogeneous spheres settle in a fluid with limiti
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Production and separation of small glass spheres
ndent on some power of their diameter. The
ons of this in separation work are in the wellques of sedimentation with decantation, in
d in centrifugation. Sedimentation followed
L is a laborious process involving large quantities
ich never gives complete separation. It is a
producing a wholly "under-size" fraction. The
which uses an upward fluid flow to balance '
uniting velocity under Stokes' Law, has several
advantages--variations in fluid velocity in
of the tube, wall effects, temperature effects—
performance. The ordinary centrifuge method
es similar to those of the decantation procedure,
e is usually employed in the size range below 1 p..
c methods of separation are theoretically
the experimental difficulties are considerable.

(d) the liquids should not react with the container, producing precipitated particles or giving any product
likely to coagulate the particles to be separated or
interfere with their free fall.

Mixtures of alcohol and water are found to be satisfactory
in the separation of glass particles. Mercuric chloride was
usually added to the alcohol-water mixture to prevent organic
growths, which were a troublesome feature of initial experiments with the density gradient column. Diffusion at the
interfaces between layers provides a gradual change-over in
density. The layers can be made thin and numerous so that
a sensibly continuous gradation of density is obtained,
especially at the top of the sedimentation column. The
gradient persists for a long time and is not upset by small
oscillational movements or temperature fluctuations. Convection currents are damped out and the column obtains an
equilibrium state with a: gradient of density from 0.86 to
sed
sity gradient. The equation of motion of a 1.0 g/c.c. from top to bottom.
The densities of the mixtures used in setting up the gradient
tg under streamline flow in a fluid medium is
are in steps of 0.01 g/c.c. from 1.0 to 0.86 g/c.c. The
rnk = (m — m)g —
containing vessel is filled with water, and a tube with a
flanged end lowered on to the water surface. Liquid of
weight of particle, m'g = upthrust of liquid, density 0.99 g/c.c. is slowly
of particle, 7) = viscosity of liquid, k= constant. pipetted down the side of the
starting from rest, accelerates until the resistance tube. At the flange the downuid viscosity balances the resultant gravitational ward velocity is reduced and a
it moves with a terminal velocity v given by flow outwards across the water
surface produced. With a
k'(p — p 0)d 2
v—
density difference of 0.01 g/c.c.
it is relatively easy to create
densities of particle and liquid, k' = constant. a step in density at the water
iments the conditions necessary for the application surface. The procedure is re,aw to the fall of the particles may be assumed to peated with further layers. The
thickness of the different layers
ssary in the ordinary sedimentation procedure to is adjusted to provide a steep
=ant a large number of times to produce reason- gradient at the top of the sediize separation. If the particles could be released mentation vessel. A typical
'sly at the top of the sedimentation vessel and gradient is shown in Fig. 5.
fall with their terminal velocities, they would
(ii) The instrument. The
ottom in order of size. In practice, the particles gradient is incorporated in the
wards like a blob of ink, large and small mixed, instrument of Fig. 6. The sedilication of grids and baffles reduces the convection. mentation vessel A is locked to
lity of the column is caused by the larger mean the detachable top C of a large
the layer containing the particles over the layer cylindrical container B at a
point near the circumference.
densly
length m)
Frank suggested that if the particles were made A number of small glass
(9/cc)
ainst a density gradient there would be no tendency dishes are mounted round the
to develop, and the particles would settle with circumference of a plate D
Fig. 5. Typical conrig velocity under Stokes' Law.* That this is borne which is rotatable about a
struction of alcoholctice has already been summarily rsported.( 4) In central stem E in such a way as
water column having
quids to form a density gradient several considera- to bring the dishes successively
a gradient of density
to be borne in mind:
beneath A, which may be of
any length and may have a wide variation in diameter.
liquids should mix over a considerable range of The length is determined by the size of particles being
oportionate volumes;
separated (the larger the particles, the greater the length
iquids should have a density difference sufficiently required) by the resolution required in the separation, by the
gh to make that between successive layers greater time considered necessary for the completion of a reparatory
an a certain minimum. This minimum is dependent run and by the time taken to change the dishes in position
the liquids used, and is just large enough to prevent without introducing any tendency for the liquid in B to swirl.
e layers mixing immediately on contact; '
The vessels used varied in length from 20 an to 100 cm and
of the liquids used should coagulate the particles in diameter from 6 cm upwards. The bottom part of A is
be separated; .
wax-sealed into a cylindrical brass container H which in
turn is locked securely through a hole in the Perspex plate C
by
the ring J, screwed tightly to the threaded bottom portion
H. Walton has independently developed the same
If of H. Rubber washers are used to perfect the liquid-tight
rivate communication.
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W. Paul and R. V. Jones
seal between Perspex and brass. A stopcock F empties A
as required. The top Perspex plate' C is fixed to B by a
brass ring L and twelve bolts and nuts M spaced round B.
B is constructed of brass and has a stopcock G.

empirical calibration of the gradient for density and viscosity.
Several precautions improve the quality of the separation.
(a) The instrument and the liquids used must be as free as
possible from extraneous particles.
(b) The glass introduced in suspension must be completely
deflocculated and must stay dispersed during the
time of the separation. A combination of mechanical
dispersion and suitably chosen liquids provides good
. deflocculation. Water-alcohol miitures are especially
suitable for glass.
(c) Particles which stick to the walls and are dislodged
may eventually fall into the "wrong" receiving dish.
They are eliminated by inserting, at the bottom of
the vessel A, a baffle ring P designed to present a
sharp edge to the falling spheres at such an angle
that they are unlikely to attach themselves to the
edge itself.
(iv) Results and conclusions. Spheres with diameters up
to 40 1.1, have been separated in one operation giving ova
90% of all those in one dish within ± 5% of the mean size.
Fig. 7 shows a typical separation. The separated particles
can be used in any application requiring a small amount of
uniformly spherical particles of the same size. The amount
of material separated in each operation is small, being of the
order of 0.3 g, but it is possible to make at least 3 runs in
the same column without destroying the density gradient.

U

half plan
Fig. 6. Apparatus for separation of glass spheres
Through the centre of C is sealed the stem E which has
attached to its lower end a Perspex plate D carrying a number
of small, concave glass dishes N fixed in position by circlips.
The size of D and position of the dishes are such that they
can be revolved in turn, by E, into position under the vessel A.
algt
The height of D is adjusted until the dishes are under, and
Fig. 7. Photomicrograph of Hysil glass spheres imas close as possible to, the brass end H, to ensure that any
mersed in water. Mean diameter 14 is
particles falling out of A will settle in a glass receiving dish.
L The instrument is levelled by mounting the three feet of B on
The method may be used for any material if two liquids an
adjustable jacks.
When the vessel B is being filled it is advisable to prevent be found that maintain dispersion of the particles and sued:
the trapping of air bubbles on any part of B or the apparatus suitable density and viscosity. The method of separation
inside B. An air bubble released during a run which rises may be applied directly to the size distribution analysis of
through the sedimentation column spoils .the separation by powders and has been used in a method depending on the
causing swirls along its path. This difficulty can be avoided scattering of light by the particles as they cross a horizontal
in several ways, e.g. by coning part of the underside of the section of the sedimentation vessel.
top C and trapping the air in the cone apex, or by providing
an escape port by suitably slotting the locking ring I and
REFERENCES
the bottom threaded part of H.
(iii) Use of instrument. When the instrument has been (1) SKLAREW, S. Industr. Engng Chem. Anal. ed., 6, p. 152
(1934).
assembled and the liquid column with its gradient of density
established, a dilute suspension of spheres in pure alcohol is (2) SOLUBLE, K. Industr. Engng Chem. Anal. ed., 11, p.4
(1939).
run down on to the top of the column using the flanged tube
as before. The dishes are then rotated under the sedimenta- (3) BLooktQussr, C. R., and Q..uuc, A. Industr. Eqpt
Chem. Anal. ed., 12, p. 61 (1940).
tion vessel at times determined by the size of particles required
,4
and their velocity of fall as calculated from Stokes' Law and (4) PAUL, W., and JONES, R. V. Research, 3, p. 98 (1950.)7.114
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Specifications for Duke Glass Products

Soda Lime Glass:
Chemical Composition: See Over
[temperatures:

P.2

Strain Point 505C
Annealing Point: 550C
Softening Point 730C
Working Point 980C

tefractive Index: 1.51 - 1.52
;pecific Gravity: 245 - 2.55
dinar Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (0 - 300C); 8.5 - 9.3 x 10 4 /C
bung's Modulus: 1 x 10' psi
tigidity Modulus: 4.3 x 10' psi
'oissonte Ratio: 0.21
Melectric Constant 12.1 (23C, 1KHz), 7.0 - 7.6 (20C, 1MHz)
'ower Factor (1MHz at 20C): 0.004 - 0.011
volume Resistivity • 250C: 10 7 Ohms
iardness: DPH 50g Load: 540 kg/mm'
Knoop 1008 Load: 515 kg/mm2
peed of Sound: 5.8 km/s at 23C
dean Specific Heat: 0.18 cal/gmC at 20C, 0.28 cal/gmC at 1000C
km Specific Heat: 0.18 cal/gm/C at 20C, 0.32 cal/gm/C at 1000C
lerrnal Conductivity: 0.002 cal/sec/cmC at OC, 0.0036 cal/sec/crnC at 500C
:oefficient of Friction: 0.18 to 0.24 (glass on glass)
)ielectric Strength: 4500 Kv/an
'he rural Diffusivity at Room Temperature: 0.005 cm2/sec
missivity: 10% at 74un
58% at 3itm
90% at 4.5pm
98% at 8um
78% at 9.51trn
85% at 120um
?ectral Emissivity of a 1/8" thick piece 72%
heroical Durability—Powder Teals
In watt; 4 hours at 90C: 0.05% Na l° extracted
In N/50 H2SO4, 4 hours 90C: 0.03% Na20 extracted
bsorption Coeffident: 0.069/cm in the visible region

DUKE SCIENTIFIC CORP P.3
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Chemical Composition of Glass
Glass is very rich in SI and it can also contain large amounts of other elements such as Fe,
Na, K, Ca, Mg, and AL The primary compound in glass is 510 r Pure 5102 glass is very
similar to quartz except that it does not have the long range crystalline structure of quartz.
Such glass Zhas the following characteristic':
excellent chemical durability
can withstand large temperature shocks
transparent to a wide range of wavelengths of light
very high melting point 67230
difficult to shape
Adding other elements lowers the glass m.p. and viscosity so it is easier to work with
although not as durable.
Soda - Lime Glass: Soda lime glass is a mixture of Nap, CaO, and 510 2 along with other
trace elements. Color can be added with trace amounts of transition metals. The colors are
a result of transitions of electrons in the 3d orbital.
Fe*
02 1+
Mn3
CO*

green color you see when looking at the edge of a window pane
blue
purple
greens

In acidic solution, W exchanges with alkali ions on the surface. This has little effect on the
structural integrity of the glass, so it holds up quite well under acidic conditions.
In bask solution, 01-I ions disrupt the structure and can actually dissolve the glass.
Formation of a white film on the glass is an indicator of this effect.
Chemigid Analysis of a typical Duke Soda-Lime Qua

5102
Na20
CaO
MgO
Al203
K20
Iron Oxide

67-75%
13%
9.7%
3.3%
0.4%
0.1%
50.296
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CHAIN/CONVEYOR LUBRICANT
A group of high temperature lubricants containing graphite or molybdenum disulfide with additives in a variety
of carriers designed to reduce friction without forming objectionable residues over wide temperature ranges.
TYPICAL BENEFITS
• Extended life of moving parts
• Extended lubrication cycles
• Function over wide temperature ranges
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
• Oven and furnace chains or bearings
• Rails In annealing furnaces
• Metal lithograph lines
• Fiberboard and carton lines

(A) (C)
(A) (C)
(A) (C)
(A) (C)
(A) (B) (C)
(A) (B) (C)
(A)
(A)
(C)
(B) (C)
(A) (B) (C)
(A) (B) (C)

• Reduced energy consumption
• Reduced downtime from chain freeze-up

• Conveyor chains and trolley wheel bearings
• Dryer ovens — Tobacco — Plywood
• Paint lines

• Can lines

Product

Pigment

Carrier

GP-250'
GP-251
GP-751
LS-1350'
LS•2527
LS-2574
LS-2593
LS-3101
LS-3118
LS-3111
LS•3110
LS-3145

Graphite
Graphite
Moly
Graphite
Moly
Moly
Graphite
Graphite
Moly/Graphite
Moly/Graphite
Moly
Graphite

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Hydrocarbon
Hydrocarbon
Synthetic
Synthetic
Oil
Hydrocarbon
Synthetic
Synthetic

Flash Pt'

Temperature'

380°F.
490°F.
490°F.
490°F.
130°F.
130°F.
470°F
570°F.
350°F.
265°F.
280°F.
250°F.

1600°F
1000°F
750°F.
1000°F.
750°F.
750°F
1800°F.
1000°F.
1000°F.
1000°F.
750°F.
1800°F.

(1) Flash point of carrier.
(2) Maximum continuous operating temperature after the carrier has evaporated.
(A) Synthetic carriers will not form objectionable residues, i.e., carbon and varn'sh deposits.
(B) After evaporation of carrier, products will function as dry film lubricants.
(C) Suitable for automatic lubricating systems.
(•) Require some agitation.
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S 480 OF THE FMESTJN PLASTICS

718 CU FT ON PLACE. MONTROSE, CA 91020 • TELEPHONE (818) 249-7810

SP-1, SP-2 and SP-3
HOCLICW MICROSPHERES FOR LIGHTWEIGHT SYNTACTIC RsSTNS
FOAMS, ETC. IN EPDXY, POLYESTERS, URETHANES ETC.
SYMPDXY

DESCRIPTION:
Sympoxy SP-1, SP-2 and SP-3 are hollow glass mdcrospheres of different qualities
and specific gravities.
Sympoxy SP-1 is a thinner walled bead that has been acid etched, washed, dried
to take out all broken beads and has controlled specific gravity assuring fixed specific
gravities when mixed with liquid or powdered systems. These beads have excellent
moisture resistance providing high insulation resistance.
Sympoxy SP-2 has a higher specific gravity variance but has higher compressive
strengths and higher specific gravity at similar loadings in the carrier. A higher
loading, by volume, gives reduced shrinkage, higher hardness, better abrasion resistance while maintaining lower viscosity and better flow than SP-1. SP-2's are also
lower in cost.
Sympoxy SP-3 has a very thick wall and much higher specific gravity range but
does well in systems where larger fillings are required and no lower than .85 specific
gravity is required. Higher compressive strengths, lower system costs, better filler .
suspension and easier processing are the application requirements fulfilled by SP-3.

All of the above microspheres increase flame retardancy by lowering the thermal
conductivity of the system.
SP-1
SP-2
SP-3
TYPICAL PROPERTIES:
Specific gravities
.16 to .18
.20 to .25
.70 to .75
Oil absorption Wpm D281)
30
9
6
Bulk density, lbs/cubic foot
4.3-5.0
25-27
5.9-7.5
Color
white
light gray
gray
Hiding power
good
excellent
excellent
Electricals
excellent
good
good
Ousts
high
low
low
Vehicle processing:
yes
by hand
yes
yes
by mill
no
no
no
by shear
no
no
no
CAUTION:
Since all three miclxmciheres are of a fine particle size and lad density, caution
Should be used in working with them. A face mask, long sleeve and long legged clothing
Should be used and good personal hygiene followed by washing exposed skin with soap and
water. launder clothing before reusing. Avoid flame or sparks in unventilated areas.
Use mechanical exhaust in work area after using.
3 630
gum= pc akcs t vuotasgry, RIMMED ON E. MO ALL PRODUCTS ME SOLD UPON COMMON RAT PuRCHASERS M.L MARE THEM OWN TESTS TO DETERMINE THE OURUTT AND SMAINUTY

IRE PRODUCT. rnMASTKR, INC SHALL SE N NO WO triEsPoNseu FOR THE WIMP USE MD SEANCE Of TO4E PRODUCT. mar INFORmATION ON fiuGGEsnotis GIVEN ARE wrmou? WARRANTY OF ANY
IMO rumpiragre ME SOLELY leavomm FOR ANY LOSS AMONG FROM IRE USE Of SUCH INFonaunnon on anuk Know Np aronNuaboN on WooEsTioNs ErfEw BY US IftiRa. OE DEEMED TO
IRECOMIEMATKR1 TO USE ANY
N CONrUCT METH EXISTIM3 PATENT MOOTS
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TEL: 516-741-7140
FAX:516-741-7321

AMERICAN TECHNICA INC

MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS OF BALLS

*0.127mm

2.50

7.50

*0.15

2.788 = 7/64"

7.938 = 5/16"

0.2

3.00

8.00

0.25

3.175 = 1/8"

8.50

0.30

3.50

8.731 = 11/32"

0.35

3.969 = 5/32"

9.00

0.40

4.00

9.525 = 3/8"

0.45

4.50

10.00

0.50

4.762 = 3/16"

10.319 = 13/32"

0.6

5.00

10.50

0.7

5.50"

11.00

0.8

5.556 = 7/32"

11.112 = 7/16'

0.9

6.00

11.50

1.00

6.350 = 1/4"

11.906 = 15/32"

1.50

6.50

12.00

1.588 = 1/16"

6.747 = 17/64"

12.50

2.00

7.00

12.700 = 1/2"

2.381

=

3/32"

7.144 = 9/32"

Al] sizes in metric except where noted.
Other sizes are available upon request.
Ball are available in Synthetic, Ruby, Sapphire, Quartz, Optical
glasses, Ceramics, Zirconia, Sodalime, Borosilicate and Tungsted
Carbide.
*Only available in Synthetic Ruby
3/90
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Glass Balls
When it comes to low cost flow control and high heat applications,
design engineers find glass balls
hard to beat. For good reason.
Glass balls are dImenslondty
stable. They resist corrosion and
chemical absorption well. Plus, they
can withstand temperatures up to
600°F.
Glass balls also vary In density,
depending on the type of glass
they're made from. They are widely
used In applications requiring a
specific gravity.
Lett take a look at why these
unique characteristics make glass
balls ideal for flow control, instrumentation and fiber optic applications.
Food processing, pharmaceutical,
and photographic processing equipment engineers select glass balls for
check valves because they provide
Glass Properties

Sodo.Ume

Borosilicate

'Black Glass'

Density: gm./cm'

2.47

2.23

2.64

Hardness: Knopp-KJ-N ice

465.0

448.0

405.0

Softening Point: °C.

695.0

820.0

650.0

Maxlmurn Working Temperature'
(annealed glass) Normal °C.
Extreme °C..

110.0
460.0

230.0
490.0

140.0
380.0

Young Modulus: 10' b./5 sq. In.

10.0

9.1

9.8

Poisson's Ratio

0.24

0.20

0.21

Thermal Expansion
dol. cmJ300°C. -10'' In./In./ °C.

92.0

33.0

89.0

Thermal Conductivity
cal. cm/c m. sec. deg. C.
-148°F./-100°C. (x 404)
+32°F/0°C. (x 40 1 )
+212°F./+ 100°C. (x 401

4.99
2.43
2.65

2.13
2.71
3.12

-

Thermal Stress Resistance

47°C.

53°C.

48°C.

Dielectric Properties at 1 MHz - 20°C.
Power Factor %
Dielectric Constant
Loss Factor •

0.9
7.2
6.6

0.5
4.6
2.6

0.47
6.3
1.1

frog„ of Volume ResistIvhy: ohm-cm.
25°C.
250°C.
350°C.

12.4
6.4
5.1

46.0
8.1
6.6

8,9
7.0

Refractive index Sod. D Line (.5893 microns)

1.512

1.474

1.507

'

Meorsardcal considerations only.

0963

•

NOTE: The physical properties wIll vary between row gloss rnonutooturen.

Industrial Tectonics, Inc.

AMERICAN TECHNICA INC
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118 DENTON AVENUE.
NEW HYDE PAM<, NY 11043
TEL: 516-741-71/1!I
IAX:516-741-7321

A.F.B.M.A. * Grade Tolerances and Terminology
A.F.B.M.A.
Grade

Diameter
Tolerance
per
Ban

-V- Bock
Out of-Round
in
120' Angle

Diameter
Tolerance
per
Link Container

Basic
Domeier
Tolerance

Marking
Increments

Inch

Arch

Inch

Inch

Mich

.000003
.000005
.000010
000015
.000025
.00005
.0001
.0002

.000003
.000005
.000010
.000015
.000025
.00005
.0001
.0002

.000005
.00001
.00002
.00003
.00005
.0001
.0002
.0004

2 .00000
z.. .00005
1..0001
z .0001
z .0001
r .0002
-: .0005
:.0010

.000003
.000005
.000010
.000015
000025
00005
0001
0002

3
5
10
15
25
50
100
200

Maximum
Surface
Roughness
Mium-inch
"AA-•
.5..
.7'"
1.01.21.5*'
3.0
5.0
f3.0

AA" Arithmetical Average.
"These grades may carry waviness requirements.
.-

Terminology:

Ball Industry terminology has been interpreted by the A.F.B.MA. for use by the inanity. Usted below are the terms which
conform to the A.F.B.M.A. standard definitions, unless otherwise specified. Please call us if any of these terms need further
clarification.
Ball Roughness:

Surface irregularities, finely spaced, direction, height and width of which demonstrate the overall surface pattern.
Bali Waviness:

Geometrical irregularity of the ball surface where wave lengths are longer than the roughness.
Basic Diameter:

The Basic Diameter is specified by a fraction plus a decimal only to the sixth place e.g. 114' + .000? or .250?; 15164" +
.0003% or .223575".
Basic Diameter Tolerance:

The maximum deviation allowed of any bail ( ► ampler from the basic diameter, in any shipments to satisfy orders for that
basic diameter.
Diameter Tolerance Per Ball:

The allowable difference between the largest diameter and the smallest diameter measurable on one ball.
Diameter Tolerance Per Unity Container:

The allowable range of the average diameter of single balls within any one unit container.
Grade:
Numerical value of the Diameter Tolerance Per Ball shown in millionths of an inch,
Hardness:

Measure of resistance of balls to penetration as figured by the methods indicated in this standard.
Lot:
A lot is made up of all balls, same grade. specific diameter (marking increment), hardness and material, submitted for
approval as an undivided whole at the same time.
Marking Increments:

Standard unit steps in millionths of an inch to show the Specific Diameter.
Nominal Diameter:

SIZE which is used for the purpose of general identification, e.g., I Wm fir, 3116 -. 7/32% 15/64-. etc.
'Duality of Geometry:

Degree of precision indicated by dimensional tolerances.
Duality of Surface:
Degree of refinement of the surface characteristics as indicated by waviness, roughness and appearance.
Sp ecific Diameter:
The unit container diameter as marked, shown in the grade's standard marking Increment closest to the average diameter
of the balls in that unit container.
Unit Container:
Any single container marked as having balls of the same material, specific diameter and grade.
'V' Block Out of Round:

Occasionally referred to as three-point or multiple point out-of-roundness. II is the maximum variation in the rise of the bell
made possible through changing the position while the ball is supported in a 'V block.
Visual Inspection:
A macroscopic inspection of the ball surface for imperfections.
'Anti Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association (A.F.B.M.A.)
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GP ceramic precoats are designed for use in metalforming operations to
provide lubrication and protection against oxidation at elevated temperatures.
TYPICAL BENEFITS
• Improve metal flow
• Provide oxidation protection
• Provide added lubrication.

• Reduce friction and pressures on dies
• Reduce heat loss of workpiece
• Improve surface finish of workplece

SURFACE PREPARATION
INorkpieces should be chemically or mechanically cleaned and rinsed with water prior to coating. Acid etching followed
by a clean rinse is recommended. For water-base coatings, preheat workpiece to 150°F to 300°F (66°C to 149°C) after
cleaning and before coating application.

METHOD OF APPLICATION
The products may be used full strength for blocking/extruding operations. For mixing or diluting to a desired level,
thoroughly mix to a uniform consistency, using a method that minimizes air entrapment. Hand mixing or agitation with
a slow speed mixer is recommended.
Work pieces may be coated by dipping or spraying, followed by air drying from 10 to 30 minutes depending upon carrier
and room temperature.
For optimum results, a smooth uniform coating, free of cracks, runs or pinholes is necessary.

Dipping Procedure
Clean and thoroughly dry parts before dipping. Position parts after dipping to minimize buildup of coating while drying.
A coating thickness of 0.001" to 0.002" after drying is recommended.

Spraying Procedure
Conventional spray or electrostatic systems are suitable for coating parts. Experience will dictate proper patterns and
technique. Dry-film coating thickness should be 0.001" to 0.002". If necessary make additional applications only after
initial film is thoroughly dry.

DILUTION RATIOS
Concentrated product may be diluted for thinner coating or spray system application. Start with 8 parts concentrate
by volume to 1 part proper carrier. Dilute further if necessary. Slowly add diluent to product while gently stirring. Avoid
excessive agitation which causes air entrapment.

COATING REMOVAL
Residual coatings may be removed by sandblasting or hot salt bath treatment.

HANDLING AND STORAGE
Shelf life of products is from six months to one year in original unopened containers. Materials with flammable solvents
Should be kept away from open flame or sparks. Seal containers when not In use to prevent contamination and evaporation. Use adequate ventilation with all solvent based coatings.
For additional information of safe use and handling refer to the MUDS of each product.
For information on Graphite Die Lubricants and Precoats please request F11-2 Bulletin.

Graphite Products Corporation
P.O. Box 29, Brookfield, Ohio 44403
Phone: (216) 394-1817

FAX: (216) 394-2389
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GRAPHITE POWDERS
A selection of three grades of graphite powder in three different ranges of particle sizes. The
black boundary lubricant powders have no melting point and are thermally stable at
temperatures in excess of 1000°F. in the presence of air.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
• Adheres to most surfaces.
• Lubricates over a wide temperature range up to 1000°F. in the presence of air.
• Readily mixes with greases, oils, and fluids.
• Maintains a very low coefficient of friction in high temperature environments.
AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE(11 OF POWDER
GP 600 98% by weight through 325 sieve. Average particle diameter determined by sieve
analysis.
GP 601 96% to 96% by weight through 325 sieve. Average particle diameter determined by
sieve analysis.
GP 603 .7 to .85 microns average particle diameter by Fisher Sub Sieve Sizer.
( "Not

to be used as a specification.

INDUSTRIAL USES
• Metalworking for hot forming, hot extrusion applications.
• Additive for plastics, rubber to reduce or modify friction.
• Additive for plastics, rubber, as an electrically conductive pigment.
• Tumbling/burnishing application to "0" Rings, packings and seals.
• Maintenance lubricant in powder form.
APPLICATION METHODS
• Tumbling for metalworking or small component coating.
• Burnishing or rubbing surfaces with cloth.
• Dusting or small applicator bottle for penetrating narrow areas.
• Powder ingredient mix for plastics, elastomers, plastics and powder metals.

Graphite Products Corporation

I
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Microvestcherfte Portable Video Microscope Sy/tern for both
laboratory and on-site Inspection of materiels and products.
Interchangeable Ions amdlable from lx to 2000x. ,
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FL: SARASOTA

• • ••

ATLANTIC OPTICAL PRODUCTS INC. 1880-T Main
St (ZIP 34230) (Custom Mims Optical Systems)
(813-388-4648).------- NR

IL: DEERFIELD
LEICA INC. 111 Deer Lake Rd., Dept. 92 (ZIP 80015)
Microscopy & Histology Products) (FAX: 706317•
7288) (Netiomvide Call Toil Free: 800-248-0123.
100M+
Est 921•
Moe Our Full Pegs Ad At Microscopes)
(Sea Our Company Profile In Volume 17)

MA: ARLINGTON
MICRO-LITE. INC. 38 Sew Street GOP 02174) (NonMk:kering Fluorescent Microscope 6 Video
Lighthtg, & Fiberoptlo Illuminators) (817-64titem
NR
180)

MA: THREE RIVERS
Whits. 0. C., Co. P.O. Box IL Bridge St. (Industrial Task
Lighting. Magnifiers, Microscopes. Exhaust Lamps.
Draftsmen Lighting, Machine Lighting & Specialty '
NR

Antonio

DuPont Co., Biotechnology Systems BM
G-50951
DUPONT DE NEMOURS. E. I., & CO. INC.
Plata. Bldg. 29 (ZIP 19880 0029) (Call1
800.441-7515).(Sot Our Company Profile In Volume

A SEE OUR CATALOG Ilk

IN CATALOG FILE SECTION

NY: GREENVALE
MJA INTERNATIONAL INC. P.O. Sox 333-T (ZIP'
11548) Mfg. Of MlortsCOPes. Accessories & Parts.
Industrial &
f
Laboratory,
Parts) (518-759.10001....—..NR
EducationaL Repair Para

NY: ISLAND PARK
STANGERT CORP, THE 240T Long Seer* Rd., P.O.
Box E (ZIP 11555 0504) (516-432-4277)---..5M+
(Research. Industrial. Stereo Zoom. Toolmakers,
Messurinep a Ili•Medical Microscopmc PhotamicroOrePhic. All Accessories. Stocking Distributors)

A SEE OUR CATALOG '11111 IN CATALOG FILE SECTION
NY: LAKE SUCCESS
OLYMPUS CORP.. PRECISION INSTRUMENT DIV. 4
Nevado Dr. (ZIP 11042 11791 (Microscopes.
Photomicrographic Cameras & Accessories For
Biological & Metallurgical Studies) (518-486
_
3880.
" &
(See Our Full Pees Ads At "Microscopes
"Measuring instruments"

Is Information Services, Inc. 34457-1 Hood Canal

NR

Bangs Laboratories Inc. 979.1 Keystone Wry
Glass)

MN: ST. PAUL
3M AEROSPACE MATERIALS DEPAR
Center. 223-1N-07 (ZIP 55144) (Hollow
Microaphore Fillers) (Cell Toll Free: 8003
2376)Zeolon Industries. Inc. 220.T Endicott 81dg.„114

LMINGTON
ONT DE NEMOURS. E. I.. & CO.„ INC. Barley MM
Plata, Bldg. 29 RIP 19880 0029) (Knives, Etc.) (Call
,Toll Free: 800-441.7515 ►---.
.......25014+ •
(Soo Our Company Profile In Volume 17)

Leader in RF
High Power
High
t 1 MHz }
with power outputs fro
!Ir 1
.d—A
MICROWAVE POS111
3304 Orr Ayr" Is
(5181 231-1400 • FA:

Instrument Div.. KFK Machine Inc 1944.T Main St.,
P.O. Box 451 (Fiber).
M-

EMMA. HEIGHTS
Corp. 115.1 4th Ave..

50#1+

nal Equipment Co., Inc. 300-7 Second
1M+

WORCESTER
RNATIONAL CERAMIC ENGINEERING 100.T
Prescott St (ZIP 01805) (Ceramics From Material To
Precision Grinding • Honing) (508-791.
.1M+

\‘ ‘
.4.*iW1.,.;\ N:4■6444144:
.%ty, t7'14:

TX: GARLAND
SATELLINK, INC. 3525 MRS
75042) (Cell Toll Free: 800
111)
Micro-sem Converters &

CUSTOM
AMPL1

IT
Corp. 7448 Centre' Ave......_.......................... 10M+

POMMEL°
Instruments Inc P.O. Box 10033 (Industrial II

MO: ROLLA
MO.SCI CORPORATION Twftty Induebliall
brewer 2 (ZIP 85401)18s1Porpsee
Wrestlers's, Fibers & 0ttrhaerr SAKI:Aft
Products: Misnumbers' From
Pius Micrometers; Fibers Between 2 & NM
Micrometers) (314-364-2335. Eat I
)...

NV: RENO

READE ADVANCED MATERIALS. mama
SALES OFFICES P.O. Box 12520. idle
89510 2870) (Mfr. S. Mt. Of
Ceramic & intermetallic Maude
(702-352.1000 ►...........(See Our Company Profile In Volume

0 PARK
Intimations) 333-T Ravenswood Ave.......-.......... 60M+

3 7
Specs.) 01-299-29

Amplifiers: Microwave)

NY: BUFFALO
Pierce & Stevens Corp. P.O. Box 1092
Composite).

..-

H: DAYTON
5....

FIBRE-GLAST DEVELOPMENTS CORR
(ZIP 45414) (Talc. C6110461 Salem
Microballoons. Gloss Mic
Fillers • Extenders For P
(Call Toll Free: 800.821-32

-

ea.&

LOW NOIS
HIGH STA!
HIGH LINE)
MILITARY I
RAD HARD

CROWAVE AMPLIFIERS
LYN

5

■
■
■
■

OTUBES

MC UITS„ A DIV. OP SCIENTIP1C
• NENTS CORP. P.O. Box 350185 IMP 11231
31 (FAX: 7163324861) (718-9344500)— NR
Our Newly Expanded Updated Product Lbws.
h Full Specs. & Complete Data Pages In Our
In The Catalog File Section)
(lee Our Company Profile in Volume 18)

NJ:

OrT1 cm,. Ism new w nt •

SEE OUR CATA

MARSHFIELD HILLS

IN: CARMEL

nir BOHEMIA

TITAN TOOL SUPPLY CO.. INC. 58 Comet Ave. (ZIP
1M+
1421E1171S-874-0073)

25M -s

ROTOMES

DE WILMINGTON

Mond Corp. 777 Pollak Ave.. Sults 201 Mfrs. Of
Precision Optics, Microscopes. Fiber (lodes, Dust
25M+
Monitors. illuminators. Reflector*

NY: BUFFALO

y. Inc

KINGSTON
N.E

Melli Labe* America 500-T W. CwnrnIngs

IN CATALOG FILE SECTION

SPRINGFIELD

PALO/11'0 CA.'

COrpOtllt/011

NJ: CLIFTON

A SEE OUR CATALOG ilk

A SEE OUR CATALOG fa`'.( IN CATALOG FILE SECTION

tt.ho 5/1.4 VC

DJNe ScPqtofc

MA: WOBURN

UNPI,
ITROINC. 1704 Vaber Platt RIP 1171S)
(Microscopes • All Typos. Telescopes. Sktoculare,
Precision Optics, VI~meging & Muminetion
Systems) (510-859.88511)---,..---------8M+

DE ADVANCED MATERIALS. EASTERN REGION
SALES OFFICES P.O. Drawer 16039 (ZIP 02915
0039) (Mfr. & Diet. Of High Purity Metal, Ceramic S
Intermotellic Powders, Fibers a Whiskers To Specs.I
1401-433-7000).
5M+
Mae Our Company Profile InVolume 18)

UPPAUGE
WAVE POWER DEVICES. INC. 330 Om, Ave..
TR (ZIP 11788)(RF/Mierowave Solid State
Power Amplifiers; From 1MHZ 200HZ, Output
Mott 20,000Wetts: laboratoraMedleal
entation) (516-231-1400)-_MR
Our Full Pegs Ad At Amplifiers: Power)

air

SATELLI
3525 MILLER PAR
GARLAND. TX 75t

FAX (214) 487
CALL 1-800-3S

*MICROWAVE
ATTENUATORS:
(see

Attenuators: Microwav

MD: GAITHERSBURG
WEINSCHEL ASSOCIATES 42
GDP 20879) (301-948.n,

•

geglii1111:1

PRECISION GLASS
MICROSPHERES

ate Selection of
3y Equipment Currently Available

•

METALLURGICAL • SCIENTIFIC

Suidejsrt

gorino
wad!.
#00i6opes

for

t

Particle Size Standards
- Modeling Studies
Sintering Studies
Fluorescing . Tracers
Radioactive Tracers

SEP OUP
CiTAUX IN

Tie
CATALOO
SECTION

lAsmirecOpmEN

also

IS

NY: MASPETH

ALL.SPEC STATIC CONTROL INC. 81.10 T Maurice'
Ave. (ZIP 113781113Istr(butors Of Static Control
Products- ESD SPecislists) (Cell Toll Frew 800-3$4.
NR
51531.

ION INSTRUMENT DIV. 4
1179) (Microscopes.
was & Accoatiodee Per
el Studios) (516-45 11-•
NM+
At -Microscopoe & -Mos-

Technical Glass R & D
Biomedical Fields
Industrial Applications

(CompletLinOfWrksaoUitFTheS.,

Ic-Sefe Environment Includes: Workbonohas„ Task
Lighting. Chairs & Stools. Wheeled Carts & Shelf.
Trucks, PCS Transport Racks S Trucks. Ithrminetwl
Ranch MegnIfiers. MIcroecopee, Soldering & Duet
derktg Systeme. MID Shrouds & Covers)
Ohm Our Full Page Ad At Static Control EquIponahl

Swim Blvd. (VIdeo • • '
ransparencles, MIcrofroope

Be Viewed & RecordedOn
1M+

A SEE OUR CATALOG Mk

337-T Menahester Aya la's'
ed Systems)) (/14-471 .
1M+

IN CATALOG FILE SECTION

NY: MELVILLE

•

MO-SCI.

11

CORPORATION

Nikon Inc., Instrument DN. 1300 Old Watt Whitman

'
NY: ROCHESTER
TOR Associates, Ina. SO Rockwood Raw.
•
NY: THORNWOOD
ZEISS, CARL, INC. One Weis Dr. (219.111111111 11)
•
(914-747.1800)—_____ _

te. Settle MoUre Coris. CD.
WA+
.2711►
Pleas IMP
N.E. Meth
dg. Cell Toll Free: 000.423.
NR

!

Custom Fiber Pulling
Custom Fiber Coating
Specialty Glass Products

•

TWITTY INDUSTRIAL PARK
MEAD BLDG. - PO DRAWER 2
ROLLA, MO 65401 , .

o;

START INTERNATIONAL 11181
T
120.A (ZIP 75009) MAX 214.70 -9 51)
Flow 9005274805)..
(See
Our
Full
Pogo
Ad
Under:
Pillagniflerel
,•
•

ES: VIDEO

I watt amplifier family, 10 MHz to 4.2 GHz.

314-364-2338 Ext. • 19

TX: CARROLLTON

WA: KIRKLAND
VIE GEE SCIENTIFIC, INC. 11110 N.E. 4111111 Pleas
15033) On U.S. & Caned. Cell Toll From
8942
.03
-

0)
.
.•

•

•

(.4 IL

12104 (ZIP 44205)

No

PO Corp. Valley Forge Executive Nall, P.O. Box 840

•

CA: PALO ALTO

............_.

•

1• RIVERSIDE'

DUKE SCIENTIFIC CORP. 1115.0 San AMIN& N
Oteee'11 Flou ►oscent
84103) (P
' 0.04 To 2000 Mkilotr111.9112.1100, Out Of
8931
CON Toll Free: 5003
(SoOurCmpanyPfileVtr,*17

A..An 15 ).5•r
etc Mioroecope'llyaina Mr both
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SPECIFICATIONS
twowner. rat

impedance without amplifier damage or oscillation.
One week degvery...and, of COMM. one year guaranies..

MADE ADVANCED MATERIALS. EASTERN REGION
SALES OFFICES P.O. Drawer 15039 (ZIP 02915
0039) (Mfr. & Olat Of High Purity Metal Ceramic &
IntermetallIc Powders. Fibers & Whiskers To Specs.)
i401-43370001... 5 M +
„(See Our Company Profile In Volume 18)
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MU CTS INC. 1980.T Maki 14
n M icro Optical Systems)
NR

Interfeclel Dynamics Corp. 4814-T N.E. 107th Ave., P.O.
Box 279, Suitt B (Polymer)...
...
NR

Pk VALLEY FORGE

MICROSPHERES

Profile ht Volurne,11111;

OR PORTLAND

Noe* be Imo lo rate* your dlielgn decisiOe—Iyou require
up to I wad output for low-distortion iniermodultdon letting_
'
broadband lolabon...Sei gain over wide bandwidth—or if you need
much higher maw level from your 20st/sweep 91100,1110r of
frequency synthesizer—you cm now specify Mini-Circuit' new
ZHL Series. power empsflers...kom only $895.
Using Ors-linear gess A doeilr. Mono 81010-014/111-or1 empl dens
provide up to 40 de gain. Rat (±1.0de). are unctionliondif stable.
Include ovenroftage protection. and can be connected lo any road

SEE OUR CATALOG
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Hollow Microspheres
Applications for Microspheres

PQ's hollow microspheres are your best
Choice when you need a lightweight
Eller. We currently offer glass, ceramic
and plastic hollow microspheres.
To the naked eye microspheres look like
a fine white power. If you looked at
hem through a microscope, you would
me micron-sized, spherical particles
Bled with air.

These tiny spheres provide a surprisngly wide range of benefits in finished
roducts:
low density
improved flow
reduced shrinkage and warpage
better impact resistance
cost reduction when more expensive
materials are displaced
easier finishing and working
characteristics
sound and thermal insulation
iicrospheres were first introduced as
ghtweight fillers for plastics, exploIves and cements. Because they have a
rev specific gravity, a relatively small
uantity of microspheres can displace
more costly materials and reduce overall
eight and costs. In water gel and emulon explosives, microspheres function
sensitizers.
he number of industries that use
Licrospheres has grown considerably
ver the years. Today our products are

End Use
Cultured marble
Simulated-wood furniture
Decorative casting
Marine decks and hull coring
Marine putty
Fberglass-reinforced plastic
coring
Bowling-ball cores
Plywood-patching
compounds
Insulative pipe covering
Automotive sound-deadening
Pads
Automotive sealants

Mabix
Polyester

Auto and truck brake pads

Phenolic

Syntactic-foam flotation
devices
Hi-mil coatings
Textured paints
Grouts
Roof =brigs
Synthetic stucco
Concrete
Industrial explosives

Epoxy

Refractory ccatingtbricks
Grincing wheels

Polyester
Epoxy
Polyester
Polyester
EP0xY
Polyurethane
Asphaltic
PVC plastisol

Solvent-based resin
Water-borne binder
Latex
Elastomeric latex
Latex/cement
Cement
Water gel
Emulsion
Ceramic composite
Ceramic composite
Phenolic

found in lightweight cements, explosives, auto parts and underhody sealants,
bowling balls, marine industry products,
building materials, autobody fillers, cultured marble, paints, grinding wheels,
friction compounds and refractories.
They are compatible with polyesters,
epoxies, plastisols, urethanes, thermoplastic, latex and phenolic resins.
Our products are available with surface
functional coatings, including silane,
metals and pigments for specialty applications.

remotion tiontin fie accurate to the but of our knowledge. Sucendone are made edema warmly at gumming al mulls. Madam

no, user shoull determine the suitability est the pod et for his intended use anima assumes the Ask and liebity in connection
rewith. We do not moppet eialabon of any mewing paters" Si give permission to Radios any patented invention mieneut a
rue.

Advantages
Density reduction
Resistance to thermal shock
Casting quality
Cost reduction
Nnproved stiffness
Easier finishing
Density control
Improved shaping and finishing
Thermal insulation
Density reduction
Acoustic insulation
Density reduction
Reduced sag tendency
Chip resistance
Increased pad life
Density reduction
Density reduction
Density reduction
Improved theology
Density reduction
Enhanced trowelabity
Improved sprayability
Sensitivity
Thermal insulation
Antislump in green state
Controlled porosity
Weight reduction

We manufacture microspheres at four
locations on three continents. Our network of distributors circles the world.
PQ's technical service representatives
are available to advise you on formulating or processing questions.

The P9 Corporation
bur single source for microspheres —
anywhere in the world

The PQCorporation
speclaky pan

Group

P.O Stu SAO. ihilley Forgo. PA 1lesS2 USA.
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VIRGINIA/ HARTFORD BALL

RASS

40C D

•

9495593 0000049

HIGH CARBON
CHROME ALLOY

PE ANALYSIS -Cabra
pper AILS-71.5%; Lead .07 max; Iron .05
x; Zinc. remainder.
HERA/ INFORMATION
r use primarily in valve applications.
,TERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
y tough. Very good corrosion resistance
owest cost.
iCHINABILITY - SO.
RROSION RESISTANCE - Good.
RDNESS
*well B75-87 measured on parallel fiats.

AVAL BRASS*
;E ANALYSIS - Cabra 484.
tper 60%; Tin 0.75%; Zinc 30.26%.
IJERAL INFORMATION
arable for use primarily In valve

TYPE ANALYSIS -A191-52100
Carbon .95-1.1%; Chromium 1.3-1.0%.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Thus steel Is the result of years of experimenting with various metres In search of
the best material for bearing use.
MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
High hardness and consequent resistance to
deformation wtth excellent wear resistance.
Manufactured from the highest quality
chrome alloy electric furnace steel in
accordance with our standard specifications
and uniformly hardened by our latest methods of controlled heat treating throughout
their entire diameter, assuring maximum
strength and long life.
HARDNESS
Rockwell C -00 to 86 measured on parallel
fiats.

8 ON

1J-03-H

DRILLED BALLS
AND SPECIAL
BALL PRODUCTS
Hartford manufactures drilled bells in various
materials, to customer blueprint specifications.
Critical hole diameter tolerance and hole
concentricity are achievable. All drilled balls
we accurately lapped to finished surface
and geometric specification&
We offer tapered. counterbored and
countersunk holes, as well as other secondary
operations. Also. variable modifications can
be made on a vast selection of materials.
AID IN NEW DEVELOPMENTS
To obtain aid for the solution of difficult
problems, where special bails we required,
we encourage you to owitect our Soles and
Engineering Departments. We are willing at
all times to provide technical Information
relative to the adaptation of special balls.
Should you wish to use our technical experts
for a development project, arrangements can
be made accordingly.
It is our sincere desire to help you with your
special needs, therefore, do not hesitate to
consult our experienced and knowledgeable
staff.

TERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
remely tough. Offers good corrosion
stance at relatively low cost.
CHINABILITY - 30.
RESISTANCE - Good.
1DNEBS
Jewell 1375-98 measured on parallel lists.

special order only.

ASS*

PLASTIC*

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE*

NI LIME
not stand thermal shock: can mechaniglve continual service at 230 degrees
;ends limited static and torque load:
d electric and corrosion resistant

NYLON-zytel 101
CORROSION RESISTANCE
Nylon is Insoluble In common solvents,
alkalies, dilute mineral acids and most
organic acids. Nylon Is particularly outstanding In resistance to alkalies, petroleum
oil and greases at temperatures up to 300
degrees F. Acids such as lactic acids In
milk, photographic solutions. etc., have
little or no effect. Nylon baits are used
where the requirement calls for lightweight,
resilient material and resistance to abrasion.
Used without lubrication.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Typical industry applications are: Instrumentation; valves In high precision hydraulic
systems; high load bearings; Inertial navigation systems; ball screws: linear bearings in
slideways; gaging and checking; meters;
and for baillzing.
MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
The characteristic properties of Tungsten
carbide make it highly suitable for precision
balls in applications requiring high hardness; resistance to wear. Impact elevated
temperature, corrosion, humidity, abrasion,
end poor conditions of lubrication.
TYPE ANALYSIS
94% Tungsten, 0% Cobalt
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Ultimate Tensile Strength
220,000 pal
643,000 psi
Ultimate Compressive Strength
Transverse Rupture Strength
228.000 psi
Hardness (Rockwell A)
90.6-91.5
Modulus of Elasticity
98,000,000
Density (Approx.)
0.54 lb./in.
Specific Gravity
14.85-15.05

FACE
and - 20-30 MIcroinches
.S.
;h -10-20 Nlicroinchea

S.
EX BRAND - (Coming 7740)'
stand high thermal shock; can
hanically give continual service at 450
sea F. with extreme temperature limit at
legrees F; very high electric resistivity
dielectric strength; high chemical stabilind will withstand high applied torque
s.
PACE
and -20-30 Microlnohes
B.

HARDNESS - Rockwell R-118.
TEFLON
CORROSION RESISTANCE
No known industrial molds or caustics will
attack TEFLON, and there Is no know
solvent for It. Recommended for applications where lightweight, nonmetallic, and
erosion resistant properties are required.
HARDNESS - Durometer -55-70.

h - 10-20 Mioroinches
S.

IS special order only.

363

B-12

'On special order only.

•Available through Specialty Ball Co.
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MICROSCOPY. ass ELECTION ISICALWOPY; RINLINOORAPHY
MICROSPHERES
Microspheros are thin-wailed hollow "phone with diameters in the micron range,
and mado of plastic or glass (Fig. 1). Wall thickneai is 2-3 s. In appearance, bulk
mierospheres are a free-flowing powder rumbling am sand. Bulk density ranges
from 6 to 12 lb/It'. They ars used in bulk form to control ovaporation of liquids and
Ala a filer in the manufacture of low-density fillad plastios. See also 021,1,171A0 MA2101ALL

Microspheree were davelopod somewhat over fifteen yews ago by The Standard
Oil Company (OLlo), which holds the basic patents for their manufacture (1). They
are produced and marketed by several eompasiies in the United States under license
from Gobi*. Suppliers is:allude Shaman & Owning, Lae. (Booespheres), Union Carbide
Plastics (Phenolic Ifieroballoons), and Salo Chemical Co. Glass Mieroballuon
spheres). Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. has recently Introduced a type of
hollow gime sphere. . .
Originally designed for use as an evaporation retardant for oil tanks, Waco*Ws are beonnsing increasingly popular as a filler for plastic* In the field of wanner.
alai structure foams, in marine buoyancy applications, and in the production of lightweight casting mina with "tailorad" properties, molding oompou.nds, end dielectric
materials for *Wet:lost and electronic USN (3-5). '
Evaporation control still represents the largest single outlet for plastic =WMspheres, but the proportion of total miorosphere °opus going into this stss is steadily
deeming in favor of applications in the field of Gomm/cola' and specialty Imola
Typaa. 'rho field of plastic microsphass Is dominated by the phenolic-bard
variety. Low oust of raw nistarials contribute" to this. At bulk densities of 41-3 lb/h'
phenolic microspheres for general-purpose applications sell for just below $1.00/1b.
Hollow epoxy spheres Mocosphares EP), with diameters of He in. and up, have rfr-
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As. 1. Ihnlamd view of glen otieresphaat (teeespberat It). Mutters linealan Osage& Ina
cently bon developed. Bulk density range is 7.8 to about 15 lb/fts. One application
of the epoxy type is in foams with high compressive strength.
Gsnesal-purpose sham inicrospheres are made from low-cost glum Bulk densities
as low as 10 lb/ft , are available. At somewhat lower priors per pound than the
phenolia type, they mold compete with Abatis micro:Aares for applications using the
bulk powder, and also as a rain filler for commercial towns.
Electrical and epeoioltrgrade mieroaphstee of the glass type are made from
specially formulated and processed glasses. Oompositions consisting of over 96% pure
silica ars available (Seeospheres SI), as well as mime treated typos for IniXiMUM
compatibility with bonding re ins (Lowborn VT).
Manufacture. Plastic micrespherea are prepared from a solution of the plastic
in a volatile solvent containing a blowing agent (qv). The solution is introduced at
the top of a spray-drying chamber. Solvent evaporation in the drying Proms produces a tough skin on the tiny droplets of spray. Simultaneously, an entrapped blowing agent IS released within the ophare. Preece of the entrained gas prevents collapse
of the spheres.
In making glass spheres the proper components are mixed, dried, pulverised, and
screened. Particles of the appropriate sarecoed fraction are subjected to the blowing
reaction by introduction at the bottom of a chamber Into SA wending column of hot
furnace ps. Further screening, porifloation, and subsequent chemical treatments
produn the various specialty. and sleotrieal-grads products.
Veto. Phenolic trileroepherer are used In the bulk powder form for control of oil
evaporation. When poured on the marten of crude oil the spheres spread out in a
k to 1 In. layer so form a vapor busier, Phenolic spheres In crude oil service have
-
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Fie. 3. Cutaway vivo, ode sea Iowan buoy Obesity BO Ibitts). Hollow epoxy loom am
bidder! Lo a iyu tactic foam bared oo siam faiertepheres. Courtesy Emus= It Cuntiog,

OM.

bean obereved to reduce up to 100% of normal evaporation. Saving. in evaporation
1011144 of more than iWt) million dollars in ten

years have been reported at a single tank
torn.
A primary aspect of the sus of inicropheres as a filler in plastics technology is
that they yield prod oat* of reduced density. These products, termed syntactic foams,
are true fora, but they have some unique TWAIN', both in structure and in properties. Foams itioorporatiag microspheres have closed, mlorceeople-idse cells, and are
outstandingly uniform in structure. Density can be controlled accurately eocording
to the proportion of miarospherse added to the resin mix. Compared with aonyentionej
blown or frothed foams they have markedly greater strength, particularly under compressive load. Formulations containing microphone are supplied either as casting or
molding compounds for processing by conventional techniques or as mixture with the
conaistency of damp sand, which can be vamped into plea and cured. Epoxy, aeons,
polystyrene, and phenolic resins are the common matrix...
General-purpose applications of ittiorooPhers-based foams employ large (munition
of industrial-grade plastic and glass typos. As a struotural void filler and buoyancy
material in aubmarines, ships, and email boats, the foam prevenM water from collecting
in nonfunctional void spaces. lot addition to the buoyancy eke; the foam helps
prevent corrosion of metal craft. Miorosphem foams are used in *ores of sandwich
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`Trademark of Estieson*
struoturee, sheets,

and panel. for decks, rudders, and cabin tope of pleasure craft; in

aubflouring of airplanes (eg, Douglise DC-8); and in the construction field for
thermal insulation u wail, roof, and 1100r panels. A light-weight fabric of asbestos
tiller and glue rnierospheres is used in making rein laminat' having a thermal conductivity less than half that of conventional Materiel; (JOhtill Merivilie Corp.).
Deep-water floats for oceanographic rawarch 1.1211 glass-mierosphere foams with

controlled density (Fig. 2). A 42 lhift 3 foul with an epoxy resin binder paws testa
at 20,000 ft depth and 10,000 pal oompression.
Elactronio and aerospace applications embody special-property glees and silica
inierespl ► erea in *oaring reales, ayut ►etic loam formulations, stud dielectric materials
with "tailored" properties. Luw density, low dielectric klaid, high temperature capability, ruggedness, sad stability of properties are among the requirement* for the
finished foams. See Alai FringeDIN4.7.

s. a. Typlaat eleateunts limit. for WOW iii listrillte before and after eita ►seulatian lu Owe
eiguaosre.lillsd spay rwlu (Ilyarat MAI) (5).
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The properties of a oriaetion of ntiorospheres for eltiotronlo applications are givan
In Table 1.
Properties of typical Ow miorosphare (koroospherso It) foams based on three
widely used resin systems are shown in Table 2. Notable are the reduction in density

41. biltsowere tar fres gletsweieresphere hum Lk and mater, actlikid disimmok
airstomi (it000loaat Rita 611155; Agin, Italsbed Moe housed In Milaboc•szoperw ayatietie team.
Ocnetti ► Masao& da Cuellar, las.
to about half that of the corresponding solid plastic, low dielectric constant, and low
dissipation factor. The use of silica ntierosphores results In foams of still lower dielectric
Wee and higher temperature capability. Encapsulation of airman, of a Midas sesoilLta
(6) is shown In Pigure 3.
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artideial dielectric towns with dielectric properties tailored to cover a broad
range of speciaostions fur eleotronio and microwave applications, from ultra-low.
loss materials with dielectric constant close to that of air to high-bas, conductive, eleotromagnetic euergy absorbers, are made by ineorporating metal, carbon, or ferromagnetic particles in the miatosphom foam. These light-weight dielectric materials with
adjusted properties it'd application in microwave lenses, :edemas electromagnetic
, and antennas
windows, dielectric supports microwave absorbers, waveguide loads
(Pig. 4). See also BwrOTRICAL IMPLICATION&
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MICROTACTICITY
This article deals with the experimental characterisation of etereoregular polymers
and, more specifically, with the determination of znicrotacticity.
Almost concurrently with the estpblishrnent of the maoromoloreular hypothesis due
to Staudinger, the important effect of stereochernietry on polymer properties was pervalved by Meyer and Mark (1), who studied natural rubber and gutty perdu. In
spite of this early demonstration of the influence of geometrical leoraeriarn, and the subsequent formulation of the relation betweia itemise:truism and the development of
crystallinity (2), over twenty five years passed before procedures were developed for
producing o.oltifin, vinyl, and vinylidene polymers having regular configurations of the
substituent1 about the asymmetric carbon atoms. This belated ,clevelopment ie rather
surixisiog, was the prevalent, ahead-to-tell elicheinment had been experimentally
established (3) by the mid•1940a, and the failure of many polymers to crystalline had
been correctly ascribed to the random sequence of asymmetric carbon atom configurations along the chain (4). In the post-war years little attention was paid to developing
sterooregular order per se, though Schildknecht and oo-workers (5) showed that poly(vinyl ethers) could be prepared which displayed either rubbery or crystalline behavior,
and di/cured theme result& in terms of isomerism (6). Bower, the spectacular preparation by Netts et eL (7) of highly crystalline polymers using Ziegler catalyst. unlimbed a wave of interest in stemospeolac polymerisation& The creation of this new
class of lbws: polymers stimulated considerable *Ailey in polymer characterisation
and in the study of structure property relationships, as described in a recent review
(8), and with which this article will be concerned. Details concerning etereospecific
polymerisation conditions and nmehaniame can be found In an excellent review 'Mole
of Bawn and Xedwith (9) and in the appropriate articles in this Encyclopedia, eg,
-
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Chapter 17
RADIOTHERAPY GLASSES
Delbert E. Day and Thomas E. Day
Graduate Center for Materials Research
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401

INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy glasses are defined as radioactive glasses used for In situ irradiatior
beta or gamma radiation, of targeted organs inside the body. Glasses used for Ulf
purpose must not only be biocompatible, but also chemically insoluble in the body durin
the time that the glass is radioactive to prevent the unwanted release of the radioisotop
from the targeted site. The development of radiotherapy glasses was motivated by th!
need to deliver large ( >10,000 rads), localized doses of beta radiation to diseased organ
in the body in such a way as to minimize, and ideally avoid, damage to adjacent healthy
tissue. Irradiating malignant tumors inside the body by external beam radiation is limiter
in several important ways. A major limitation is that the maximum dose which can be:
safely delivered is constrained by the need to protect surrounding healthy tissue and is
usually too small (5 3,000 rads) to be therapeutic. Furthermore, external irradiatiort
with energy radiation such as gamma, which is needed (often causes damage to healthy
tissue) . The lower energy beta radiation is not well suited for delivery by externs"
means because its smaller range in tissue may be too small for it to reach the target sitcl
Since beta radiation is preferred in many cases, a means of In situ radiation would be
advantageous.
For use as In vivo radiation delivery vehicles, radiotherapy glasses should be (1)_
biocompatible and nontoxic to the body, (2) chemically insoluble during the time the:
glass is radioactive, and (3) have high chemical purity. Aluminosilicate glasses'
containing yttrium and rare earth (RE) cations such as Sm, Ho, Re, and Dy satisfy these!
criteria. Furthermore, they have the advantage that radioisotopes such as Y-90, Sm-153,'
and llo-166, can be made by neutron activation as the last step in the manufacturing of radioactive materials.
Yttrium aluminosilicate (YAS) glasses have been successfully used in clinical
trials for more than five years. This is the only commercial use at this time, and uses
YAS glass microspheres, containing Y-90, to irradiate malignant tumors in the liver.
Depending upon the size of the liver, the desired dose, and the diameter of the
microspheres, from I to 15 million microspheres of radioactive YAS glass, 15 to 35 pm
in diameter, are injected into the hepatic artery which is the primary blood supply for the
target tumors. The microspheres are sized so that the blood carries them into the
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capillary bed of the liver, but they are too large to pass completely through the liver and
enter the circulatory system. Since the distribution of the radioactive microspheres
follows the blood flow, the microspheres will concentrate in the tumor which has a
greater than normal blood supply, and irradiate the tumor with 0 rays. In one case, 80%

Radiotherapy Glum

1.

GLASS MELTING

of the dose reached the tumor. Since Y-90 has a half life of 64.1 Ws, the radioactivity
decays to a negligible level in about 21 days.
Radiotherapy glasses can be made in a variety of shapes, such as irregular
particles, fibers, or spheres. Microsphcres arc the present shape of choice since the
diameter can be carefully controlled and the smooth spherical surface helps with easy

Select chemically pure taw materials (oxides) which do not
contain any impurities that would loan undesirable radioisotopes
during neutron irradiation,
. Mix raw materials to form a homogeneous mixture of powders,
c. Melt raw materials to form homogeneous glass.

delivery of the particles to the target.
The RE aluminosilicate glasses are currently being evaluated for applications such
as the irradiation of diseased kidneys prior to surgical removal, radiation synovectomy
of arthritic joints, and the irradiation of malignant tumors in the liver. This chapter
focuses on YAS glass microspheres which have been in commercial use in Canada since

SPIIERIODIZATION (MICROSPIIIERE FORMATION

1991.

PROCESSING
A typical manufacturing sequence for preparing radiotherapy glass microspheres
is given in Fig. 1. The first step is the melting of a homogeneous mixture of high purity
powders, such as Y 203 , A1,03 , and Si0, in a platinum crucible. Melting typically
occurs at 1550 to 1650 ° C for the RE aluminosilicate compositions inside the glass
forming areas depicted in Fig. 2. After melting, the chemically homogeneous melt is
quenched to room temperature and crushed to a powder of the desired size. This powder
is spheriodized by passing the particles through a gas/oxygen flame where each particle
is melted, forms a sphere by surface tension forces, and becomes solid during cooling.
The microspheres arc then screened to obtain microspheres of the desired size. An
example of the uniform and highly spherical microspheres made in this way is shown in
Fig. 3. The final step is the irradiation of the glass microspheres with neutrons so as to
form the desired quantity of radioisotope. YAS glasses are easily irradiated, forming Y90, to a specific activity up to 5 mCi/ing of glass. After irradiation the microspheres are
ready for packaging and shipment. Naturally, it is important that high purity raw
materials, free of neutron activatablc impurities, be used and that care he taken during
the various manufacturing steps to avoid chemical contamination of the glass.
In addition to preparing glasses by conventional melting as just described, YAS
glasses have been made by sol-gel processing. Property measurements made on a std-gel
derived YAS glass indicate that it should be acceptable for human use.

COMPOSITIONS
As evident from Fig. 2, glasses can be obtained from a wide range of Y, Sin, and
Ho aluminosilicate compositions which melt below 1600°C. At this time, these arc the
only RE aluminosilicate systems where the boundaries for glass formation have been
determined. However, glasses have been prepared from isolated aluminosilicate
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3.
4.

a,

Crushglass to particles of desired sits.

b.

Inject particles into gas-oxygen flame to melt each particle and
form solid glass sphere (flame spray powder).

c.

Collect microspheres in suitable container,

SIZING -- screen or separate microspheres into desired size range.
NEUTRON ACTIVATION — irradiate microspheres in nuclear
reactor (several days) until desired level of radioactivity Is achieved.
Package microspheres for delivery to physician,

Fig. I. Steps in manufacturing radiotherapy glass
microspheres.

compositions which contain Re0,, Dy 203 , or Er203
. Since a large range of 13-emitting
RE radioisotopes can be incorporated into aluminosilicate glasses, it is
possible to select
one which is best suited to the particular type and size
of the target organ. This
compositional flexibility is an inherent advantage of
radiotherapy glasses. In cases where
some amount of gamma radiation is desired,
neutron activatable gamma emitting
radioisotopes, such as Na-24, K-42, or P-32, can
also be incorporated into the
aluminosilicate glass matrix.
An aluminosilicate glass is well suited for radiotherapy use since (a) no
unwanted
radioisotopes arc formed by the neutron activation of Al, Si, or 0, (b) these glasses have
a high chemical durability, being essentially insoluble in the body, (c) microspheres with
a high specific activity can be easily obtained because of the large amount (40 to 70
wt%) of RE oxide which can be present in the glass, (d) homogeneous melts can be
prepared at reasonable temperatures (< 1600 °
C), and (e) particles of the glass are easily
splieriodized in a flame because of the viscosity characteristics of the mac.

Rediotherapy Glasses
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PROPERTIES

Chemical Durability

weight

Glasses used for radiotherapy purposes need to be highly durable during the time
they are radioactive, since the means of confining the radioisotope to the target organ is
to keep it inside a chemically insoluble microsphere. In vitro and clinical tests on
radioactive YAS glasses have demonstrated their superior chemical durability. More than
100 patients have been injected with radioactive YAS glass microspheres over the past
five years, with no reports of any premature or unwanted release of radioactive Y-90 in
the body.
In vitro tests on a wide range of YAS glasses, containing from 9 to 30 Y203 , 11
to 35 Al203 , and 48 to 72 Si02 , mol %, have shown that these glasses have an excellent
chemical durability in deionized water and in saline at 37°C; this durability varies only
slightly with chemical composition. An example of the small amount of yttrium released
from a typical YAS glass, is shown in Fig. 4. The only data of practical interest is that
for the first three weeks since the glass is no longer radioactive after that time. Slightly
more yttrium is leached from YAS glasses at higher temperatures, 50°C, or in the HCI
solution (both of which are used for accelerated testing), but the amount present in
deionized water at three weeks, <5 ppm/cm 2 of glass, is too small to be of concern.
A comparison of the small amount of yttrium released from a glass in either bulk
form or as glass microspheres or powder is shown in Table 1. The results for
microspheres, which are relevant to the use of such glasses in the body, show that little
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Fig. 2. Glass formation region (< 1600°C) for Y 203.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative concentration of Y dissolved from YAS-4 glass and present in 100 nil of solution.
Open circles and triangles are lin DI water at 37 and 50°C, respectively. while closed circles and triangles
are for 12M 11C1 (pit = 2) at 37 and 50`C. respectively. (Ref. Erb*. 19911
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Table I. Weight Percent Yttrium Released Per gm of 17Y 203 -19Al 20) -645i02 ,
Mo191, Glass. (Ref. [she 1991).

% Y Related/gm of Glass
Conditions

3 wks

ACCEPTABLE LIMIT

— 5.8E6+

4 wks

5000

Dl Water at 37 ° C
CM* Bulk Glass
CM Microspheres (25 to 35 pm)
CM Powder (20 to 38 pm)
SG* Powder (20 to 38 pm)

0
0.02
0.06
0.20
0.11

0.04
0.09
0.27
0.20

cn

*CM means conventionally melting gloss while SO means
**Measured at 6 weeks.

5

40

4

Ao = 300mCI

30

Saline at 37 ° C
CM Bulk Glass
CM Microspheres
SG Powder
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ce
0.03
0.04
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0.07**
0.11**
1.19
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yttrium is released from the microspheres or powder even though the surface area of
these samples is 300 times larger than that of the bulk sample. There is no significant
difference in the amount of yttrium released from microspheres tested in either &ionized
water or saline at 37°C.
The In vitro test data in Table I for the YAS microspheres have been used to
calculate the amount of radioactive Y-90 that would be released in a patient injected
with 300 mCi of Y-90. The solid data points in Fig. 5 show the calculated amount of
radiation released to the body due to the very slight chemical attack (dissolution) of the
YAS glass beads. The calculation takes into account the decay of the Y-90 (half life of
64.1 hrs). The solid line labeled C in Fig. 5 was calculated assuming that all of the
radioactive Y-90 dissolved from the microspheres was absorbed in the most susceptible
tissue, bone marrow. Even in this worse case scenario, the total dose to the bone
marrow is estimated at less than 5 mrads which is roughly equivalent to a chest x-ray or
about the same dose that a person living in Leadville, Colorado receives in one year from
cosmic radiation. All of the in Him tests to date in &ionized water and saline up to
50°C indicate that the YAS glass microspheres should have an extremely good chemical
durability in the body. The lack of any detectable release of radioactive Y-90 from YAS
glass microspheres that have been injected into humans that is, no depression of bone
marrow activity, substantiates the In vitro test results and demonstrates the suitability of
these glasses for use in humans.
Overall, the RE aluminosilicate glasses have excellent durability in deionized
water and saline, but their durability should he expected to vary somewhat with
temperature and with the RE concentration and the specific RE cation in the glass. In

ce
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0
3E

TIME AFTER INJECTION (wks)
Fig. S. Calculated amount of Y-90 radiation released (nCi/g) from YAS-4 mkrospheres (25 to 35 pm)
immersed in (•) DI water (pH 6.9) at 37°C for up to 4 wks or in (*) isotonic saline (p11 6.2) at 31 • C for
3 wks. Calculated from data (Table 1), assuming an initial injected dose of 300 mCi and taking into
account the decay of the radioactive Y-90. Curve C represents cumulative absorbed dose (meads) assuming
that all radiation front released Y-90 is absorbed by bone marrow. (Ref. Erbe, 1991).

general, the durability in deionized water or saline tends to decrease slightly with
increasing concentration of the RE cation in the glass as shown in Fig. 6 where slightly
more yttrium is dissolved from YAS glasses of higher yttrium content, YAS-9 and -1 I
contain 27.4 and 30 mol% Y 203 , respectively, while the YAS-4 glass contains 17 mol%
Y 203 . Samarium aluminosilicate (SmAS) glasses arc also highly durable in deionized
water at 37°C, their dissolution rate ranging from about 30 x 117 9 gm/cm 2/min to 2 x
9

gm/cm 2 /min, which is quite similar to the dissolution rate for YAS glasses. While
SniAS glass microspheres have not been used in humans at this time, the chemical

durability of these glasses is considered acceptable for human use and there has been no
reported release of Sin-153 from SmAS glass microspheres injected into the kidneys of
rabbits.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative concentration (ppm) of Y released into 100 ml of Dl water at 37•C per surface area
203 ,
(0112 ) of bulk glass. The YAS-4, YAS-12, and YAS-9 glasses contain 17.0, 30.0, and 27.4 mol% Y
respectively. Experimental error ± 2.0 ppm. (Ref. Erhe, 1991).

The excellent chemical durability of RE aluminosilicate glasses is attributed to the
absence of alkali and alkaline earth oxides in these glasses, which typically lower the
chemical durability of silicate glasses, and to the presence of small highly charged cations
which can form strong chemical bonds with oxygen. The RE aluminosilicate glasses
have a strongly bonded, three dimensional network structure which is not easily attacked
by aqueous solutions having a pH between 6 and 8. In vitm measurements of the
chemical durability of Y, Sm, Ito, and a few Re aluminosilicate glasses indicate that
most RE aluminosilicate glasses should have a chemical durability satisfactory for In vivo
use.
Density and Refractive Index
Since the molecular weight or the rare earth oxides is much higher than that of
Al203 and S102 , the density of the RE aluminosilicate glasses depends primarily on the
concentration of the RE oxide. As shown in Fig. 7, the density of YAS glasses ranges
from about 2.8 gm/cm 3 at 10 mol% Y 203 to about 4.0 gm/em s for glasses containing 30
mol % Y203 . Comparable SmAS glasses have a higher density, ranging from about 3.4
to 4.6 gm/em', which is consistent with the higher molecular weight of Sm 203 .
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Fig. 7. Density (solid line) and refractive index (dashed line) of YAS glasses. Lines am least squares fit
to data points.

The density of the RE aluminosilicate glasses is obviously considerably higher
than that of blood, but this has not caused any problems in the injection of these glasses
into humans or test animals. During injection, precautions are necessary to insure that
the microspheres do not settle out of solution, but simple agitation is adequate to keep
the microspheres suspended.
The refractive index of the glasses is not important to their use for radiotherapy
purposes, but this is another property which depends primarily upon the concentration
of the RE oxide, sec Fig. 7. The relative amounts of alumina and silica in these glasses
is of lesser importance to properties such as refractive index, density, and thermal .
expansion coefficient.

CLINICAL RESULTS
The tissue response to radiotherapy glasses varies according to the tissue being
irradiated and clinical data relating tissue response to radiotherapy glasses exists only for
the liver and kidney. This chapter discusses effects only in the liver.
The liver is referred to as a reverting post-mitotic cell type. This means that the
liver does not normally divide or renew itself, as does the skin or lining of the digestive
tract, but has the capability to do so. If the capacity of the liver to function is decreased
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by some type of injury (chemical, trauma, etc.), it will be stimulated to renew itself in
order to maintain normal body function.
Liver tumors, like other tumor types, undergo rapid mitotic division and arc
highly sensitive to ionizing radiation. MI tissues that are rapidly dividing cell types are
extremely sensitive to the effects of ionizing radiation. This is due to the large
percentage of the time that the cells' genetic material is condensed in the nucleus.
Ionizing events reaching the condensed genetic material in the nucleus of the cell will
lead to cell death. Since the normal liver is not usually in a dividing state, it is resistant
to the effects of low to moderate levels of ionizing radiation.
The "average's doses that have been delivered with radiotherapy glasses to liver
tumors have ranged from 5,000 to 15,000 rads. This would normally be considered a
large human dose and it is difficult to predict the exact dose delivered to just the tumor.
As previously mentioned, the distribution of the glass microsphcres in the liver is
believed to depend on the blood flow. Many hepatic tumors arc classified as
hypervascularized, which means that the blood flow to the tumors exceeds that to the
normal surrounding tissue, and, consequently, a larger than normal fraction of
microspheres will be transported and deposited in the tumor. This increases the radiatiiin
dose to the tumor while minimizing the exposure of the surrounding normal tissue. This
localization of the radiation explains why patients, treated with radioactive Y-90 glass
microspheres can tolerate much higher doses than those treated by whole liver radiation
methods.
One study used dogs as a model for hepatic arterial injection of both non and
radioactive YAS glass microspheres. Doses exceeding 30,000 rads were delivered to the
livers of these dogs. Delivered doses of non and radioactive microspheres (143 to 562
mg) were measured in units of mCi per gm of liver tissue and ranged from one to twelve
times the anticipated human dose. The dogs were grouped by varying dose levels and
a control group that received nonradioactive microspheres was used to determine the
physical impact of the microsphcres alone on liver function.
Doses of nonradioactive microsphcres delivered were up to six times that of the
anticipated human dose. Minimal changes were detected, such as changes within the
walls of the central veins, in the appearance of the hepatocytes, and in the tissue
architecture. Hepatocellular function and damage were within normal limits. There
were no signs of portal fibrosis or cirrhosis.
Changes seen in the liver injected with radioactive YAS microsplicres, were
similar to the findings of other irradiation studies in dog liver. These changes included
histologic changes in the portal areas of the liver. Doses as high as 35,000 rads were
delivered, but did not cause total necrosis and were judged by clinical standards as
compatible with survival. Doses up to 15,000 rads were well tolerated and showed little
change in liver function. No microsphcres were found in the bone marrow. Even in
dogs receiving more than 15,000 rads, no bone marrow suppression occurred. At doses
above 25,000 rads, the consequences of hepatic cirrhosis would probably pose significant
problems.
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In a preliminary study, a transient increase in body temperature has been noted
but this lasted only a few days. In some patients with a history of previous liver discas
(chronic alcoholism), ulcerations of the lower stomach and upper small intestine hay
occurred. When treated, these conditions were self-limiting. In almost all patient 1
1recivngYASadothpylse,ivrnzmwldyevat.Thisfcw
10dose-rlatn fomewdaystk.
Clinical applications of radiotherapy glasses have been on liver and kidney
tumors. Most of this work has been with liver tumors, since patients with liver cancel
can enter the terminal phase within four to six months of diagnosis. This has sparkec
a major effort in investigating ways of delivering ionizing radiation in vivo to treat these
malignant tumors.
Work is currently underway to discover whether very large doses delivered to the
kidneys will reduce the shedding of malignant cells, which can spread the tumor, during
surgical removal of a diseased kidney.
In summary, any tissue that is relatively insensitive to low or moderate amounts
of ionizing radiation in which these unique microspheres can be deposited, by either the
blood flow or surgical implantation, is a potential candidate for this new form of
radiotherapy.

StIIVIMARY
Rare earth aluminosilicate glass microspheres have proved to be well suited for
radio-therapeutic use in humans. These microspheres provide a new and unique method
of irradiating diseased internal organs with beta radiation, in amounts which exceed those
that can be delivered by other means. YAS glass microspheres have been safely used
for more than five years to irradiate, up to 15,000 rads, malignant tumors in the liver in
more than 1(X) patients. Since the glass microspheres tend to distribute themselves in the
liver in proportion to the blixxl flow, the actual dose to the tumors is believed to be much
larger than the average dose to the entire liver since the microspheres tend to concentrate
in the tumors, because of their vascularity. In one case, 80% of the YAS microspheres
were estimated to lodge in the tumor vascular bed, giving and estimated dose of 32,000
rads. Samarium al u minosilicate glass microspheres have been used to irradiate, up to
15,(X00 rads, the kidneys in rabbits without any harmful side effects or detectable damage
to adjacent tissue.
A major advantage of the RH aluminosilicate glass microspheres is excellent
chemical durability in the body. Since the glasses arc insoluble in body fluids, the
radioactive RE isotope is confined to the target organ and prevented from entering the
circulation. The maximum time which these glass microspheres will remain in the body
is currently unknown, but YAS microspheres have been in one patient for more than four
years with no reported problems. If needed, it should be possible to develop RE
containing glasses which will gradually degrade in the body. when they arc no longer
radioactive.
The use of RE aluminosilicate glass microspheres is still at an early stage in
treating liver cancer, but results are promising. The currently recommended dose range
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is 8,000 to 15,000 rads. In one group of 39 adenocarcinoma patients treated with 5,(K)0
to 11,000 rads in a phase 1-11 study, the average survival time was 9.7 months from the
date of treatment with the microspheres. This compares with a median survival time of
12 months from the time of diagnosis for patients treated with conventional
chemotherapy. MI of the patients treated with the YAS glass microspheres had
undergone one chemotherapy treatment and diagnosis may have tweurred several months
prior to injection with the YAS microsplteres. Treatment with glass microspheres takes
about one hour, followed by a few hours in the hospital for observation; treatment as
"day-patient". Chemotherapy requires several repeated treatments over several weeks.
Increased liver enzymes arc a common side effect following treatment with the glass
microspheres, and transient fever, increased pain, and nausea and vomiting are less
common -side effects.
Radiotherapy glass microspheres arc being considered for treating other diseases
and other types of cancer. Using radiotherapy glasses to kill cancer cells in diseased
kidneys prior to surgical removal has already been mentioned. Ideally, it should he
possible to use radiotherapy glass microspheres to irradiate any diseased organ having
a capillary bed. The In situ irradiation of arthritic joints with beta emitting RI:
aluminosilicate glass microspheres is also tinder study. The stifle joints in rabbits have
been injected with usable quantities of glass microspheres without any noticeable physical
damage to the joint for periods up to one year. In rabbits the glass microspheres were
found imbedded in a layer of the synovial tissue. In this application, the radio:mite
glass microspheres were used to perform a radiation synovectomy of the diseased joint
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More and more design engineers
have been specifying plastic balls
to take the place of more expensive
materials, such as stainless steel. Lett
take a look at what's to be gained
by designing with plastic balls.
First of all, plastic balls resist corrosion and abrasion very well. They
make durable components even in
highly corrosive environments, and
compared to metals having comparable corrosion resistance,
plastics are generally less expensive.
Next, you can choose from a wide
range of materials, Including common resins and new engineered
plastics. Each performs differently,
so you can specify the polymer that
best fits your application. And your
budget.
If your design is weight-sensitive,
plastic balls are ideal. They're much
lighter than metal balls.
Finally, many plastics are extremely resistant to heat. Silicone, for
example, withstands temperatures
up to 600°F and tetrafluoroethylene
withstands almost equally high
temperatures. The bar graph at left
shows the degree of continuous heat
resistance you can expect from different plastics.
Now that we've touched on the
basic design advantages plastic
balls offer, let's see what types of
applications suit them best.
Plastic balls are ideal for light-load
bearings and flow control applications. Here's why.
Plastic balls have low friction and
require virtually no lubrication.
Also, since plastic balls are quiet,
they're often used in office furniture,
bearings, medical products and
(ccotInued on gape 4)
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Plastic Balls
Cell

Units

ABS
Polymer

Cellulose
Acetate

Acetel

Ace
Bury

knpact Strength. Notched Izod

A. lb/In

0.7-10.0

1.4-2.3

.33-0.6

1.1-3.4

1.1

Tensile Strength

psi x 10 3

2.5-9.0

10

7.9

2.9-5.6

4.!

Tensile Modulus

psi x 10 3

100-410

-

350-450

-

-

Elongation

%

10-140

15-75

2-10

21-44

50

Flexural Strength

psi x 10 3

3.6-13.5

14

14-16

4.9-10

5-

Flexural Modulus

psi x 10 3

240-450

410

350-450

160-350

13

Compressive Strength

psi x 10 3

2.5-11.0

-

12-14

3.5-7.0

4.

Compressive Modulus

psi x 10 3

200-370

-

350-450

-

-

130-169

id

Plastics Properties

Acrylic

Heat Distortion Temperature

°F. (264 psi)

165-225

212

150-170

Heat Resistance (continuous)

°F.

200

220

155-190

140-220

1,

Coefficient Thermal Expansion

max/°C x 10-5

140-250

8

9

8.16

1

Thermal Conductivity

cal/cm'/sec/
° C/ cm x 10 4

3.33-7.22
0.41-2.52

5.5

4-6

4-8

4

Volume Resistivity

ohm-cm

1013-10"

6 x 10"

1010-1013

1

2.7-4.8

3.7

3.5-4.5

3.5-7.5

310-410

500

450-500

250-365

0.004-0.034

0.004

0.04-0.05

0.01-0.06

Dielectric Constant (60 cycles)
Dielectric Strength, ST. ( 1/6" thick.)

volts/mil

Power Factor (60 cycles)

>10"

Arc Resistance

sec

71-87

129

no failure

50-310

Water Absorption, 24 hrs.

%

0.1-0.3

0.4

0.3-0.4

2.2-5.5

R30-R118

M94, R120

M85-105

R84-115

slow burning

1.1

1.0

0.5-2.0

Specific Gravity

0.99-1.10

1.425

1.18-1.19

1.28-1.34

Natural Color

light tan

light tan

clear

clear

Color Possibilities

limited

limited

unlimited

unlimited

Clarity

translucent

opaque

transparent

transparent

Representative Trade Names

Cyocolac

Deirin

Plexiglas

Tenite Acetate

Rockwell Hardness
Flammability

In/min

Kralastic

Celcon

Abson

Hostaform

Lustran
Competitive data taken from technical bulletini and 'Technical Data on Plastics: Manufacturing Chemists Association.

t

-

Phenolic,
Wood Flour
Filled

Polyamide
(Nylon)

0.24-0.34

0.9-2.0

8-16

1-10

No break

1.0-7.0

0.25-0.70

6.5-8.5

8.5-11

9-10.5

2.5-5.0

1.1-1,7

3.3-5.2

5.5-8.0

800-1200

210-410

320

85-160

14.38

100-170

400-500

-

60-300

60-100

5-10

20-40

50.550

1-2.5

8-42

14.6

11-13

2-3

-

5.5-10.0

8-15

800-1200

210-410

375

90-150

-

175

24-36

13

11

-

-

4.0-8.0

600-1000

-

240

50-100

-

-

300-560

290-340

150

280-290

-

-

2.0

175-195

300-350

325

250-275

250

200

290-320

150-170

3.0-4.5

10

7

15-30

15-30

4.0-8.5

6-8

4-7

5.8

4.6

8

8

0.048-0.098

2.4-3.3

10"-10"

4.5 x 10"

2.1 x 10"

>10"

>10"

6.5 x 10"

10"-10r

5.0-9.0

3.9-7.6

3.17

2.3

2.3

2.2-2.3

2.5-2.65

200-425

385

400

480

480

450-660

500-700

0.04-0.30

0.01-0.09

0.0009

5

140

10-11

0.3-0.8

1.5

0.3

M100-120

R108-118

M70, R118

R30-50

self-exting.

self-exting.

self-exting.

1.32-1.55

1.14

brown-black

Polycarbonate

Polyethylene
High Density

Polyethylene
Low Density

Polypropylene
(Impact)

Polystyrene

400-500
11.5-16

0.0005

0.0001-0.0005

185

60-100

0.01-0.03

0.03-0.05

R10

R45-95

M70-80

slow burning

slow burning

slay/ burning

0.5-2.0

1.2

0.94-0.96

0.91-0.92

0.90-0.92

1.05-1.08

off-white

clear

milky white

milky white

milky white

dear

blue & brown

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

opaque

translucent
to opaque

transparent

translucent
to opaque

translucent
10 opaque

translucent

transparent

Plenco
Valite

Zytel

Lexan

Super Dylan

Dylan

Himont

YrdYne

Merlon

Modes

Pelrothene

Dypro

StYron
Luslrex

Fortifies

Eastman

Unite

Dylene

Dow

Northern Pet

Norchem

Northern

U.S.!.

Dow

NYlatron

<0.0005
melts
<0.02

<0.005
melts
< 0.02
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Plastic Balls
Table (shown on page 8) for exact
tolerances.
Many plastics yield under slight
pressure, so even the slight pressure
exerted by a micrometer might
deform a plastic ball.
Non-contact gaging methods
should be used whenever high
accuracy is important. At ITI, we use

a laser gaging system for extrem
precise, non-contact measurers
We'll end our discussion of pla
balls with a section on Impact
strength,The bar graph below sh
the mechanical energy absorbe
by a standard test sample durin(
fracture by a blow from a pendu
hammer.

Used in light-load, no-lube bearings, plastic
balls are extremely quiet.

other similar applications.
Pharmaceutical, food processing
and chemical processing equipment frequently uses plastic balls for
flow control. They're easily modified

A law gage provides precise, non-contact measurement of plastic balls.

impact Sirength

We modify plastic balls with holes, slots and
grooves for flow control applications.

with slots, holes or grooves and have
good surface finishes for outstanding
sealing performance.
ITI produces standard plastic balls
In sizes ranging from 0.0625" to 3.0';
but you can specify larger balls for
special applications. We make
plastic balls to grades ranging from
500P to 3000P. Refer to our Ball Grade •
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MChloride
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5.0
nitrile Butadiene Styrene _
14.2
1Formoldehyde
4.0
er
35
iomer
3.2
*one, H.D.
3.0
Joroethylene
3.0
onylene Oxide
24
Cel lul use Acetate
22
2.0
9PYlene
None
1.9
PAerx xY
1 8
Won
15
Aceta
14
Epoxy
10
fen
.Ji■ 0 8
Irene
4MM 0 7
Malty' Phthalate
in 0 5
Acryi
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line Formaldehyde
010.30
roar POUNDS
oncl Sicons Con
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lass Balls
en It comes to low cost flow con-

and high heat applications,
lign engineers find glass balls

d to beat. For good reason.
;lass balls are dimensionally
)1e. They resist corrosion and
mical absorption well. Pius, they
i withstand temperatures up to
°F.
;lass balls also vary In density,
)ending on the type of glass
f're made from. They are widely
in applications requiring a
gravity.
t 's take a look at why these
)ue characteristics make glass
s ideal for flow control, instrumen>n and fiber optic applications.
god processing, pharmaceutical,
photographic processing equipit engineers select glass balls for
;:k valves because they provide

liser

4.6

loss Properties

Soda-Lime

Borosilicate

'Block Glass'

9nsity: gm./cm. 3

2.47

2.23

2.64

465,0

418.0

405.0

695.0

820.0

650.0

110.0
460.0

230.0
490.0

110.0
380.0

ung Modulus: 10 6 lb./5 sq. In.

10.0

9.1

9.8

isson's Ratio

0.24

0.20

0.21

9rmal Expansion
cal. cm./300°C. -10 -' Indind °C.

92.0

33.0

89.0

armal Conductivity
cal. cm./cm.3 sec. deg. C.
- 148°F./- 100°C. (x 10 -3)
+32°F./0°C. (x 10-3)
+212°F./+ 100°C. (x 101

1.99
2.43
2.65

2.13
2.71
3.12

-

mai Stress Resistance

17°C.

53°C.

18°C.

electric Properties at 1 MHz -20°C.
Power Factor %
Dielectric Constant
Loss Factor

0.9
7.2
6.5

0.5
4.6
2.6

0.17
6.3
1.1

ho of Volume Resistivity: ohm-cm.
25°C.
250°C.
350°C.

12.4
6.4
5.1

15.0
8.1
6.6

8.9
7.0

'active Index Sod. D Line (.5893 microns)

1.512

1.474

1.507

3rdness:

Knoop-KHN,00

ftening Point: °C.
xlmum Working Temperature'
glass) Normal °C.
Extreme °C..

nneated

,chanical considerations only.

NOTE: The physical properties will vary between row gloss manufacturers.
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Glass Balls
an extremely good seal with their

6

Corrosion Resistance of Glass

Borosilicate

HIGH

.-MEDIUM

•

Soda-Lime
•

—

••

'-'" ... :•:,

IF

A

__.,....t.i.v.
__......,....:...:

r
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Black Glass

fr

,

•:.&•:- .1 .1:; •:1•.•• ••1 ;•: *

•

Mack glass balls are often used In aircraft slip and turn Indicators.

,

polished surfaces.
in instrumentation, bloc glass
balls are being used In flowmeters,
aircraft slip and turn Indicators and
In a variety of other functions.
Most recently, gloss balls have
been spectfied for fiber optics applications, primarily because they can
be ma optically clear.
We produce glass balls from a
variety of different glasses, however
soda-lime, borosilicate and black
glass au? most commonly spectfied.
As shown in the graph at bottom
right, each offers a different level of
corrosion resistance.
Soda-lime and black glass are
fairly resistant to corrosion, however,
borosilicate offers excellent corrosion resistance.
For high alkaline solutions, you
can specify soda-lime, but in acidic
solutions, borosilicate glass is the
best choice.
The table on page 5 shows the
performance of different types of
glass at high temperatures. Performance varies widely, so let's examine
some specific examples.
Borosilicate glass has great resistance to thermal shock, and it
withstands extended exposure to
temperatures up to 600°F.
Soda-lime, on the other hand,
resists high temperatures poorly and
doesn't react well to sudden changes
in temperature. It is, however, used
as an economical check valve in
many consumer products.
Whatever your application, a
specific glass Is available to meet
your needs. We'd be glad to discuss
your requirements and offer
suggestions.
Industrial Tectonics produces
precision glass balls in sizes ranging
from 0.0625" to 3.0". Finished to the
bearing grade you specify, we can
make glass balls with matte or highly
polished surfaces. A specific microinch finish can also be specified.
With glass balls, you get the best
of both worlds — high precision and
good corrosion resistance.

eramic Balls
t as there are thousands of
*tics available, ceramics are also
3ilable In a host of specific cornsitions and formulations. Each has
,wn distinct properties, but in this
ton we'll only look at the general
3rocteristics of ceramic balls.
4.s a general rule, ceramic balls
st corrosion and abrasion
emely well. Plus, they have low
rural conductivity.
:eramic balls also have excellent
stance to heat. Some ceramics,
ruby sapphire, withstand
)nded exposure to temperatures
ixcess of 3250°F.
:ombined, these features make
3mic balls great for flow control
1 bearing applications.
k.5 check valves, ceramic balls
>t wear and corrosion, within
t. (Don't use ceramics with
er strong acids, such as
rochloric or hydrofluoric, or with
1g alkaline solutions.)
ome ceramic balls are used in
meters where the ball position on
ale indicates flow rate. Ruby

Compared to steel, their coefficient
of thermal expansion is Just 25%.
So, ceramic balls are less likely to
increase bearing friction as heat
Increases.
Secondly, since ceramic balls
absorb less heat, cooling requirements for ceramic ball bearings are
much lower.
ITI produces standard ceramic
balls from alumina oxide, silicon
nitride, silicon carbide, ruby sapphire
and zirconla in sizes ranging from
0.125" to 3.0s. However, both smaller
and larger sizes can be specified.
Since they are used in both valves
and bearings, ITI produces ceramic
bolls in both valve and bearing
grades. Refer to our Ball Grade Table
for the exact tolerances available.
These levels of precision, coupled
with ceramic balls' great wear and
heat resistance, make them integral
components In many designs.
ITI would be glad to help you
specify the best ceramic material or
any other material for designs which
use standard or modified balls.
■

.

:eramic
ropertles°

*Aga wildly swiftest

Silicon
Carbide

Alumina Oxide

Ruby Sapphire

Silicon
Nitride

1800°F.

2500°F.

3180°F.

3250°F.

2552°F.

ensity

5.5g/cm'
.199 lbs/In 3

3.1 gm/cm'
,1121bs/In 3

3.86 gm/cm'
.139 tbs/in'

3.98 gm/cm3
3 .4lbs/In

3.2 gm/cms
s .16lbs/In

ompressive
rength

280,000 psi

403.000 psi

330,000 psi

300.000 psi

341.300 psi

29 x 106 psi (070°F.)
26 x 106 psi (04800°F.)

53 x 106 ps1

54x 106 psi

50 x 406 - 55 x 106 ps1

47 x 106 psi

2100 Vickers

2400 Vickers

1365 Vickers

4570-4800 Vickers

1500-2000 Vickers

2 W/m °C.
1.5 BTU/ hr ft - °F.

145 W/m °C.
85 BTU/hr ft -°F.

35.6 W/m °C. (020°C.)
6.3 W/m°C. (0800°C.)

.086 Cal/sec cm°C.

. 07 Cal/sec cm°C.

5.5 x 10-6/°F.

2.5 x 10'6/ °F.

4.6 x 10-4/°F.

3.2 x 10-*/ °F.

1.78 x 40'1°F.

10" Ohm/cm (025°C.)
200 Ohm/cm (01000°C.)

Data not
available

> 10" Ohm/cm (025°C.)
2.5 x 10' Ohm/cm (0900°C.)

109 0hm/cm (0500°C.)
400hm/cm(02000°C.)

10' Ohm/cm (0500°C.)
4060hrn/cm (02000°C.)

Inert except for
hydrofluoric and
hot concentrated
sulfuric acids.

Inert
to
most
substances.

Inert to most substances, not
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of hydrochloric or hydrofluoric
acids or strong alkaline solutions.
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temperatures.
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rnperature
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Elasticity
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sapphire balls are ideal for these
applications because of their red
opaque color. Ruby sapphire balls
are also used in gaging devices
because of their great resistance to
wear and their minimal thermal
expansion.
A low coefficient of thermal
expansion makes other ceramics
attractive as alternatives to metals
in certain bearing applications.

•

Inert
to
most
substances.

sla from various Industrial Itterolure. Exact properties will vary from suppler to supplier.
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High precision non-metal balls from ITI
ITI Is a leading producer of specialty
balls. We manufacture precision
balls and parts from a wide variety of
materials to a wide range of critical
specifications. We maintain a
quality assurance program that
meets stringent aerospace, defense,
medical and automotive industry
requirements.
Since our non-metal balls are
often used in the food and drug
industries, we verify the composition
of our incoming raw materials and
track their use as dictated by the FDA.
In addition, we use the finest
gaging equipment and inspection

In addition to carefully gaging your nonmetal balls, we visually Inspect them before
they're packaged.

techniques available to guarantee
your balls are produced as specified
Our engineers can help you
specify the right material for your
application and can even help you
identify applications where our high
precision non-metal balls might
outperform the materials you're
using now.
For more information about
ITI's high-precision plastic, glass
or ceramic balls, call us today.
■

Ball Grade Table
The following standard grades are in accordance with the standards of the Anti-Frictior
Bearing Manufacturers Association and are particularly useful In defining the quality
level of balls to be used in bearings.
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Executive Summary
As part of man's continuing effort to explore and expand the frontiers
of space, it is believed that one day man will establish a permanent outpost on
the lunar surface. Once established, significant long-term research can be
conducted to better understand the lunar environment and the environment
of space. To aid in this research, this report proposes a method that will allow
lunar vertical-shaft mining. Lunar mining allows the exploitation of mineral
resources imbedded within the surface.
The proposed lunar vertical-shaft mining system is comprised of five
subsystems: structure, materials handling, drilling, mining, and planning.
The structure provides support for the exploration and mining equipment in
the lunar environment. The materials handling subsystem moves mined
material outside the structure and mining and drilling equipment inside the
structure. The drilling process bores into the surface for the purpose of
collecting soil samples, inserting transducer probes, or locating ore deposits.
Once the ore deposits are discovered and pinpointed, mining operations bring
the ore to the surface. The final subsystem is planning, which involves the
construction of the mining structure.
The structure chosen for the mining system is a geodesic-dome-shaped
design based on the parabola x 2 /5. It has a height of 45 meters and diameter
of 30 meters at the base. The dome is made of ten evenly spaced rings, 5
meters vertically apart, with the tenth ring having a radius of 1 meter. Each
ring with be constructed of 14 equal length members. At each member
connection there are two identical support members forming the isosceles
triangles of the Zeiss-Dwyidag model and also connecting the two subsequent
rings. The support members are connected to the ring members by a screwing
action of each member into spherical ball joints. This allows for easy
assembly/disassembly of the structure. The material for the joints and
members is GY-70, a high strength, low density composite.
The materials handling subsystem performs all of its tasks with the use
of a modified inverted Stewart platform. The modification is a truss structure
versus a solid structure. It is supported at three locations on the fifth ring of
the dome by six winches, two winches at each location. This allows
movement of large loads in six degrees of freedom. The platform is
controlled by a D/A position servo and a zero phase error tracking algorithm
(ZPETA) prefilter.
An I-beam attached to the platform serves as the track for loading and
unloading of all equipment. A modified Hayward grab bucket is used to grasp
and handle the equipment. Square notches where the jaws meet are used to
precisely mate the bucket connections. The jaws are operated by a simple twoposition control action.
To allow for different operations on the platform I-beam, another
stationary I-beam is used as a switchtrack subsystem. The platform interfaces
with this switchtrack to obtain the different operating tools such as a motor or
grab bucket. Another requirement of the materials handling subsystem is to
deliver the mined ore out of the dome. This is done by a chute fastened to

the dome structure that is angled to allow the inverted Stewart platform to
unload.
After the inverted Stewart platform is set up, drilling operations occur
under the structure to locate the ore deposits. The drilling rig has four
components: drilling rig platform, turret, robot arm, and drill string. The
drilling rig platform is a triangular truss structure that provides the
foundation for the rest of the equipment. The turret is positioned on the
platform, and provides rotary motion for the robot arm and angular drilling
motion for the drill string. The robot arm consists of three links, which
enable it to retrieve the drill string sections, connect them together, and
provide rotary motion. The drill string runs through the center of the turret
and the robot arm provides the rotary motion for drilling operations. The
drill string is made of 5 meter sections that are coupled together with treads.
Drilling operations can be performed in a vertical orientation up to ±15°.
Cuttings from the drill string are carried to the surface via a stepped auger
within the drill string casing and are collected in a material removal
container attached to the top of the drill string. The inverted Stewart
platform unloads the cuttings.
Once the ore is discovered under the surface, the drilling equipment is
moved and the mining equipment is established. The mining equipment
consists of explosives, a motor, gripper, modified auger fitted with a tube that
prevents material spillage, and bearing cables. The ore is fragmented into
small particles with explosives for easy transport to the surface. After the
explosives, the gripper is placed around the mining hole to serve as a locking
mechanism to attach/detach the auger sections. The auger is made of seven
15 meter sections. The first section has an added drill bit and every
subsequent section is connected by threads. The motor is connected onto the
inverted Stewart platform and provides the rotary motion for the auger. The
motor also connects each auger section as the mining hole increases in depth.
Bearing cables are attached to the motor and the ground to apply the
downward force needed during mining. The material is brought to the
surface by using the downward force of the auger to propel the material to the
surface. The mining operation is capable of producing 11.25 m 3 /hr.
To perform all of these actions, a plan was devised to construct the
structure. The structure is constructed by making one ring at a time with the
Enabler, starting with the top ring, and then using a 47.5 meter vertical May
Pole to lift the structure to add each additional ring. This process is continued
until the bottom ring is constructed and the structure is finalized. The
Enabler interfaces with the pieces by using a three-fingered Stanford/JPL
Hand mounted on a Powered Wrist Joint. Cameras mounted on the Enabler
provide the feedback during construction. With this process, the structure is
assembled in approximately 20 hours.
With this report, a lunar vertical-shaft mining system is described.
This preliminary design will greatly advance the possibilities for research of
both space and lunar environments. Each subsystem is briefly described, and
reference to the reports should be made for further understanding.
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1.1 Overview
A structure is needed to provide support for exploration and mining equipment in
the lunar environment. The structure should be a geodesic-dome-shaped design
of either hemispherical, parabolic or some similar geometry. The structure is to
fit within crater sizes ranging from 30 to 100 meters and must be capable of
supporting and interfacing with the materials handling equipment. The beam and
joint technology used for the structure should utilize existing space materials
technology similar to that used for the Space Station Freedom. The dome must
be easily assembled and disassembled so that it can be moved from one location to
another. Assembly will be accomplished using a may pole device that will raise the
dome and build its subsequent sections from the top down. The structure is to be
light weight, cost effective and easy to assemble by a robot.

1.2 Problem Statement
1.2.1

Structural Specifications
•

the dome diameter should be approximately 30 meters at the base to
accommodate crater sizes ranging from 30 to 100 meters in diameter

•

structure should support and successfully interface with Stewart platform

•

the interfacing locations of the Stewart platform must be at an optimal
height taking into account the length of the material being moved by the
platform

•

location of the loading points should be chosen to optimize the area
accessed by the Stewart platform

•

design an aperture in the dome through which the Stewart platform can
transport material

•

the structure geometry should be hemispherical or parabolic in nature

•

structure assembly should be accomplished with the aid of the may pole

•

the structure is to be light weight and cost effective

1.2.2 Mobility Specifications
•

transport of the structure to space should be accomplished on a single
shuttle flight
- payload weight limitation 949,000 kg
- cargo bay dimensions 18 m in length and 4.6 m in diameter

•

structure is not intended to be stationary; assembly and disassembly should
be easily accomplished

•

structure is intended to be re locatable

1.2.3 Technical Specifications
•

utilize Space Station Freedom technology for beams and joints

•

the design must be compatible with the lunar environment in which it will
function, specifically the lunar dust and the extreme temperature changes.
(temperatures can range from 130°C to -173°C.)

•

under maximum loading the maximum bending found in any one beam
should be approximately one-half of a foot (15.4 cm)

1.3 Dome Design Selection
1.3.1

Synopsis

Our selection is for a dome based on the parabola x 2/5 with a height of 45 meters
9 1 A- and rOarrof 30 meters at the base. The dome is made of nine evenly spaced
rings 5 meters vertically apart with a center hole comprising the tenth ring of 1
meter radius (.06 meters from the top). Each ring will be constructed of 14 equal
length members with 2 identical support members each forming the isosceles
triangles of the Zeiss-Dwyidag classical model.
Loading of the dome takes place at 3 equidistant points on the fifth ring. To the
ends of each member are attached sleeves with tapered ends which screw into
spherical ball joints to connect to one Another. The member beams would be of a
hollow equilateral triangular cross section, with an outer side measuring .045
meters and inner side measuring .041 meters, tapering to the inscribed circular
cross section for use with the sleeves. Both the beams and joints are to be made
out of the composite GY-70, chosen for its outstanding strength, small thermal
expansion, and small density.

The important properties of the dome are as following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

axial shortening = 8.17E-5 m
bending distance = .123 m
compression ratio, R = 6.01E-3
critical load (for buckling) = 9801.48 N
maximum recommended load = 8460 kg
thermal expansion (for longest member) = -.0002 m
weight of support members, sleeves, and ball joints = 1988 kg

1.3.2 Type of Geodesic Design
A parabolic dome design was chosen to provide support for the lunar mining
expedition. Three possible dome design options exist: elliptical, spherical and
parabolic. The elliptical design was found to be inferior to the other two designs
due to its inherent buckling tendencies. Of the remaining two designs, parabolic
structures were found superior to spherical designs, "...due to their sharper
curvature at the top," which distributes more of the load into the vertical plane
where the dome is strongest. [3]
1.3.3 Governing Equation
The governing equation selected for the parabolic design is
x2

y = 45-5.

chosen to give our desired dimensions and interior coverage. Smaller constants in
the denominator of the equation result in dome geometries of excessive heights,
while larger constants flatten the dome, defeating the purpose of utilizing a
parabolic design. In Figure 1 of Appendix A is a graphical representation of the
dome's parabolic shape resulting from the above equation.
1.3.4 Truss Support
The Zeiss-Dwyidag classical design utilizing isosceles triangles was chosen for the
dome's infrastructure. Three design options existed for the dome's infrastructure:
the Schwedler and Zeiss-Dwyidag, both considered classical designs (see Figure 1
below), as well as the tetrahedral uni-body design. Due to a larger number
number of differently orientated supports, the Schwedler and Zeiss-Dwyidag
designs have been found to be superior to the tetrahedral uni-body design, thus
narrowing our design options down to two. The Zeiss-Dwyidag design was
chosen for the following two reasons:
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•
•

support members are of equal length (which provides simplicity in
manufacuring and construction)
support members carry equal loads (resulting in uniform fatigue and a
simplified strength analysis)
Schwedler

Zeiss-Dwyidag

Figure 1

1.3.5 Dome Dimensions
Based on our needs and the given specifications, the base diameter of the dome of
30 meters was chosen. This dimension, when coupled with the governing
equation chosen for the parabolic design, results in a overall dome height of 45
meters. Other critical factors considered in choosing these dimensions were:
•
•

effective coverage area of the Stewart platform
keeping height and radius of the dome close to one another

1.3.6 Components of the Dome
The dome consists of 9 rings equally spaced vertically 5 meters apart (to simplify
interfacing of other operations), with 14 support members making up each ring.
The influencing factors in these decisions were:
•
•
•
•
•

number of members
assembly time required
member length (for bending and buckling)
mass of the structure
strength of the structure

To fascilitate construction using a may pole, the dome also has a 1 meter radius
center hole at the top of the structure, which serves as the tenth ring.
Necessitated by the small size of the ring, the center hole will be fabricated in one
piece and transported as a whole to the lunar surface.
Each of the 14 beams within a ring has two supports which connect to the ring
above it. Therefore the connection of any two rings employs 28 truss supports.
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Table 1
ring number
base member

9

10

6.732

6.347

5.937

5.497

5.018

4.488

3.887

3.173

2.244

0.449

9.736

10,352

11.104

12.047

13.283

15.000

17.632

22.500

38.071

5.984

5.886

5.789

5.695

5.605

5.529

5.481

5.527

6.355

57.972

59.713

61.659

63.862

66.405

69.422

73.173

78.287

87.976

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

1

6

1

7

1

8

1

length (m)
recessed

angle (deg)
support member
length (m)
support member
angle (deg)

Figure 2

1.4 Member Selection
An equilaterally triangular cross section was chosen for the dome's support
members. The critical buckling load for beams of this cross sectional geometry is
higher than for any other cross sectional geometries of the same area. Hence, the
equilaterally triangluar cross section provides the greatest strentgh to weight ratio
of any cross sectional geometry. [1,2]
The actual beam members are hollow, constructed with an outer side length of 4.5
cm with an interior side length of 4.1 cm, chosen on the basis of maximum
bending distance of half a foot (15.4 cm) under maximum loading using the
equations determined in Appendix C. To interface with the sleeves which connect
support beams to the ball joints, the fmal 18 cm at the end of each beam will taper
down into a circular cross-section with a radius of 1.3 cm (determined as the
largest circle inscribed by the outer equilateral traingle). The length represents the
depth of the sleeve cavity into which each beam is placed with an additional 3 cm
clearance. In the final .49 cm of this circular crossectional length the radius
increases to 1.95 cm to provide the lip which supports loading under tension.

I

1.5 Material Selection
The material to be used in fabricating the structural members, joints, and sleeves
for the dome is the composite GY-70. Originally eleven materials were
considered, five metals and six composites. These eleven materials were
evaluated based on the following criterion: modulus of elasticity (E), coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE), density (p) and ultimate tensile strength (Ftu). The
decision matrix for this evaluation is shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3 of Appendix F.
The use of this matrix narrowed the field of materials down to six (three metals
and three composites). The performance of remaining six materials were
evaluated based on the following measures:
•

compression ratio - the ratio of the actual load carried by a
structural member of the dome to the maximum load that can be
carried by that member

•

mass of the dome

•

bending in dome that results from loading due to Stewart platform

•

thermal expansion of the structural members

•

critical load corresponding to buckling

Equations for determining these values were developed in Appendices B through
F and used for our spreadsheet calculations found in Table 2 of Appendix F. From
this analysis the composite GY-70 was found to be the optimum material choice.

1.6 Joint Design
The joints used in connecting individual support members together are similar to
those that are currently used on Space Station Freedom. Each joint is spherical in
design and is custom drilled to accomodate for the threaded ends of the supports
that attach to it. The positions of the threaded holes in the joints are based on
entry angles determined in the dome design (found in Table 1).
The threaded portion of the support members that screws into the joint is a two
piece sleeve constructed of symmetrical halves. The halves when fitted together
encompass the end of the beam and are free to rotate. The halves are held
together by an adhesive. Both the sleeve and ball joint is fabricated out of the
composite GY-70 to provide uniform thermal expansion with respect to the
connecting members.

The joint is a hollow sphere with an outer radius of 6.4 cm and an inner radius of
3.7 cm. The outer diameter was chosen to provide a minimum arc length of at
least 6 millimeters between support connections in the first nine rings. The
determination of this distance is based on the angles between structural members
(calculations found in Appendix F). Threaded holes are drilled into the spheres
for the tapered ends of each connecting beam (4 holes for the 1st ring joints, 6
holes for all other rings). The threads on the sleeves are to industry. The body of
the sleeve is cylindrical with an outer diameter of 5 cm with a cylindrical cavity
with a diameter of 2.8 cm, and will be attached to the support members prior to
spaceflight. The length of the sleeve before the beam cavity measures 10 cm in
length, while the length in conjunction with the cavity measures another 15 cm.
Drawings of both the joint and sleeve can be found in Figures 3 and 4 of
Appendix A.
Joints on the pre-fabricated tenth ring consist of cylindrical segments with a length
of 6.4 cm and a radius of 4 cm. Into this segment is drilled the corresponding
hole to industry standards for the insertion of one support member. These
cylindrical segments, one for each support member to be connected, will be
arranged about the tenth ring at the appropriate angles of alignment (see Table 1).
The reason for the use of cylindrical segments rather than spherical joints, is that
the radius of a spherical joint needed to provide the necessary arc length clearance
would be more than six times larger than those designed above. Larger ball joints
would detrimentally increase the weight of the dome.

1.7 Interfacing With Other Operations
1.7.1

Materials Handlin g,

In order to remove mined materials from within the dome, an area (2 meters wide
by 3.25 meters high) between support members must be accesible. This
represents the size of the clamps/jaws which collect regolith and other materials
brought up from beneath the moon's surface. The area found between the
supports of the dome's third ring are 2 meters wide by 3.67 meters high, meeting
these requirements.
An additional concern in material handling is the relative amount of coverage
available to the Stewart Platform. To perform efficiently, the Stewart Platform
needs to be able to cover at least 20 percent of the surface area enclosed within
the dome. By tailoring the dome's parabolic equation to meet this need, a
coverage of nearly 23% is available.
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1.7.2 Mining
To help provide downward thrust for the Stewart Platform's mining operations,
two motors will be attached to the dome at distant points on the third ring (10
meter vertical height) and connected to the platform with cables. As a result, two
new loading points are created on the dome, with a resulting total load based on
these motors of 750 Newtons. Use of the equations derived in Appendix B show
that these motors convey a maximum resultant force of only 80 Newtons to
adjacent supports below the third ring. Due to the dividing nature of the load
inherent in the use of a geodesic dome, the maximum resultant force upon the 2nd
ring supports is 280 Newtons, 1/3 the maximum load conveyed by the Stewart
Platform itself on support members below the 5th ring. Therefore, this additional
force presents no threat to the dome's integrity.
1.7.3 Assembly
The assembly of the dome structure is to be accomplished with the aid of a May
Pole and the Enabler robot. To attach the structure to the May Pole itself, a
stable, pre-constructed interface with the dome and an aperture of a one meter
radius were needed. This was accomplished through the use of a uni-body center
hole with the required radius.
The dome design must take into consideration the capabilities of the robot
Enabler. Placing the dome rings at 5 meter intervals places all connections within
its 40 foot reach. The length of the sleeves was also determined in conjunction
with the 8-10 inch width of the Enabler's grip.

1.8 Future Work
1.8.1 Adhesive for Sleeve Assembly
The sleeve which fits about each end of a support member of the dome is a two
piece assembly. The "male" protrusions from the interior surface of each piece in
conjuction with the parallel "female" receptacles of each serve to hold the sleeve
together. In addition, an adhesive should be applied to the inner surfaces of each
halve of the sleeve. This adhesive must be strong as well as resistant to the
temperatures encountered on the lunar surface.
1.8.2 Center Hole Design
The angles at which support members approach the tenth ring is approximately 4
degrees, which poses a problem of clearance at the ball joints. Considering this
difficulty and small size of the center hole (one meter radius), it was decided the
ring should be pre-fabricated and shipped to the mining site in an already
1 8
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assembled fashion. A uni-body ring with segmented joints located at the proper
angles appears to be the most efficient solution to both problems. Although no
detailed analysis has been completed, using a cylindrical cross section with area
similar to that found in the equilateral triangular cross section used in the support
members should prove to be an adequate design for these joints.
1.8.3 Mounting Brackets

Positioning of the mounting fixtures for the Stewart platform control motors has
been specified. The detailed design of these fixtures, though, has not been
completed. It is recommended that the fixtures be designed as plates that are
attached to the dome at the specified load points. The plates would be held in
place using brackets that attach each plate to the structural members extending
from the joint corresponding to the plate's position. The motors would then be
attached to the plates.
1.8.4 Redesign for Weight Minimization

When the infrastructure of the dome (number of rings, number of supports) was
optimized to minimize mass, it did not include a consideration of the impact that
the mass of the sleeves and joints would play. Having performed such analysis, it
is now possible that a new arrangement of the dome may be more appropriate (i.e.
a smaller weight). It is predicted that using a smaller number of rings and
supports, thereby reducing the number of sleeves and joints, will result in a dome
with a significantly smaller mass (i.e. 6 rings with 10 supports per ring).

1-9
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Appendix B
Compression Analysis

, load point (3)

(Mg)/3
recessed angle,

Mg
Figure B-1

mg
L = —cos a
3

ASSUMPTION: Due to the fact that the cables are loaded at equal angles at both the
dome and the platform, component of the load in the Y-direction is equal to the total load
divided by the number of equidistant load points.

load angle,T

Figure B-2

mg
A =Lcosy = — cosacosy
3

angle of rotation

toad point

load center -

Figure 8-3

ASSUMPTION: Since A > a at load points, compression in ring members must be less
than that in support members.

Figure 8-4

If support members were on the same plane (al = a2), the load would be equally
distributed (tension above, compression below). But a2 > al therefore,
A
A
B = — cos0=— cos(a2 --al)
2
2
ASSUMPTION: Since B<A, the tension in the support members above the load point is
less than the compression found in the lower support beams.
ASSUMPTION: Since support member geometry is symmetrical, adjacent members will
divide the load. Once removed from the supports directly in contact with the load points
the load on each member is decreased by 1/2, and so forth throughout the structure.
Therefore, the greatest compressive load will be found in those support members in
contact below the load points.
A A
mg
load = —+ —(1—cos0)=— cos a cos y(2 — cos (0)
12
44
For our maximum recommended load, the greatest compressive force seen by any single
support member was calculated to be 1028.51 N.
1-B-2

Calculations of the axial shortening due to this load are found using the following
equation:
8=

FL
EA

F = The loading Force in Newtons
L = The length of the beam
E = The modulus of elasticity of the material
A = The cross - sectional area of the beam
The greatest axial shortening found within the dome is 8.17E-5 m. Since the beam
compression was this small it was ignored.

Appendix C
Bending Analysis
The Stewart Platform interfaces with the dome structure in three locations. At each of
these locations the connection occurs at a joint. The greatest amount of bending occurs
at the joint interfacing with the Stewart platform. The following calculation is the worst
case scenario for bending at the Stewart Platform joint interfacings:

Pl, P2, P3 is the force within each beam
LI, L2, 13 is the length of each beam
F is the total force acting on the joint
F = (mg)/3

Front View

Side View

Figure C-1

Assumptions: The six beam members are in the same plane. The load acting on the joints
acts totally in the direction perpendicular to the joint and results in pure bending of the six
beams. Assumed none of the forces are translated into axial loading of the beams in
order to obtain a conservative estimate with a factor of safety.
F is the total force in Newtons acting of the joint. It is the summation of the
weight of the Stewart platform itself and the maximum load the platform will ever carry.
Assumptions: The deflection of the beams was assumed to be equal since the joint
deflects by a certain amount. The following is the equation for equal deflection for each
beam.
PiLi P2L2 P3L3
0 =
=
=
3E1
3E1
3E1
P t Lt = P2L2 = P3L3

Solving for P2 and P3 in terms of P1, produces the following equation:
P2=L'P1
L2

and

LI ,.,
P3= —1
r
L3

The following equation is the sum of the forces acting on the six beams.
PI + PI + P2 + P2 + P3 + P3 = F =

3

2P1+ 2P2 2P3 = F =

mg
3

Substituting for P2 and P3 in terms of P1 into the previous equation produces:
Ll 7

LI 7

,

L2

,

7,

L3

,

7

=r =

mg
6

Solving for P1 results in the following equation:
Pi

= mg Fl+ LA + LA
6 L L2 L3

Likewise the equations for P2 and P3 were solved in a similar manor:
P2-

P3

mg 11+ L2 + L21 -1
L3
6 L
+ L3 + L3

= Mg

6

L

Ti

L2i

The forces acting each of the beams is different, however, by solving the following
equation using the formula for P1 found above the maximum deflection of the joint can
be determined.
P ► LA
8=
3E1

A design specification required that the maximum bending deflection be 0.154 m. Using
a factor of safety of 1.25 in the maximum loading, the greatest deflection seen by any
individual support member is 0.123 m. The support member dimensions were chosen
such that this requirement was met.

Appendix D
Buckling Analysis
The critical load at which buckling occurs can be found from Euler's equation for
buckling.
Peritical =

7c2 El
L2

E - modulus of elasticity L - length of column
I - moment of inertia

The preceding equation applies to columns that are pinned at both ends. For columns
with different end conditions, an effective length, L e , is employed. For a column that is
fixed at both ends,
L
Le —
2
Euler's equation for buckling becomes,
El
Peritical — L2

Substituting for Le yields,
Peritical =

4n2 El
L2

The critical load associated with the GY-70 composite and the support beam design is
9801.48 N, over nine times the maximum load any single support member undegoes.
Therefore, buckling is not a consideration.

Appendix E
Thermal Analysis
The following equation calculation the expansion or contraction of a material due to
temperature changes:
8 r = CTE (AT)L
CTE = The coefficient of thermal expansion
AT = The change in temperature [°
L = ength of the material at To [m]

[4]

The temperature range of the moon is from 266° F to -280° F. The beams are made of a
graphite fiber with a coefficient of thermal expansion of -0.626E-6. The longest beam
length is 6.732 m. Using 60° as the base temperature the greatest expansion due to
changes in temperature is 1.43 mm and the greatest compression by this beam would be
0.868 mm. The total change in length of the longest beam within the dome is therefore
2.3 mm and is negligible when considering the tolerances between beams.

Appendix F
Material Selection
Construction of Decision Matrix

Eleven materials in all were considered for use in the design of the domes structural
members. The materials considered were rated according to the following criterion:
• E - modulus of elasticity
• CTE - coefficient of thermal expansion
• p - density
• Ftu - ultimate strength
A decision matrix was constructed to compare the merits of each of the possible
materials. Using aluminum as the datum, the following relations were used to rate the
various materials (the subscript Al represents aluminum):
• For modulus of elasticity:

Erated

—

EAl

• For CTE:

CTErated

• For density (p):

Prated =

—

CTE — CT E rnaterta I
"1
CTE At

P Al — &arterial
P AI

• For Ftu:

_ Ftu„,„,„,a,
Fturafrd —
FtuAl

The weight assigned to each of these rated values could be changed within the decision
matrices as seen on the following pages. Three principal combinations of weighted
criterion were evaluated and each is shown.

Table F-1
Criterion
Weight

E
0.5

CTE density (p)
0.2
0.2

Ftu
0.1

E-rated E-wtd CTE-rated CTE-wtd p-rated p-wtd Ftu-rated Ftu-wtd Wtd Total
Material:
1) Metals
Aluminum*
Titanium
Steel
INVAR
Berryllium

1.00
1.52
2.76
1.95
4.05

0.50
0.76
1,38
0.98
2.03

0.00
0.55
0,51
0.94
0.50

0.00
0.11
0.10
0.19
0.10

0.00
-0.60
-1.83
-1.91
0.34

0.00
-0.12
-0.37
-0.38
0.07

1.00
2.28
3.71
0.92
0.62

0.10
0.23
0.37
0.09
0.06

0.60
0.98
1.49
0.87
2.26

2) Composites
AS
1300
Modmor II
HM-S
Pitch
GY-70

2.66
3.04
3.80
4.95
4.76
6.76

1.33
1.52
1.90
2,48
2.38
3,38

1.03
1.03
1.03
1,04
1.04
1.04

0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21

0.35
0.37
0.37
0.32
0.28
0.29

0.07
0.07
0.07
0,06
0.06
0.06

5.57
5.00
5.71
4.85
2.50
3.57

0.56
0.50
0.57
0.49
0.25
0.36

2.16
2.30
2.75
3.23
2.89
4.00

Table F-2
Criterion
Weight

E
0.2

CTE density (p)
0.5
0.2

Ftu
0.1

E-rated E-wtd CTE-rated CTE-wtd p-rated p-wtd Hu-rated Ftu-wtd Wtd Total
Material:
1) Metals
Aluminum*
Titanium
Steel
INVAR
Berryllium

1.00
1.52
2.76
1.95
4.05

0.20
0.30
0.55
0.39
0.81

0.00
0.55
0.51
0.94
0.50

0.00
0.28
0.26
0.47
0.25

0,00
-0.60
-1.83
-1.91
0.34

0.00
-0.12
-0.37
-0.38
0.07

1.00
2.28
3.71
0.92
0.62

0.10
0.23
0.37
0.09
0.06

0.30
0.69
0.81
0.57
1.19

2) Composites
AS
T300
Modmor II
HM-S
Pitch
GY-70

2.66
3.04
3.80
4.95
4.76
6.76

0.53 •
0.61
0.76
0.99
0.95
1.35

1.03
1.03
1.03
1.04
1.04
1.04

0.52
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.52

0.35
0.37
0.37
0.32
0.28
0.29

0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06

5.57
5.00
5.71
4.85
2.50
3.57

0.56
0.50
0.57
0.49
0.25
0.36

1.67
1.70
1.92
2.06
1.78
2.29

Table F-3
Criterion
Weight

E
0.2

CTE density (p) Ftu
0.1
0.5
0.2

E-rated E-wtd CTE-rated CTE-wtd p-rated p-wtd Ftu-rated Ftu-wtd Wtd Total
Material:
1) Metals
Aluminum'
Titanium
Steel
1NVAR
Berryllium

1.00
1.52
2.76
1.95
4.05

0,20
0.30
0.55
0.39
0.81

0.00
0.55
0.51
0.94
0.50

0.00
0.11
0.10
0.19
0.10

0,00
-0.60
-1.83
-1.91
0.34

0.00
-0.30
-0.92
-0.96
0.17

1.00
2.28
3.71
0.92
0.62

0.10
0.23
0.37
0.09
0.06

0.30
0.34
0.11
-0.29
1.14

2) Composites
AS
T300
Modmor II
HM-S
Pitch
GY-70

2.66
3.04
3.80
4.95
4.76
6.76

0.53
0.61
0.76
0.99
0.95
1.35

1.03
1.03
1.03
1.04
1.04
1.04

0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21

0.35
0.37
0.37
0.32
0.28
0.29

0.18
0.19
0.19
0.16
0.14
0.15

5.57
5.00
5.71
4.85
2.50
3.57

0.56
0.50
0.57
0.49
0.25
0.36

1.47
1.50
1.72
1.84
1.55
2.06

• Datum
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Appendix G
Joint/Sleeve Analysis
Ball Joint Inner and Outer Radius Determination
The following equation calculates the critical radius for the ball joint based on the cord
length and the angle between two members:

r_ L

1

2 sm—
sin—
‘.
2i

where r is the radius of the ball, a is the angle between two supports and L is the cord
length.

r—

1
5.1
=12.55
2 sin( 23.44 )
2 ),

The minimal distance for the outside diameter of the ball joint is 12.55 cm. Because of
the taper of the screw the actual area occupied by the connection is small than the cone
used in the analysis.
From industry standards the depth of the drilled hole needs to be 3.11 cm, therefore we
chose the inside diameter of the sphere to be 9.4 cm.

Member lip diameter analysis
In a tensile loading the lip of the support member carries the load. The following
formula calculates the critical area of the lip necessary to prevent shearing.
thickness, t
a. Jr-

..1•114.

..;za

lip
Figure G-1

A=

P

806.8N

Fft

= 4.684 x10-7 m2

1.723 x 109

Where P is the maximum tensile load encountered in the dome.

t= A
2irr
t=

4.6839x10-7m2
=1.66 x10- m
2n x 0.045m

Where r is the radius of the circular beam cross-section and t is the thickness of the lip.
For convenience the thickness of the lip to be 2 cm and 1.95 cm radius for the lip.

Appendix H
Spread Sheet
The following tables represent the spreadsheet modeling used to easily calculate all
desired measurements and values necessary to the dome design and material selection.
Table 1 represents the calculations of member lengths and angles. It is important to
understand that the member lengths listed are without compensating for the
sleeves. Therefore, in order to determine the ACTUAL lengths of the support beams,
subtract .3 m to compensate for the sleeve lengths at each end. NOTE: This is already
done for all calculations found in Table 2.
Table 2 represents the calculations of the strength characteristics of the individual support
members as well as the second material selection decision matrix. In calculating these
values, certain conversion factors were used. They are:
E & Ftti
density

lbf to Newtons
lbfin3 to kg/m3

x 6890
x 27637.267

It also should be noted that the values of the coefficients of thermal expansion are x 10 -6.
Finally, the calculation of the moment of inertia for a hollow equilateral cross-section is
found to be:

Table H-1
Dome Calculations
governing equation

# of rings
vert. ring height (m)
# of members In base

21

expnt=
numer=

5

5
14

ring #

base radius (m)
base circumference (m)
base member length (m)
abs. ring distance (m)
recessed angle
suppt member length (m)
suppt member angle

15.000
94.248
6.732

14.142
88.858
6.347

13.229
83.119
5.937

12.247
76.953
5.497

11.180
70.248
5.018

10.000
62.832
4.488

8.660
54 .414
3,887

7.071
44.429
3.173

5.073
9.736

5.083
10.352

5.095
11.104

5.113
12.047

5.137
13.283

5.176
15.000

5.246
17.632

5.412
22.500

5.984
57,972

5.886
59.713

5.789
61.659

5.695
63.862

5.606
66.405

5.529
69A22

5.481
73.173

5.527
78.287

center hole

base radius (m)
dist down from peak (m)
base circumference (m)
base member len h (m)

1
0.067
6.283
0.449

top ring

abs. ring distance (m)
recessed angle
suppt member length (m)
su t member an le

6.351
38.071
6.355
87.976

5.000
31,416
2.244

Table H-2
Material Calculations
compression analysis

triangular beam
cross sectional area
load mass (kg)
number of load pts
loaded ring
recess angle
rcss angl (ring +1)
suppt mbr angle
avg mbr Ingth (m)
max comp force (N)

material

I (out)
I (in)
0.041
0.00015
84601
3
5
13.283
15.000
66.405
4.910
1028.510

bending analysis

length.1 (m)
length.2 (m)
length.3 (m)
P.1 (N)
P.2 (N)
P.3 (N)
moment of inertia, I

high temp (deg far)
low temp (deg far)
In beam I th m

5.018
5.606
5.695
830.423
743.263
731.664
2.3E-08

name
E (msi)
Ftu (ksi)
density
CTE

Aluminum

Steel

Titanium

Modmor ll

HM-S

GY-70

10.5
70
0.1
13

29
260
0.283
6.3

16
160
0.16
5.8

40
400
0.063
-0.5

52
340
0.068
-0.61

71
250
0.071
-0.626

2.15E-02
5.53E-04
764
0.835
0.048
1449.515

5.78E-03
2.00E-04
2162
0.302
0.023
4003.421

9.40E-03
3.63E-04
1222
0.548
0.021
2208.784

3.76E-03
1.45E-04
481
0.219
-0.002
5521.960

4.42E-03
1.12E-04
520
0.169
-0.002
7178.548

6.01E-03
8.17E-05
542
0.123
-0.002
9801.480

1

0.641

0.677

0.228

0.203

weight

comp ratio, R
axial shortening (m)
mass of beams(kg)
bending dist (m)
axial expansion (m)
critical load (N)
decision total

mass of sleeves
mass of joints
comb mass of dome

258.187
1186,929
1988

0.1811

0.05
0.15
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1

Table H-2
Material Calculations
compression analysis

triangular beam
cross sectional area
load mass (kg)
number of load pts
loaded ring
recess angle
rcss angl (ring +1)
suppt mbr angle
avg mbr lngth (m)
max comp force (N)

material

I (out)
0.041
I (in)
0.00015
10580
3
5
13.283
15.000
66.405
4.910
1286.246

bending analysis

length.1 (m)
length.2 (m)
length.3 (m)
P.1 (N)
P.2 (N)
P.3 (N)
moment of inertia, I

high temp (deg far)
low temp (deg far)
In• t beam I th m

5.018
5.606
5.695
1038.519
929.518
915,012
2.3E-08

name
E (msi)
Ftu (ksi)
density
CTE

Aluminum

Steel

Titanium

Modmor II

HM-S

GY-70

10,5
70
0.1
13

29
260
0.283
6.3

16
160
0.16
5.8

40
400
0,063
-0.5

52
340
0.068
-0.61

71
250
0.071
-0.626

2.69E-02
6.91E-04
764
1.044
0,048
1449,515

7.23E-0.3
2.50E-04
2162
0.378
0.023
4003.421

1.17E-02
4.53E-04
1222
0.685
0.021
2208.784

4.70E-03
1,81E-04
481
0.274
-0.002
5521.960

5.53E-03
1.40E-04
520
0.211
-0.002
7178,548

7.52E-03
1.02E-04
542
0.154

1

0.641

0.677

0.228

0.203

weight

comp ratio. R
axial shortening (m)
mass of beams(kg)
bending dist (m)
axial expansion (m)
critical load (N)
decision total

mass of sleeves
mass of joints
comb mass of dome

258.187
1186.929
1988

9801.480
0.1811

0,05
0.15
0.1
0,3
0.3
0.1

Section Two:
Materials Handling System
2.0 Introduction
The materials handling system supports lunar crater-based mining by moving
mined material outside the structure and by moving mining and drilling
equipment inside the structure as necessary. The materials handling system is
largely dependent on the needs of other systems in the lunar mining project,
and consequently requires interfaces to accommodate them. See drawing
MH-W1 in Appendix 2-1 for an overall representation of the system.

2.1 Problem Statement
The materials handling portion of the lunar crater-based mining project was
divided into the following subsystems:
• loading and unloading materials from the transporting equipment;
• locating the destination point;
• transporting the materials to the destination point ;
• interfacing with other systems; and
• controlling the actions of all equipment
The main concerns revolved around operation of equipment in a lunar
environment. Specifically, the following were considered during design
(Gertsch):
• Vacuum: In a vacuum, the gaseous layer present on metal parts in
an atmosphere does not exist. This can cause parts to weld together
over time, affecting many common equipment components. In
addition, evaporation of lubricants is accelerated and an additional
increase in friction develops, because there is no gas lubrication due
to atmosphere. Finally, heat dissipation is by radiation only.
• Abrasive Electrostatic Dust: The abrasiveness of lunar dust will
cause wear problems, while the electrostatic nature will make
avoidance of the dust impossible. Wire ropes and sheaves, chutes,
gears, sprockets and chains and contact points will be affected.
• Temperature Extremes: The temperature varies from -180 6C to
134*C. Materials must handle temperature extremes as well as the rate

2-1

of temperature change. Operations may be limited to daylight hours
(equivalent to about 14 consecutive earth days at a time) or a heater may
need to be in operation nighttime hours. Excessive thermal expansion
could cause sagging in cables, etc.
• 1/6 Gravity: While items are easier to lift on the moon than they
would be on earth, they maintain the same inertia.
• Transportation Costs: Due to high delivery costs, the weight and
volume of the system must be kept at a minimum.
The materials handling design for the project is highly dependent on the
designs chosen by the structures team and the mining team. Workable,
integrated interfaces have been implemented for the success of this mining
operation.

2.2 Material Selection and Recommendation
As with past lunar designs, aluminum 6061-T6 is the material of choice. It
combines the light weight of aluminum with the higher strength of a steel. It has
improved fatigue properties and higher strength retention at high temperatures
as compared to steel. The MMC is lighter than the titanium alloys and has
better thermal properties than straight aluminum alloys (Brazell).

2.3 Transport Subsystem
2.3.1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the transport subsystem is to provide an effective means of
transportation for the location of lunar mining and drilling equipment and for the
removal of lunar ore and regolith. The subsystem must be versatile to allow for
precise positioning of equipment. it must also be of minimal weight and
simplistic in design.
2.3.2. RECOMMENDATION
The inverted Stewart platform will best meet the specifications described above.
The inverted Stewart platform is a crane system which is composed of a stable
triangular platform supported by six cables. It is capable of precisely positioning
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large loads in six degrees of freedom. It will be supported at three locations on
the dome by six winches. The winches will be attached to the structure through
means specified by the structures team. The recommended material for the
platform system is aluminum 6061-T6. The platform will consist of a
modification involving the attachment of an 1-beam along the base of the
platform. The I-beam will serve as a track for the loading and unloading of
equipment on and off of the platform. An additional modification involves
building the platform as a truss structure as opposed to a solid triangular plate.
The mass of the platform will be approximately 163 to 177 kg and measure 6
meters to a side.
The platform will be supported at a distance of 20 meters above the bottom of
the structure. The three supports will be equally spaced 120' apart. Two
winches will reside at each support and will control one cable each. The cables
will attach by ball and socket joints to the corners of the platform. Each corner of
the platform will have two cables attached to it by ball and socket joints. The
recommended cable diameter is 1.27 cm. A limit of 10° between the platform
and its cables has been set.
The platform itself is composed of trusses. The I-beam will be secured by plates
which are bolted to the beam and welded to six of the supporting truss
members. An outer radius of 2.54 cm and inner radius of 2.22 cm is
recommended for all truss members with the exception of the six welded
members. These trusses will acquire the properties of Aluminum 6061-TO
which has a yield strength of 55.2 MPa. These members will have a inner
radius of 1.27 cm. The beam chosen for the platform is a standard I-beam cross
section (Figure 2-4, page 2-11) that is approximately 4 meters in length. The
beam will serve as a track for the trolleys of the jaws and the mining equipment.
2.3.3. JUSTIFICATION
Concept: The cable supports along with the truss structure of the platform
make this concept the lightest possible feasible solution. In addition, the cables
remain in maximum stress a maximum amount of the time giving the system an
optimum geometry. The configuration of the cables gives the platform six
degrees of freedom. The I-beam allows for a simple method of transferring
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equipment and material and uses no power in the process. The recommended
platform design is in Appendix 2-1 (see Drawing 2-1). The resulting area
coverage for the lower platform is 163 meters 2 . This is approximately 23% of
the total area of the base of the dome.
Sample calculations regarding the transport subsystem are in Appendix 2-2.
Material of Construction: The recommended material of construction is
aluminum 6061-T6. This material is described in section 2.2.

2.4 Load/Unload Subsystem
2.4.1. INTRODUCTION
The function of the load/unload subsystem is to hold or clamp various materials
so they can be transported by the inverted Stewart platform. The main types of
materials to be moved are equipment, such as the platform and drill rods used
in crater drilling, and ore that is retrieved by the mining operation. These forms
of material handling require different functions of the loading/unloading
subsystem (i.e., precision handling compared to bulk solids handling);
accordingly, the load/unload subsystem must be versatile while maintaining the
simplicity and ruggedness necessary for lunar operation.
2.4.2. RECOMMENDATION
A modified Hayward grab bucket will best meet the requirements as described
above. The modification consists of adding 'square notches' where the clam
shell pieces meet, so grab bucket mates can be precisely picked up. The grab
bucket will have a mass between 408 kg and 544 kg, with a load rating of 9808
N on the moon. The material of construction is aluminum 6061-T6.
Assuming a load of 9808 N, the jaws require a small drum outer diameter of
23.4 cm with a 20.8 cm inner diameter. With this small drum diameter, a large
drum diameter of 47.0 cm provides for minimal power use (2.8 kW). The weight
of the entire system (with a non-solid large drum core) will be under 544 kg.
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The jaw mates will consist of hollow tubes with outer diameters of 4.6 cm and
4.1 cm inner diameters. With a 10.16 cm shaft, a load of 9808 N can be lifted
and tilted to a 40° angle. The shaft will have a head (see Figure 2-1) with a
diameter of 9.68 cm. The head will have supporting rods to support the load.

Figure 2-1: The Jaw Mate Head
2.4.3. JUSTIFICATION
The Concept: The Hayward grab bucket is a conventional materials
handling design used for picking up and transferring loads of ores, sands, etc.
in mining operations. It consists of two clam shells that are rotated about a fixed
shaft by a drum assembly.
The modified Hayward grab bucket with the square wave design will allow the
grab bucket to pick up mates in an easy fashion with maximum support to the
load.
The shafts recommended for the mates simply allow an object to be lifted with
no contact occurring between the object and the grab bucket. Thus more
delicate operations can be performed than would otherwise be possible with
the jaws. The design of the shaft is based on supporting the 9808 N load.
Material of Construction: The recommended material, aluminum 6061-T6,
was used on previous lunar missions. It is described in section 2.2.
Calculations for verifying the integrity of aluminum 6061-T6 for this application
are in Appendix 2-3. The drilling operation's triangular base will be the
heaviest object that the materials handling system has to handle. This base will
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weigh no more than 1 metric ton on the moon. Thus, the static force analysis on
the grab bucket was completed using a 9808 N downward vertical force.

2.5 Locate Subsystem
2.5.1. INTRODUCTION
In order for the materials handling system to function, another subsystem must
exist that provides timely feedback concerning the current location of the
transport and load/unload subsystems. The locate subsystem not only provides
this information, but also the locations of all possible destinations of the
aforementioned subsystems.
2.5.2. RECOMMENDATION
SHIRAN (Cubic), a form of short range high accuracy radio navigation, suits all
the needs of the locate subsystem. It measures the distances between a
transceiver on the inverted Stewart platform and each of four beacons placed
on the structure. This operation is accomplished by measuring the phase delay
of radio signals transmitted from the beacons. The beacons each transmit four
ranging frequencies, 500 kHz, 1.08 MHz, 2.33 MHz, and 5.00 MHz. The locate
subsystem's components communicate using 20 MHz coded signals. SHIRAN
components are housed in carbon epoxy composite casings, and all necessary
antennas are made of aluminum 6061-T6. See Appendix 2-4 for a detailed
description of the SHIRAN locate subsystem.
2.5.3. JUSTIFICATION
The SHIRAN system was chosen for its high accuracy of measurement and
versatility. Error models have made its measurements nearly perfect (Gyer). In
the lunar mining project, it will deliver a resolution of 3 cm. By using the SHIRAN
system, the beacons can be placed on the structure instead of in the crater (as
would have been required by other radio navigation systems). The power
required to operate this system is very small because the transmitters radiate
intermittent output. Each signal only consumes about 50 j.M.

The selection of the four ranging frequencies was based on previously
published data (Cubic). The frequencies are described by the following titles:
very coarse, coarse, fine, and very fine. One must select the very coarse
frequency so that the maximum phase delay corresponds to the maximum
distance to be measured. In the lunar mining scenario, this will be at most 300
meters. The very coarse frequency selection arises from the data shown in
Figure A4-2 in Appendix 2-4. The very fine frequency must be chosen based on
desired resolution, picked as 3 cm for the locate subsystem. The data for this
selection appears in Figure A4-3. The other two frequencies exist at even
logarithmic intervals between the very coarse and very fine frequencies.
The carbon epoxy casings may need to have small electric heaters inside of
them, due to the sensitivity of SHIRAN components to very cold temperatures
which exist on the moon. These casings also shield the SHIRAN components
from cosmic radiation. As previously noted in this report, aluminum 6061-T6
can withstand the lunar environment, serving as a reliable antenna material.

2.6 Controls Subsystem
2.6.1. INTRODUCTION
Because of the degree of teleoperation needed for the system, an automated
controls system is needed to accomplish certain tasks. The tasks of the controls
subsystem are as follows:
1)

To control the speed and direction of travel of the transport subsystem
with respect to desired destination and feedback from the locate
subsystem.

2)

After directing the transport and load/unload subsystems to desired
locations, the controls subsystem will control the opening and closing
of the jaws of the modified Hayward bucket. The jaws need to open and
close to transport ore, regolith and equipment (with mate).
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2.6.2. RECOMMENDATION
TASK 1 - TRANSPORT ACTUATOR CONTROL
The controls system chosen to control the six actuators of the inverted Stewart
platform is the process depicted in Figure 2-2 utilizing a hybrid / analog digital
controller. The hybrid / analog controller consists of two major parts, namely a
D/A position servo and a zero phase error tracking algorithm (ZPETA) prefilter
(Lee, Yien). For the description of the control process, refer to Appendix 2-5.
The actuators, motors themselves, will be Columbia H2000 AC Planetary
Electric Hoists. These winches provide 1.5 kW of power and a 8900 N load
rating. A ring composed of roller bearings will serve as a guide for the cable as
it exits the winch. These winches will be mounted to the structure as
determined by the structures team.
TASK 2- JAWS POSITION CONTROL
The control system to operate the jaws is a simple two - position control action.
Though not drawn in Figure 2-2, the actuator will be attached in the same
manner as the other actuators. The micro-computer in Figure 2-2 will compute
a value which is a function of the four digital inputs received from the locate
subsystem. When this value falls into predetermined and preprogrammed
intervals, based upon initialization of locate subsystem, the output of the
controller will switch. There are only two possible outputs for the controller,
jaws open and jaws closed. A block diagram of this control system is given in
Figure 2-3. The differential gap represents unintentional error, and the
predetermined intervals discussed above. The actuator itself will be a 3 kW DC
winch with a 1112.5 N load rating; it will be located inside the casing of the
trolley attached to the jaws.
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Figure 2-3: Two Position Control System
2.6.3. JUSTIFICATION
TASK 1

The hybrid analog digital controller will compensate for friction, which is
increased on the moon, and eliminate error. The D/A position servo results in
an effective non-linear friction compensation by shaping the static output
characteristic of the actuator. The ZPETA achieves exact phase cancellation
(zero error), (Lee, Yien). Hence the only error will be due to the signal resolution
of the locate subsystem.
The Columbia H2000 AC Planetary Electric Hoist is the winch which NIST
currently uses on their 'Robo Crane,' (Bostelman). Because the load conditions
of the 'Robo Crane' are comparable to the load conditions to be encountered
by the transport subsystem, these winches were chosen. NIST uses these
winches to lift roughly one metric ton of payload and that is the requirement of
the transport subsystem. The ring of roller bearings is used to give the cable
support and an extra degree of freedom that cannot be achieved with just the
reel of the winch.
TASK 2

The two position controller was the obvious choice because of the simplicity of
the controller is comparable to the requirements for this task. The controller is
also inexpensive and widely used in industry. A 3 kW power requirement of the
actuator is needed for the efficient operation of the jaws;the 1112.5 load rating
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is needed because the jaws themselves weigh 890 N. The extra 222.5 N on the
load rating is to account for momentum swings.

2.7 Interface with Mining Team
2.7.1. INTRODUCTION
The mining team will use the bottom platform (truss) of the transport subsystem
for support during the mining operation. Because the load/unload subsystem
(jaws) and the mining motor cannot occupy the bottom platform simultaneously,
it is necessary to develop a way to interchange these two devices.
2.7.2. RECOMMENDATION
The solution chosen for this problem is the switchtrack subsystem (refer to
Drawing 2-2 of Appendix 2-1). The subsystem will consist of an I-beam at an
angle supported from above by structure fixed to the ground. The angle will be
at 40 degrees above the horizontal to ensure rolling in lunar conditions. A two
meter standard I-beam with a cross-sectional area as depicted in Figure 2-4 will
be used. The support structure will consist of aluminum 6061-T6 pipes 5.1 cm
(2') in outer diameter and 4.8 cm (1.75') inner diameter. The rest of the
structure is composed of 0.16 cm, aluminum 6061-T6 cable. For a description
of the interfacing process, refer to Appendix 2-6.

1.1 cm

HE

1.7

.7 cm

18 cm

K._ 13.4cm.._..)1

Material: Al 6061 - T6

Figure 2-4: The Switchtrack I-Beam
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2.7.3.

JUSTIFICATION

The I-beam and trolley interface provides a stable and versatile interface
between the load/unload subsystem and the transport subsystem and will be
utilized. Therefore, the ability of the mining apparatus to interface with the truss
in the same manner as the load/unload subsystem simplifies the interfacing
between materials handling and mining. Below are the reasons for selecting
the switchtrack as the method of interchange between the two subsystems.
• Requires no additional power source or power.
• Utilizes existing interface for load/unload subsystem
• Rugged and simple
The I-beam chosen was the same shape as that fastened on the bottom of the
truss to assure proper mating. The support structure pipes and cable diameters
were chosen based on the calculations in Appendix 2-6. The sheath allows for
the 3 cm resolution capabilities of the locate subsystem and assures proper
mating of the beams.

2.8 Dome Exit Interface
2.8.1. INTRODUCTION

Any ore recovered after mining must be delivered 5 meters outside the dome.
The inverted Stewart platform can make it to the edge of the dome at best.
Therefore, a method of transporting ore from the platform to 5 meters outside the
dome is needed.
2.8.2. RECOMMENDATION

•
The chosen concept for this subsystem is a chute fastened to the dome structure
at one end and suspended by cables at the other. The chute will be oriented at
a 60 degree angle with the horizontal. It will extend into the dome 5 meters to
allow the inverted Stewart platform to unload. The chute will be 3.2 meters wide
at the unload point and 2 meters wide at the point of discharge from the
structure. The cross-sectional profile will be U shaped, (see Figure 2-5). The
2-12

path to the 5 meter destination (transport vehicle) is completed by a free fall
from the bottom of the chute. The chute thickness is 0.32 cm The material will
be aluminum 6061-T6.

__)

CHUTE
PROFILE

DRAWING NOT TO
SCALE

Figure 2-5: Chute Profile
2.8.3. JUSTIFICATION
The chute widens at the top to account for spreading during unloading of the
ore by the jaws. The dumping angle is maintained at 60 degrees, the optimum
angle for bulk solids discharge from bins. The chute is narrowed at the bottom
so that it may pass through the structural supports. This interface is a wise
choice because it is very light, reliable and requires no power.
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APPENDIX 2-2: TRANSPORT SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
RECOMMENDATION

The inverted Stewart Platform will best meet all necessary specifications. The
inverted Stewart platform is a crane system which is composed of a stable
triangular platform supported by six cables. It is capable of precisely positioning
large loads in six degrees of freedom. It will be supported at three locations on
the dome by six winches. The recommended material for the platform system is
aluminum 6061-16. The platform would consist of a modification involving the
attachment of an I-beam along the base of the platform. The I-beam will serve as
a track for the loading and unloading of equipment on and off of the platform. An
additional modification involves building the platform as a truss structure as
opposed to a solid triangular plate. The platform will weigh approximately 60 to
65 lbs on the moon and measure 6 meters to a side.
JUSTIFICATION
Concept: The cable supports along with the truss structure of the platform
make this concept the lightest possible feasible solution. In addition, the cables
remain in maximum stress a maximum amount of the time giving the system an
optimum geometry. The I-beam allows for a simple method of transferring
equipment and material and uses no power in the process. A representation of
platform design is located in Appendix 2-1 (see Drawing 2-1).
Material of Construction: The recommended material of construction is
aluminum 606146. This material is described in section 2.2.
Analysis: The following areas are considered the most important considerations
in designing the platform. Detailed calculations are included.
PLATFORM DESIGN

The platform will be supported at a distance of 20 m above the bottom of the
structure. The three supports will be equally spaced 120' apart. Two winches

will reside at each support and will control one cable each. The cables will attach
by ball and socket joints to the corners of the platform. Each corner of the
platform will have two cables attached to it. This configuration gives the platform
six degrees of freedom for movement within the structure. The platform itself is
composed of trusses. An 1-beam will be attached to the bottom of the platform. It
will be secured by plates which are bolted to the beam and welded to the
supporting truss members. The beam will serve as a track for the trolleys of the
regolith jaws and the mining and drilling team's equipment. The track will also
allow export of material outside of the structure.
The chosen size for each side of the platform is 6 m. It will be constructed of
tubular beams of Aluminum 6061-T6. The maximum stress observed by the
platform will be when the carried load on the trolley is positioned at the end of the
I-beam as shown below:
CABLES N

LOAD
The maximum axial loads on the beams occur when the two cables shown are in
the same plane as their respective winches. As the angle between the cables
and the platform decreases (as the platform is raised), the tension in the cables
becomes increasingly greater. From the picture above, it can be seen that,
T = W / (2sine)
Therefore, a limit of 10° between the platform and its cables has been set. An
angle of 10° in this position corresponds to a tension of approximately three
times the load.

CABLES

Setting the maximum angle between the cables and the platform results in a
maximum tension of approximately three times the hanging load. Therefore, the
cables were designed to hold this load. The material chosen for the cables is
Aluminum 6061-T6. The following equations were used to obtain a diameter for
the cables:
ays = P/A
where:

P = total weight suspended
ays = yield stress of aluminum 6061-T6 (40 ksi)
A = area of the cable

Therefore,

r=

where:

r.

71 ar

r = cable radius
2 = safety factor

Using the calculated weights of the platform and jaws, and the given maximum
weight from the drilling team, a cable diameter of 0.5 inches was calculated.
PLATFORM

The tubular beams which comprise the platform were also designed for the
maximum axial loading. The material chosen for the beams is Aluminum 6061T6. The following equations were used in designing the beams:
S.F.= cc., cri.,

where:

PAxg

A

3W
x(r.2 — r.2

)

Choosing an outer radius of 1.0 inches and inner radius of 0.875 inches yields a
tubular beam with a safety factor of 4. The truss members which are welded to
plates for attachment to the I-beam will have a different yield strength as a result
of welding. These trusses will acquire the properties of Aluminum 6061-T6 which
has a yield strength of 8 ksi. These members will have a inner radius of 0.50
inches and as a result will have a safety factor of over 2. A total of approximately
119 feet of beams are employed in the platform. The weight was calculated
according to the equation:
Weight = Volume * Sp. Wt. of Material
where:

sp. wt. of aluminum 6061-T6 = 170 Iblft 3

This weight was determined to be approximately 155 lbs on the earth.
The beam chosen for the platform is a standard 8x21 I-beam that is
approximately 4 meters in length. The material chosen for the I-beam is
Aluminum 6061-T6. Constructing a bending moment diagram, a maximum
moment produced by the load of WL/4 can be found where L is the length of the
beam. Therefore, the maximum stress due to bending is:
a=My/1
The axial force in the beam was determined using the equation,
aLoad = PAxial / A

The total stress in the beam was therefore determined by the equation,
aT = aBending + akdal = (My / I) + (P / A)

where:

y=h/2 = 4 in
I= 75.3 in4

A = 6.16 in2.
The weight of the I-beam was calculated to be approximately 86 lbs on the earth.
RANGE OF MOTION
The inverted Stewart platform has a triangular range of motion. The winches for
the platform will be mounted at a height of 20 meters above the base of the
platform. The winches will be positioned 120° apart forming a triangle with sides
of 19 meters. The resulting area coverage for the lower platform is 163
meters2. This is approximately 23% of the total area of the base of the dome.
The governing equations of motion have been done by NIST for the SPIDER
(Albus). These equations apply to the materials handling platform. See Figure
A2-1 for a graphical representation of the range of motion.
r.15m

Side View

Top View

Figure A2-1

Appendix 2-3
Analysis of Jaws
Factor of Safety = 1.3
Given: A16061-T6 (data from Mark's Handbook)
E = 10.6E6 psi
v=0.33
crr = 40kpsi

cru = 45kpsi
Thermal Expansion = 13.5 .10 -6 in / (in)* F
Thermal Conductivity = 90 Btu / hr - ft-°F
Specific Heat = 0.23 Btu /113-°F
App. T. = 1080°F
Elongation % = 17
Density = 2740 kg / m3

Assumptions for Design of Shaft Mate:
1) Shaft and head are made of A16061-T6
2) Forces on shaft act in pure tension
3) Radius between shaft and head = 0.1 in
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APPENDIX 2-4: LOCATE SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The scientific basis and modeling of this system are based on the fact that as
radio waves travel through free space (a theoretical vacuum), they exhibit a
phase shift, or phase delay, directly proportional to distance (Cubic). A data
converter calculates "range data (the distance to each beacon) from measured
phase delays. The calculated distances serve as four coordinates that outline
the position of any device attached to the platform. These values are the input
for the Controls Subsystem. As the materials handling unit moves items around
the crater, computer memory stores the current location of all objects in the
crater.
The SHIRAN locate subsystem initializes when it receives a coded 20 megahertz
(MHz) initialization radio signal from the controls subsystem. The main
transceiver, mounted to the transport subsystem, then transmits another coded
20 MHz signal that turns on one of the beacons, which is actually a transceiver
itself. These coded signals are radio transmissions having characteristic bursts
of differing duration, similar to Morse code. Each beacon has its own unique
initialization signal. An entire coded signal will last for only 20 milliseconds (ms).
The main transceiver then transmits a ranging signal to the initialized beacon.
The beacon retransmits the signal back to the main transceiver. This sequence
is conducted four times for each beacon, since there are four ranging frequencies
(to avoid ambiguity of the data). Each of the four sequences consumes 10 ms
(Cubic). An electronic phasemeter measures the phase delay by comparing the
original ranging transmission to the received, retransmitted signal. A data
converter then converts the measured phase delays into 'range data", the
distance to the beacon. The range data is then transmitted to the controls
subsystem via another coded 20 MHz signal, a process taking about 25 ms.
Range data is digital input to the controls subsystem. This process is then
repeated for the other three beacons. For a visual representation of this process,
please see Figure A4-1 below.

Memory

Data
Converter

Controls
Subsystem

Transceiver
(on Transport
Subsystem)

Beacons
(on Structure)

A

Phasemeter
Figure A4 - 1

The total amount of time required to obtain a complete set of range data is quite
small.
Time to measure phase delays = (20+[10*4]4-25 ms)*4 beacons = 340 ms
Assuming that the data conversion process consumes about 100 ms, the
SHIRAN system is able to update the position of the transport subsystem two
times per second. The transceiver mounted on the transport subsystem has a
fixed position in reference to the load/unload subsystem. When loading and
unloading occur, the data converter can adjust the range data accordingly.
All four beacons will be placed on the structure in the horizontal plane at the
same height as the transport subsystem's winches. This plane is circular, with
one beacon being at its center. The other three beacons are placed at 120
degree intervals along the circumference of the circle, directly opposing the
winches.
The selection of the four ranging frequencies was based on previously published
data (Cubic). The frequencies are described by the following titles: very coarse,
coarse, fine, and very fine. One must select the very coarse frequency so that

the maximum phase delay corresponds to the maximum distance to be
measured. In the lunar mining scenario, this will be at most 300 meters. The
very coarse frequency selection arises from the data shown in Figure A4-2.

Figure A4-2: Selection of
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The very fine frequency must be chosen based on desired resolution, picked as 3
cm for the locate subsystem. The data for this selection appears in Figure A4-3.

Figure A4-3: Selection of
Very Fine Frequency
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The other two frequencies exist at even logarithmic intervals between the very
coarse and very fine frequencies. Therefore, the four raging frequencies are as
follows:
Very Coarse = 500 kHz
Coarse = 1.08 MHz
Fine = 2.33 MHz
Very Fine = 5.00 MHz
The initial setup of the lunar mining project requires that mining and drilling
equipment be placed in the crater before the construction of the structure. This
poses a problem for the locate subsystem. Upon initialization, the materials
handling system must know the location of these items. After the beacons are
attached to the structure, a manned team can carry the main transceiver (before
its attachment to the inverted Stewart platform) into the crater to find out exactly
where these items are in reference to the beacons. These teams can also check

and calibrate the system using surveying devices in conjunction with the
transceiver.
In previous use, SHIRAN components have shown a very low tolerance to
temperatures below -20 degrees Celsius, while having no known problems at any
higher temperatures (Cubic). It is recommended that the beacons and
transceiver be placed in carbon epoxy casings with a small electric heater inside,
to counteract the very cold temperatures that occur on the moon. The casings
also need to shield the components from cosmic radiation, a condition
unencountered by any other SHIRAN system. The antennas on the transceiver
and beacons are bow tie antennas, and will need to be made of aluminum 6061T6, which can withstand the lunar environment.

APPENDIX 2-5: CONTROL PROCESS
Radio signals from the locate subsystem are fed into an analog-to-digital (A/D)
board embedded in the computer, refer to Figure 2-2 in Section 2.6. The output
is 4 digital numbers specifying the desired position. From these numbers, the
computer calculates the desired position and orientation of the mobile platform
and translates it into actuator cable lengths. Feedback is received from cable
length and force sensors located near the winches (step motors). This enables
closed loop position, velocity, and force control. Cable travel encoders generate
phase quadrature signals for the encoder input board embedded in the
computer. Cable tension sensors are input into an A/D board in the computer.
Command signals are output from the computer via a digital to analog (D/A)
board and sent to the winch amplifiers,(Albus, Bostelman, Daglakis, 1992). The
controller used in the micro-computer will involve a hybrid / analog digital
controller. The hybrid / analog controller consists of two major parts, namely a
D/A position servo and a ZPETA prefilter (Lee, Yien).

APPENDIX 2-6: MINING EXCHANGE PROCESS
Refer to Figure A6-1.
Initially, the load / unload (UU) system is on the inverted Stewart platform while
mining awaits at lock position 2 on the I beam.
1)

Platform aligns with I beam, UU is released from platform and rolls on to I
beam and locks at position 1 on I beam via mechanical locks

2)

Platform aligns with I beam on other side near Mining subsystem (M)
Lock at position 2 on I beam releases, Mining rolls on to platform and
locks into place. As platform disengages, it triggers release of lock at
position 1 on I beam, and UU rolls until it locks at position 2 on I beam.

3)

After mining is completed, platform aligns with I beam as it did in STEP 1.
Mining is released from platform and rolls on to I beam and locks at
position 1 on I beam.

4)

Platform aligns with I beam as it did in STEP 2. Lock at position 2 on I
beam releases, UU rolls on to platform and locks into place. As platform
disengages, it triggers release of lock at position 1 on I beam, and Mining
rolls until it locks at position 2 on I beam. The cycle is completed.

The mating of the two I beams will be facilitated by the 'Sheath'. Refer to
Drawing 2-3 of Appendix 2-1. A 'sheath' will be connected to the top flange of
each end of the I beam. The inside of this sheath is lined with roller bearings to
decrease friction during alignment. Note that the sheath is bolted to the switch
track I beam with the same bolts used to fasten the 45 degree angle bars of the
supporting structure. One sheath will be placed on each end of the I beam.

Swkchtrack J

L I beam on Inverted Stewart platform

n

aria!: Al 6061 - T6

.1 cm

7

THICK LINED I BEAM REPRESENTS I
BEAM ON INVERTED STEWART
PLATFORM

1.7 cm

NORMAL LINES ARE THE SWITCHTRACK

18.6 cm

UU = LOAD / UNLOAD SUBSYSTEM
M = MINING APPARATUS

—.)1
K.— 13.4
cm

Figure A6-1

DESIGN AGAINST BENDING AND BUCKLING CALCULATIONS FOR
SWITCHTRACK
Worst case bending is represented by one bar member supporting the I beam
and the jaws. The jaws weigh 200 lbs on the moon and the I beam will weigh
140 lbs. Thus, the worst case is one 3 meter section of pipe supporting 340 lbs
in the middle
This corresponds to a maximum moment of 1674 ft lbs.
The yield stress for Al 6061-T6 is 40 ksi.
a = My

(1)

I

The above equation defines the maximum bending stress. For this situation, y =
the outer radius of the pipe, I is the moment of inertia.
I = 2;rr't

(2)

t is the thickness of the pipe and r is the outer radius. Substituting into equation
1, an equation in terms of the thickness and radius is available. Choosing a
value for r2 yields the minimum thickness of the pipe. Note that a safety factor of
2 has been included.
a=

t

=

Mr2

2 nr 2 t

Mr2
27cr2 (20ksi)

With r2 set at 2 inches, the minimum thickness defined by the above equation is
.04 inches, or smaller than 1/16". This thickness is not intuitively safe, there fore
the thickness of the pipe is set at 1/8 inch.
BUCKLING
2.046n2 El
PCR

L2

(3)

I is now known to be 6.28. E for Al 6061-T6 is 10,000 ksi. L is, worst case, 5.41
meters or 17.8 ft. P is given as 340 lbs. Solve to see if L checks out. Plugging
in the values above yields a critical load of 4002 lbs on the moon. Thus there is
a safety factor of 12 against buckling.
CABLE: worst case cable analysis suggests cable thickness of less than 1/16".
Again to satisfy, uncertainties in these calculations a thickness of 1/16" will be
used.

3.1 OVERVIEW

As part of man's continuing effort to explore and expand the frontiers of space, it is
believed that one day man will establish a permanent outpost on tlr, lunar surface. Once
established on the moon, significant long term research can be undertaken in an effort to
enhance current understanding of the lunar environment and the environment of space. To
achieve this level of activity, it is necessary to develop some specialized tools and
equipment suitable for operation in the lunar environment. Among the desirable pieces of
equipment is a drilling apparatus capable of boring into the lunar surface for the purpose
of collecting soil samples, inserting transducer probes, or locating cr.; deposits.

3.2 INTRODUCTION
3.2.1 Problem Statement

Our task was to create a conceptual design for a drilling apparatus to be used on
the lunar surface. The rig will most likely be operated in the depr, ssion of a crater and
under the cover of a large structure (geodesic dome). The desired drilling operations will
not be massive excavations, but rather will be small bores for regoliCi samples, settings for
structural anchors, : .-istrumentation insertion into the lunar surface, or other similar
purposes. Currently, there is very little information available regarding drilling operations
on the lunar surface, and the limited information that is published i applicable only for a
specific Apollo landing site. Therefore, many of the functional re iiirements and system
specifications for this design are open-ended. Specific requiremei.ts will undoubtedly

become more clearly defined as more research is performed in this area. The general
driving parameters for our design are listed below:

•

functional in low gravity environment

•

fit within structure measuring 30 meters diameter, 30 meters high

•

total system weight not to exceed 6 metric earth tons (1 metric moon ton)

•

modularized design for ease of transportation and assembly

•

tele-operated with no direct human intervention

•

drilling depths up to 100 meters

•

drilling orientation vertical up to ±15°

•

power consumption less than 25 kW

3.2.2 Design Summary

The basic design of the drilling rig can be broken into four major components, with
each component containing many sub-components. The four major components are:

•

drilling rig platform

•

turret

•

robot arm

•

drill string

Figure 1 shows a completely assembled sketch. Each of these seperate components can be
transported and handled easily as a single entity. With limited effort at the work site, the
drilling rig components can be assembled together to form the work -L ► g system.
The platform consists of a triangular truss structure w_ _I

►

three leveling legs

(section 3.3.1). The platform provides the "foundation" on which the remainder of the
3-2

drilling apparatus is built. The turret is positioned on top of the platform, and provides
rotary motion for the robot arm (section 3.3.2). Through the center of the turret and
platform is a drilling hole, which provides access to the lunar surrace directly under the
drilling rig. This area beneath the rig is the point of entry for all drilling operations. A
hinged footplate within the turret drilling hole holds the drill string stationary while new
sections of drill string are added or removed (section 3.3.5). The robot arm is attached to
the rotary turret and is responsible for drill string manipulation (section 3.3.3). The arm
consists of three links, with a revolute joint between each link to provide a planar range of
motion.
MRC

ROBOT ARM
DRILL STRING

FOOT PLATE

DRILL STRING
RACK

TURRET

LAT FORM
figure # 3-1
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As mentioned previously, the turret provides rotary motion for the arm, thus giving it a
full range of motion for retrieving or replacing drill string sections. The end effector on
the robot arm provides the rotational power for the drill string, while the robot arm and
the drill string weight provide the downward force on the drill bit during drilling.
Furthermore, the robot arm end effector provides the power necess, :y to rotate the turret
and level the platform legs, thus eliminating extra motors and reducing the power
requirements for the entire system. Drilling operations can be performed in a vertical
orientation up to ±15°. The robot arm can position the drill string at various angles, and
the hinged footplate can be locked in position to hold the drill string when drilling
operations stop to add or remove drill sections. The drill string = . designed in 5 meter
long sections and each section is threaded at the ends so that multiple sections may be
coupled together to reach 100 meter depths. The drill bit itself is located at the end of a
drill string section (section 3.3.4). It consists of multiple cutting wheels arranged on a
hollow cone, with the wheels at the bottom (tip) of the cone oriented vertically. The
cutting wheels are arranged up the side of the cone, becoming angled "outward", where
the cutting wheels at the top of the cone are oriented horizontally. Cuttings from the drill
bit are carried up to the surface via a unique stepped auger within the drill string casing. A
material removal container which is attached to the top of the drill string collects the
cuttings and is periodically removed and emptied.
An aluminum alloy (6061-T6) was chosen as the material for all components with
the exception of the drill string. Previous research shows that aluminum alloys have been
successfully used on previous space missions. Its low density and high strength make it
attractive as a structural material, and cost is relatively inexpensive. Other materials
investigated were titanium alloys, aluminum-lithium alloys, and metal matrix composites
(MMC). The other two alloys display undesirable properties. All bolts, pins, gears, etc.
are made from tempered steel. The drill string is also made from steel to endure the
loading from the drilling process and provide added downward force on the drill bit.
3-4

The physical size of the drilling apparatus fits well within the housing structure,
and the total weight is 25% under the maximum weight limit (see Table 1 in Appendix B).
All power transmission is achieved through electrical motors and geared transmissions,
with no internal combustion engines and no hydraulics. Operation of the rig can be
controlled by remote tele-operation with the use of a camera vision system or by a
completely autonomous control algorithm programmed into the system.
3.3

COMPONENT DESIGNS

3.3.1 Platform

The overall purpose of the platform is to provide a stable base on which to support
the actual drilling machinery. The drilling machinery consists of the following
components: turret, on which the robot arm rotates, bearings, on which the Turret
rotates, robot arm, and sections of drill string.
The design is free-standing and possesses the ability to be leveled. The power for
leveling the platform is provided by the motors incorporated in the robot arm and is 100%
automated. Also, the platform is designed with incorporated racks to hold the drill strings,
which are not in use, and to provide the robot arm easy access to each drill string.
The overall concept of the platform has an equilateral triangle shape with each side
of the triangle measuring 6 meters long. There is a one meter diameter hole in the
geometric center of the platform. This will be defined as the drilling hole. The thickness
of the platform is 1/2 meter thick. The structure consists of two aluminum plates, each
9.53 millimeters thick, with truss structures between the two plates. The first three trusses
support the top and bottom plates by running along each edge of the plates. Each truss
member has a 38.1 mm square cross section. There is another triangular truss system
connecting the midpoints of each side of the plates. This gives a total of six regular truss
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systems. The final support consists of a circular truss around the drilling hole. The
drawings for the final design of the platform can be seen in Appendix A figures 3-2 and
3-3.

The supports for the platform consist of three legs. Each leg is positioned one
meter from the corner of the triangle. The legs are fabricated from aluminum and are
threaded on the outside with power screws. The top of each leg is grooved so that the
end effector is able to interface with each leg. Their dimensions are 2 meters in length and
have an outer diameter of .152 meters. The ends of the legs are interfaced with flat
aluminum plates which in turn rest on the ground. The connection between the legs and
the plates is a ball and socket joint.
The last component of the platform consists of a drill string rack. The drawings
for the rack can also be seen in Appendix A figures 3-2 and 3-3. The rack is attached to
the platform along each side. The rack holes are angled at 20° from vertical.
The platform is supported by three legs to make the base inherently stable. By
choosing the three-leg design, a triangular platform is used to maximize area while
providing a symmetry to distribute forces evenly. The length of the platform for the
equilateral triangle (6 meters) accommodates all the machinery and provides a large
amount of workable area. The top and bottom cover plates on the platform increase the
rigidity while also providing a surface to carry additional equipment. The thickness of the
platform (1/2 meter) allows the platform to be rigid and yet not too thick to allow for the
free motion of the drill string. The use of the trusses increases the strength to weight ratio
of the platform. Since the weight of the machinery is concentrated along the drilling hole
opening, adding the circular truss distributes forces at this point.
The power screws on the legs allow the platform to be leveled automatically. This
is accomplished by the robot arm. The maximum power required to operate the power
screws is 1.1 kW (See Appendix B). As stated, the robot arm interfaces with each leg.
By spinning the leg clockwise the robot arm raises the level of the platform and by
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spinning the leg counterclockwise the robot arm lowers the platform. The ball and socket
joint allows the leg to remain vertical even though the terrain might not be level.
The drill string rack is incorporated onto the platform to mu imize the number of
separate assembly components. The robot arm is able to reach each corner of the platform
and therefore able to retrieve each drill string. The reasoning behind the angling of the
rack is to keep the drill string from interfering with the rotational motion of the robot arm.
Justifiction of the 20° angle is shown in Appendix A figure

3.3.2 Turret

The turret serves as the interface between the robot arm and the drilling rig
platform. The main function of the turret is to provide rotary motion of the arm around
the drilling hole of the platform. This allows for multiple drilling operations at various
orientations without moving the rig platform. The turret structure also incorporates a
footplate. The footplate is a clamping device through which the will string passes. The
purpose of the footplate is to clamp and hold drill string sections while the robot arm is
attaching or removing a section of drill string.
The turret is a flat cylinder with an outer diameter of 2.25 meters (See Appendix
A figure 3-4). The drilling hole, a 1.00 meter diameter hole thro igh the middle of the

turret, allows the drill string to pass through the turret center, through the platform (which
also has a 1.00 meter diameter hole), and into the lunar surface. Located at the outer
circumference of the turret is a large, reinforced collar for the robot arm connection. The
footplate is a flat cylindrical component with a 0.5 meter outer diameter. There is a 150
millimeter hole in the center of the footplate through which the arill string sections are
passed. Within this hole are three retractable chucks spaced 120° apart, capable of
clamping and holding the drill string. Both the turret and footplat -: are 0.25 meter thick.
The footplate is positioned within the turret drill hole and is attacred to the turret via a
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hinge passing radially through the footplate into the sides of the turret drill hole. The
turret is mounted on the center of the platform directly over the drilling hole. A circular
geared rack is fixed to the upper surface of the rig platform around the circumference of
the turret. The end effector interfaces with the circular rack to provide rotational motion
of the turret. Commercially available flat roller bearings are used between the turret and
platform.
By interfacing the footplate directly with the turret (and therefore to the robot
arm), the footplate rotates with the turret structure. The simple planar motion of the
robot arm relative to the turret only requires a simple one degree of freedom hinge on the
footplate. This hinge allows the footplate to be angled and locked in positions up to ±15°
to accommodate non-vertical drilling operations. The robot arm end-effector is able to
interface with the circular rack on the platform with a rack and pinion type interface, and
rotate the entire turret structure and arm about the drilling hole. This approach requires
no additional power sources and no additional moving parts. The retractable sections
within the footplate clamp and hold the drill string sections when drilling operations stop.
This occurs each time a new section of drill string is being attached or removed. As a drill
string section is being attached or removed, the footplate grasps the lower drill string to
prevent rotation while the top section is being screwed on or off. 'Furthermore, when a
long drill string is removed from a hole, the footplate will hold th string as sections are
removed, preventing it from dropping down into the hole.

3.3.3 Robot arm

A three link robot arm is located on the turret. The main purpose of the arm is to
drill and manipulate drill string sections. Since it is desirable to have only one motor
driven component, the arm is also responsible for several other operations. The arm
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provides power to also level the platform, rotate the turret, and retrieve/replace each drill
string during the drilling operation.
The robot arm has three links with a motor at each joint for planar mobility. On the
third link the arm has an end effector as shown below in figure 3-5.
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_

/
/

I —7 15'
I
I
I
/
I
/
I /
I /
I
I I
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I
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pl

figure # 3 5
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Links (1) and (2) are both 3 meters long and link (3) is 0.5 meters long. Each link is made
of square tubing. TLe square tubing is .305 meters on a side and 1 1.7 mm thick. The arm
is made out of aluminum (6061-T6).
As stated, the main functions of the robot arm are to drill and manipulate drill
string sections. In order to drill the arm must be able to reach drill string sections from the
rack and position them vertically over the drill hole. The arm is able to reach any point on
the platform as shown in Appendix B. It must also be able to grab and release the drill
string. This is accomplished with the help of the end effector on the third link of the arm.
The end effector is a hollow cylinder that works like a power drill. The cylinder is rotated
using a motor and there is an inner ring which can be stopped allowing four sleeves to
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tighten or loosen depending on the direction the cylinder is rotated. This can be seen in
Appendix A figure 3-6. The minimum power required to rotate the entire drill string is
calculated to be 5.35 kW, which is the sum of the power required to rotate the drill bit and
drill string.
The robot arm is able to level the platform using the three adjustable legs. Each
leg is a power screw and the top of the leg is geared the same as the bottom of the end
effector. The arm is able to reach each leg in order to level the platform. The description
can be seen in Appendix B.
The robot arm is also able to rotate the turret on which the arm is mounted. There
is a geared rack mounted onto the platform outside the turret. This rack is geared the
same as the bottom of the end effector. When the arm and turret need to rotate, the arm
places the end effector against the geared rack. The end effector is then rotated causing
the turret and arm to rotate to a specified position.
The arm is sized through the use of a dynamic analysis on each link to determine
both the normal and shear stress. The analysis can be seen in table 2 of Appendix B. A
spread sheet is used to test several different drilling positions and to test how fast the arm
could rotate and accelerate. The critical operation is the drilling. During the drilling the
force exerted downward is 1/2 the weight of the platform. This causes the largest shear
and normal stresses. Therefore, drilling at several different angles are studied to determine
the correct thickness of each link. The correct thickness is found by comparing the
calculated stresses to the yield stress of aluminum 6061-T6 which is 270 MPa. The
thickness is therefor found to be 12.7 millimeters for a .305 X :405 meter square tube,
which results in a maximum stress of 229 MPa. Several of these tests are shown in
Appendix B.

The initial task of the robot arm is to level the platform. Next, the arm must
retrieve a drill string from the drill rack and begin drilling to a specified depth and angle.
The arm can drill up to one hundred meters and has a range of angles of plus or minus
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fifteen degrees from vertical. The calculations for the below ground work envelope are
shown in Appendix B. Upon completion of the drilling operation, the arm pulls the drill
string up section by section and returns each section to the drill rack.

3.3.4 Drill Bit

To bore through the surface of the moon, some type of drill bit is required. This
drill bit must be able to bore through the lunar surface with a bore hole diameter of 100
millimeters. The design that is discussed will accomplish this task and also provide a
means in which to begin the material removal. During the early stages of the drill bit
design, it was decided that the drill bit design would pursue a concept that would
incorporate multiple cutting wheels. These wheels, when properly oriented, will cut small
grooves into hard solid surfaces and cause the solid to "chip off" in narrow regions
between grooves. These cutting wheels operate much like a glass cutter, concentrating a
large force over a small region (the cutting edges) to produce a high stress. Furthermore,
a similar approach is successfully used in terrestrial mining on large boring devices used to
drill through granite rock, and other various solid substances. The final drawing for the bit
are shown in Appendix A figure 3-7.
The overall shape of the bit is a hollow cone with a base diameter of 100
millimeters. The angle of the cone will be 90° which is used to determine the height. This
height is 50 millimeters. A helical groove of material will be removed from the bit on the
outside. The width of this groove is 2mm, the height is 5mm, and it ascends the cone at
an angle of 10°. The cutting wheels are contained within the groove. The cutters are
oriented with an increasing angle whereas the last set of cutters are angled 45° relative to
the trace of the drill string. The initial cut will be performed by four cutting wheels
(diameter 6.35mm) on the tip of the bit. There are 21 identical cutting wheels equally
spaced throughout the groove. Also, within the removed helix, there are openings that are
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cut perpendicular to the face of the cone which are equally spaced behind each wheel.
An internal auger is contained inside the bit. This auger is responsible for
beginning the material removal process. It is aligned with the drill string and matches the
angle of the drill string's auger. The bit is also threaded for easy coupling and de-coupling
with any drill string.
Because much of the deeper lunar soil is hard packed and rock-like, it seemed
logical to approach the drill bit design in a manner that would incorporate the glass-cutter
design. An additional benefit also be inherent in this cutting wheel design is the lower
torque requirement needed to rotate a drill bit with rollers, as opposed to a spiraled auger
drill bit. The balues for torque and power are 110 Newton-meters and 3.46 kW
respectively. Calculations for torque and power requirements are shown in Appendix B.
This is important due to the limitations of power supply. The openings that are cut in the
removed helix groove allow the cut material to fall into the center of the bit.
Once the bit is attached to the drill string, there is no need for any interaction with
any other component. The bit will bore at a rate of 78.6mm/s (See Appendix B). The
cut material should proceed into the center of the bit and be transported up the auger by a
combination of rotational and longitudinal motion.

3.3.5 Drill String

The drill string is one of the most critical sub-systems of the entire drilling rig, and
consequently, it is one of the most intricate components. The purpose of the drill string is
two fold. First, the drill string sections provide the structural members necessary to rotate
the drill bit and propel it down into the lunar surface to a depth of 100 meters. Secondly,
the drill string must provide a means to transport debris from the she of the drill bit to the
surface during the drilling operation.

The drill strings are designed in 5 meter long sections, threaded at each end for
secure coupling and simple disconnection between multiple drill string sections. Each drill
string section consists of a cylindrical outer sleeve encasing an inner solid shaft with an
auger (See Appendix A figure 3-8). The entire component is rigid and rotates as one
piece, that is, there is no relative rotation between the outer sleeve and the inner
shaft/auger. The cylindrical sleeve measures 95 millimeter outer diameter with a 5
millimeter wall thickness. The inner shaft is solid with a 15 millimeter diameter. On this
shaft, there is a 30° auger-like spiral which is also attached to the inner wall of the outer
sleeve. On the upper surface of the auger, there are "gates" - 20 millimeter high vertical
walls welded to the auger in a radial orientation from the inner shaft to the outer sleeve.
These gates will be spaced 60° apart, over the entire height of the spiral auger.
Connection of the drill string segments ensures a proper interface between the spiral auger
sections, to form one continuous auger. The entire drill string is fabricated from a
structural steel.
The 5 meter length is selected because it is easily manageable with a moderately
sized robot arm, convenient for portability, and capable of reaching 100 meter depths with
20 to 25 coupled sections. Some extra drill sections are necessary to reach 100 meter
depths when drilling in non-vertical orientations. Also, some drill string sections may be
specialized with unique transducers affixed to the end, or replacement: chill bits. The outer
diameter of the sleeve is slightly undersized compared to the drill bit to reduce friction
between the lunar bore and the rotating drill string. Calculations are performed to find
power and torque requiremdnts for drill string friction. These values are found to be
1.89kW and 60.2 N-m respectively and can be found in Appendix B. The drill string is
fabricated from steel to sustain the possible high load and torque values produced during
drilling operations. Furthermore, the added weight of the steel provides increased
downward force on the drill bit which is desirable during drilling. Stress- strain failure
analysis for three cases can be found in Appendix B.
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During drilling operations, the drill string is periodically shaken in the axial

direction. This may be accomplished by the robot arm, a cam follower device, or a spring
loaded mechanism. This shaking procedure causes debris fragments from the drill bit site
to "climb up" the auger. Debris is accelerated axially upward from the auger surface,
impacting the adjacent auger layer just above and ricocheting (deflecting) back downward
at an angle to the original auger layer at a slightly higher position. The gates on the upper
surface of the auger serve as "steps" for the debris fragments to climb. As debris climbs
the drill string, it exits at the top opening, into a cup-like device to be removed and
emptied before the connection of each new drill string segment.
3.3.6 Material Removal Container

The material removal container (MRC) is a simple device to aid in the collection
and removal of cuttings produced during the drilling process. This is important so to keep
the drilling apparatus and drill site free from debris. It provides an effective method to
neatly collect the cuttings in small, intermittent loads. The materials handling team can
easily and quickly remove and empty the container, and the drilling procedure will
continue.
The MRC is cylindrical in shape with a 15° outward sloping wall (See Appendix
A figures 3-9 and 3-10). The diameter of the top of the MRC measures 0.7 meter, while

the diameter of the bottom of the container measures 0.415 meter. The total height of the
MRC is 0.527 meter. The top of the container has a partial circular cover with a small
opening around the outer circumference to allow cuttings to be dumped. The cover is
fastened to the top of the MRC by four thin rods. On top of the cover, there is a 45°
"jingle bell" interface connection to permit lifting and hoisting. A 230 millimeter deep by
150 millimeter wide trough is located along the outer circumference surrounding the 80
millimeter hole through which cuttings exit the drill string and enter the MRC. In the
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center of the bottom of the MRC there is a concentric sleeve whic.11 slides into and over
the end of a drill string. The cup clips onto the top end of the drill string through the use
of four spring clips in the sleeve of the MRC spaced 90°apart. The entire container is
fabricated from 3.175 millimeter thick aluminum alloy.
The 15° wall slope is used to facilitate the container emptying process. Since the
materials handling team can only rotate the MRC 90°, the sloped side wall will provide
increased angle for the cuttings to slide down. The concentric sleeve provides the most
rigid and slop-free interface between the MRC and the drill string. This is important to
maintain a secure connection during the axial shaking procedure. The useful volume
(volume of the trough) of the container is approximately the same as the volume of 1 drill
string section. The "jingle bell" connection is angled at 45° to permit the materials
handling team to interface with the MRC at an angle, and to rotate it 90° to empty it. The
amount of elapsed time between MRC emptyings is unpredictable due to the nature of the
axial shaking mechanism and the movement of cutting chips up the stepped auger.
Clearly, the MRC is removed and emptied at least before each new drill string section is
added during the chilling process. Spring clips are used to attach the MRC to the drill
string because they provide an adequate holding force while allowing for simple push on
attachment and pull off removal. The material chosen for fabrication of the MRC is
aluminum because it is lightweight, inexpensive, and rigid enough for this application.

3.4 OPERATION

The operational phase of the drill rig begins after the platform and all machinery is
set in the position of operation (PO) by the materials handling team. The actual drilling
operation begins with the selection of the angle to drill. Once this angle (a) is chosen, the
robot arm selects a drill string with a pre-attached drill bit on the end. It should be noted
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that -15°5 a 515° and is measured from the vertical. The robot arm end effector grasps
the drill string. (See section 3.3.3) The next step is to attach the material removal
container on top of the drill string. This is accomplished by a system of spring clips. (See
section 3.3.6)
At this time the robot arm will spin the drill string at an angular velocity of 31.1
rad/sec, which corresponds to 300 rpm. This is coupled with a downward force of 4400
Newtons, one half the maximum force allowed the free standing structure. If needed, a
higher force could be provided by anchoring the platform legs to the ground. The robot
arm begins the angular motion at a position of four meters above the platform and drives
the drill string down for one meter. This is defined as one drilling stroke. Once the robot
arm has completed one stroke, the axial shaking occurs for a sufficient amount of time.
Next, the footplate will grasp the drill string and hold it secure while the end effector
releases the drill string. The robot arm then moves up the straight line trace a distance
equal to the drilling stroke. The end effector then reattaches itself to the drill string. After
the footplate releases the drill string, the drilling operation continues.
When the drill string is imbedded into the lunar surface to a level where the top of
the string extends a distance less than 1 meter above the platform deck, a new section
should be added. This is the que for three simultaneous operations. The footplate grasps
the drill string. Once this is accomplished, the end effector disengages the chill string in
use and the robot arm retrieves another section of drill string from the drill string rack.
This is defined as drill string changeout. At this time, the MI.0 is removed by the
materials handling group and emptied. Periodically, it is necessary to remove and empty
the MRC at times other than drill string changeout. As this is happening, the robot arm
attaches the new section of drill string to the original section. Once the new section is
attached, the material removal container is placed upon the new section. This process will
proceed until the desired depth is reached.
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At this stage of the design, control of the robot arm can be achieved in several
ways. One method is by remote tele-operation incorporating a camera-vision system.
Another is the use of a control algorithm which is pre programmed into the robot arm.
Either system is feasible and a selection would be made after further study.

3.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

Due to imposed time constraints and limited manpower, all facets of our design
project cannot be completely analyzed. The broad scope of this project and the large
number of systems forced us to take a general approach to a high level design. All major
components have been investigated, but clearly, more work should performed. It is our
recommendation that future groups use our report as a starting point, and continue the
design. Perhaps, the project could be broken into several design projects and assigned to
various design teams to investigate:

•

overall control scheme

•

materials research (aluminum, titanium etc.)

•

bit wear

•

labeling for depth of removed material

•

more analysis on the legs for leveling (ball & socket joints, power screws)

•

complete dynamic analysis of robot arm

•

heat generation issues
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3.6.2 APPENDIX B (Calculations)
square Thread Power Screw (Plajform Legs)

Calculation for torque & power to raise and lower the platform
= coefficient of friction (power screw) = 0.15
= lead = 0.0254 m
dm = mean power screw diameter = 0.1397 m
F
= load = 7280/3 = 2427 N
T
= required torque N-m
to raise the load:
T. F•d.

[Shigley, 1989]

Le+

2 nd. —
T—

(2427)(0.1397) 0.0254+ n(0.15)(0.1397)

2

n(0.1397)—(0.15)(0.0254)

T = 35.55 N-m
P=T

comax = 5 rev/sec = 300 rev/min = 31.42 rad/sec

P = (35.55)(31.42) = 1.117 kW
to lower the load:
F • d m (nvd. —
T=
2
T—

ndm + [tt

(2427)(0.1397) ( n(0.15)(0.1397)-0.0254

2

n(0.1397)+(0.15)(0.0254)

T = 15.48 N-m
P = (15.48)(31.42) = 0.5 kW
Self-locking condition (load alone will not cause power screw to spin)
nptim >
[Shigley, 1989]
(3.14)(0.15)(0.1397) = 0.066 > 0.0254
so therefore power screw is self-locking

Cutting Rate of Drill Bit

Cutting Rate = Depth of Cut * RPM
CR = DC * RPM
Upper Limit:

DC = 5 mm
RPM = 300 = 31.42 rad/sec
CR = (5 mm )(31.42 rad/sec) = 157.1 mm/sec
Lower Limit:

DC = 1 mm
RPM = 60 = 6.28 rad/sec
CR = 6.28 mm/sec
Expected Operating Conditions:

DC = 2.5 mm
RPM = 300 = 31.42 rad/sec
CR = 78.55 mm/sec

Drill Bit Torque & Power Reauirements

F
Fd
ii,
r
T
P

F=

= downward force per wheel
= friction force on wheel
= coefficient of friction (soil against rolling wheel) = 1.0
= radial position of wheel = 0.025 = ravg
= total torque from drill bit
= power required from drill bit
Total downward force
# of wheels

Fd = µF

T=IFd -r summed over all wheels
P = To)

F=

(Amax = 300 rpm = 31.42 rad/sec

4400 N
= 176 N per wheel (absolute maximum)
25

Fd = (1.0)(176 N)= 176 N
T = (25 wheels)(176 N)(0.025 m) = 110 N-m
P = (110 N-m)(31.42 rad/sec) = 3.46 kW

Drill String Friction Torque & Power Requirements
Worst case scenario: Drill string oriented at 15° angle with entire length of drill string
contacting the bore wall.

100 m
W

21 drill strings to reach 103.53 meter length
mass of 21 drill strings = 1497 kg
m
W
N
f
I-1
T
P

= mass of drill strings = 1497 kg
= weight of drill string (on moon)
= normal force against drill string
= friction force against drill string
= coefficient of friction (soil against drill string) = 2.0
= torque from friction force
= power required to rotate drill string

N=W sin (15°)
f =111■1
T=fxr
P=Txcu
W = 2448 N (on moon)
N = (2448 N)(0.2588) = 633.5 N
f = (2)(633.5 N) = 1267 N
T = (1267 N)(.095m/2) = 60.2 N-m
P = (60.2 N-m)(31.42 rad/sec) = 1.89 kW

Drill String Analysis
Weight of soil cuttings:

Volume = a(0.1m)2(5m). 0.0393 m 3
4
Density of cuttings =

for a single drill string section

3g (100 cmf
kg
x
x
= 3000kg / m3
cm
1
1000g

Mass of cuttings in 5 meter section = 3000 kg/m 3 x 0.0393 m3 = 118 kg
= 193 N (on moon)
Case I:

Drill string yields in tension

This checks for yield in the drill string when 25 coupled sections are lifted from the bottom
of a drilling hole. The total tension force is the sum total of the weight of the drill strings
and a 5 meter section full of cuttings, which should be the maximum amount of cuttings in
the entire drill string at any one time.
weight of 25 drill strings = 1782 kg = 2914 N (on moon)
tension force = 2914 + 193 = 3107 N
drill string cross sectional area = 4—
71 (.0952 –.0852 )=1.414 x10-3 m2
=

3107 N

=
1.414 x10-3m2 2.2 MPa

safety factor n =

(TY

=

241MPa

2.2 MPa

=109 6y= 241 MPa (303 Stainless, weak steel)

Drill String yields in shear

Case II:
T
ti
J

= applied torque
= shear stress
= polar moment of inertia

T
= Tbit Tsleeve friction
by = 0.5av
rc,
ti max =
J
J = 1—
t (d 04 —di4 )
32
Tom = 110 N-m + 60.2 N-m = 172.2 N-m
Y = (0.5)(241 MPa) = 120.5 MPa
J=

32

0954 —.0855 ) = 2.87 x10 4 m4

Truax =
safety factor

2.87 x10 4 m4

(170.2N—m)48
= 2.85MPa

n = 120.5 MPa
= 42.3
2.85 MPa

Case III:

Drill String Buckles as a column under purely axial compressive force

Assume column ends are pinned. Check for buckling of 1 drill string section (5 meters)
while above ground, just as boring into lunar surface begins. After boring into lunar
surface, buckling is unlikely due to close fit within hole, thus only a 5 meter length is
analyzed.
L
E
I
Pcr

= length of section = 5m
= modulus of steel = 207 GPa
= area moment of inertia
= critical load, maximum allowable load to prevent buckling.

4400 N maximum applied downward force on drill string
I=

64

Pcr —

(d04 — d14 ) = -14.0954 —.0851 =1.43 x10 -6 m4
64
n2 (207 x109 N/m2 )(1.43xlem 4 )
=1.17 x105 N
(5m)2

safety factor

n=

1.17x105N
=26.6
4400 N

crs
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Forces and Moments at Pin 1
F = (Fx, + Fx2)i+ (Fp + Fy2 - mig); + (Fzi + Fz2)k =
• FX1

+ ay ,3 + ank)

= Mlaxi - Fx2

• Fy = maxi — Fy2 + nu g
• Fzi = miazi — Fz2
• CX1 = -Cx2 - Fz2 L sine] + Law, — ( I yy — Izz )0..) y iwzi

'Cy] = —Cy2 + FZ2 L cos 01 + Iyy ay , — ( Izz — Ixr )(Dzi(Oyi
• CZI = —Cz2 + nu g( 1 I 2 )costh — Fy2cosei + Fx2 sin 01+ Izzoui

— Iyy )eivico y i

Forces and Moments at Pin 2
=(Fx3—Fx2)i +(Fy3—m2g—Fy2)j±(Fz3—Fz2)1c=m2(ax21+ay2:j+a221c)
.Fx2=FX3—m2ax2
.Fy2=Fy3—m2g—m2tty2
.Fz2 = FZ3 — M2a22

Fz2Lsin02
•Cy2 = Cy3 — lyyay2 (Izz - 16(x)coy2ok2 + Fz2Lsin02
•Cz2 = Cz3 - m2g(1 / 2) COS e 2 - Izzan - ( La — Iyy)C0x242 Fy3 COS 0 2 - Fy3 sine 2

• CX2 = CX3 - LataX2

(Iyy - Izz )42012 +

Forces and Moments at PM 3
= F(sinO3i + cos e3'))-ili

-m3gj

.Fx3 = F sin 03 — m3ax3
.Fy3 F cos 03 — N — m3g —m3a y 3
.Fz3 = —m3az3

= C sin 03 — I.ax3+ ayy 0(.0y3013
.Cy3 = C cos 03— Iyyay 3+ (Izz —1.)coz3cox3
.Cz3 = m3g(l I 2)sin03

•Cx 3

-

Fz 31c — FX

-

Fy3 j = m3(a231c+ ax3i +a33:1)

,----.."
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This spreadsheet details the physicall
geometry of all drill rig components and is
useful for computing masses and weights
of components. Resizing is simple and all
related components resize automatically.
Shaded regions rep esent independent
parameters on which other components are
dependent.

1 m
&m

Density of AL
Density of St

2700 kg/m^3
7850 kg/m^3

Quantity

Component
Base

1
Truss (large)

3
Horizontal

2

Vertical

7

Angled

6

3

Truss (small)
Horizontal

2

Vertical

4

Angled

3

Truss (circular)

1
Horizontal

2

Vertical

Turret

Cover plates

2

Legs
(Al)

3

Area/unit
rn"2

Geometry
Length
Thickness:
Length:
Length:
Width: is
1-telgth:
,
Length;
Width:
Heigth:
Length:
Width:
Heigth:
Length:
Length:
Width:
Height:
Length:
Width:
Height:
Length:
Width:
Heigth:
Diameter:
Length:
Length:
Width:
Helgth:
Length:
Width:
Height:
Length:
Thickness:
Drill Hole Dia:
Length:
Outer Diameter
Inner Diameter:

6,00E+00
6.00E-01
6.00E+00
6.00E+00
3.81E-02
3.81E-02
5.00E-01
3.81E-02
3.81E-02
1.12E+00
3.81E-02
3.81E-02
3.00E+00
3.00E+00
3.81E-02
3.81E-02
5.00E-01
3.81E-02
3.81E-02
1.12E+00
3.81E-02
3,81E-02
1.10E40
3.46E+00
3.46E+00
3.81E-02
3.81E-02
5.00E-01
3,81E-02
3.81E-02
6.00E+00
>a 9453E-03
1,00E+00
200E+00
1.52E-01
5.08E-02

Volume/unit
mA3

Volume
m^3

Comp
Mass
kg

1.45E-03

8.71E-03

1.74E-02

261.12
47.03

1.45E-03

726E-04

5,08E-03

13.72

1.45E-03

1.62E-03

9.74E-03

26.29

1.45E-03

4.35E-03

8.71E-03

133.50
23.52

1 A5E-03

726E-04

2.90E-03

7.84

1.45E-03

1.62E-03

4.87E-03

13.15

Total
Mass
kg
1453.63 Base

34.93
1,45E-03

5.02E-03

1.00E-02

27.09

1A5E-03

7.26E-04

2.90E-03

7.84

1.48E+01

1.41E-01

2.82E-01

761.40

1.62E-02

3.24E-02

9.73E-02

262.68

671.51 Turret

1

Table 1
Rig geometry, mass, and weight
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Main turret

1

Footplate

2

Out Cir Wall

1

In Clr Wall

1

1

Bearings

Drill String

Cover plate:

Cover plate:

2

Out Cir Wall

1

Hinge (Rod)

2

1

25
Outer Sleeve

1

Inner Shoff

1

Auger

1

Gates

306

1

Material
Removal Cup

Side Wall

1

Outer Dlam:
Inner Dlam.
Thickness:
Outer Dam:
Inner Diam:
Thickness:
Diameter:
Length:
Thickness:
Diameter:
Length:
Thickness:

2.25E+00
1.00E+00
2,50E01
2.25E+00
1.00E+00
2.54E-021
2.25E+00
7.07E+00
2.54E-02
1.00E+00
3.14E+00
254E-02

Outer Dam:
Inner Diam:
Thickness:
Outer Dam:
Inner Dlam:
Thickness:
Diameter:
Length:
Thickness:
Length:
Diameter:

5.00E-01
1,50E-01
2.50E-01
5.00E-01
1.50E-01
2,54E-02
5.00E-01
1.57E+00
2.54E-02
6.75E-01
5.08E-02

Outer Diam:
Thickness:

61269

3.19E+00

8.10E-02

1.62E-01

437.63

1.77E+00

4.49E-02

4.49E02

121,19

7.85E-01

1.99E-02

1.99E-02

53.86

58.83

1.79E-01

4.54E-03

9.08E-03

24.51

3.93E-01

9.97E-03

9.97E-03

26.93

2.03E-03

1.37E-03

2.74E-03

7.39

Min. drill hole
diameter (m)
5.11E-01

1.36E-01

Length:
Length:
Outer Dlam.
Wall Thickness:
Length:
Diameter:
Length:
Width:
Thickness:
Length:
Height:
Thickness:

5.00E+00
5.00E+00
9.50E-02
5.00E-03
5.00E+00
1.50E-02
1.00E+01
3.50E-02
2.00E-03
3.50E-02
2.00E- 02
2.00E-03

Top Diam:
Bottom Diam:
Height:
Wall thickness:
Average Diam:
Length:
Height:

7.00E-01
4,15E-01
5.27E-01
3.18E-03
5.58E-01
1.75E+00
5.27E-01

1782.06 Drill Strings
1.41E-03

7.07E-03

7.07E-03

55.49

1.77E-04

8.84E-04

8.84E-04

6.94

7.00E-05

7.00E-04

7.00E-04

5.50

4.00E-05

1.40E-06

4.28E-04

3.36

12.77 Material
Removal
Container
9.23E-01

2.93E-03
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2.93E-03

7.91

Cover

1

Bottom

1

Outer Sleeve

1

Inner Sleeve

1

Robot Arm

Thickness:
Diameter:
Thickness:
Outer Diam:
Inner Diam.
Thickness:
Diameter:
LerAgth:
Height:
Thickness:
Diameter:
Length:
Height:
Thickness:

3.18E-03
6.49E-01
3.18E-03
4.15E-01
1.21E-01
3.18E-03
1.21E-01
3.81E-01
2.27E-01
3.18E-03
8,00E-02
2.51E-01
1,00E01
3.18E-03

3.31E01

1.05E-03

1.05E-03

2.84

1.24E-01

3.93E-04

3.93E-04

1.06

8.65E-02

2.75E-04

2.75E-04

0.74

2.51E-02

7.98E-05

7.98E05

0.22

260.42 Robot Arm

1
Link 1
(Square Box
Beam)
Link 2

1

Link 3

1

1

Length:
3,00E+00
Side Dimension: 3,05E-01
1,27E-02
Wall thickness:
Length:
3.00E+00
Side Dimension: 3,05E-01
Wall thickness:
1'2E-02
Length:
5,00E-01
Side Dimension: 3:05E-01
Wall thickness:
1.27E-02

1.48E-02

4.45E-02

4.45E-02

120.19

1.48E-02

4.45E-02

4.45E-02

120.19

1.48E-02

7.42E-03

7.42E-03

20.03

Total
Total Moon Total
Weight
Percent
Mass
kg
N
Allowable
4452.56
7279.93
74.36%

Misc
weight
additions Motors,
cables,
etc. on
arm

Mass
Moon
Earth
Newtons
pounds
kg
226.81
500
370.83

Various
support
structures
and comp
on turret
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45.36

74.17

100

Constants
h=
0.30
h' =
0,28
t=
0.01
x-Dir
a
0.00
a
0.00
w
0.00
F=
4400.00
N=
0.00

m/secA2
rad/secA2
rad/sec
N
N

st Arm Pin
3.00
L=
m=
120.19
bo; =
1.19
lyy =
0.59
Izz =
0.59

kg
kg*mA2
kg*mA2
kg*mA2

I Arm Pin
L=
m=
bc< =
lyy =
Izz =

3.00
120.19
1.19
0.59
0.59

d Arm Pin
L=
0.50
m=
20.03
bor =
0.20
0.10
yy =
Izz =
0.10
Dmements

0 Bar
Ix=
Iy=
Iz=

tress
:-Dir
6=
I=

-Dir
r=
-Dir
r=

p=

2700.00

kg/mA3

y-Dir
a
a
co
C=
g=

0.00
0.00
0.00
110.00
1.63

m/secA2
rad/secA2
rad/sec
N*m
m/secA2

z-Dir
a
a
co
03 =
02 =
01=

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.70
2.80

m/secA2
rad/secA2
rad/sec
rad
rad
rad

Fx =
Fy =
Fz =

1139.66
3824.58
0.00

N
N
N

Cx =
Cy =
Cz =

28.49
106.25
3607.28

N*m
N*m
N*m

m
kg
kg*mA2
kg*mA2
kg*mA2

Fx =
Fy =
Fz =

1139.66
4020.86
0.00

N
N
N

Cx =
Cy =
Cz =

28.49
106.25
285.63

N*m
N*m
N*m

m
kg
kg*mA2
kg*mA2
kg*mA2

Fx =
Fy =
Fz =

1139.66
4217.13
0.00

N
N
N

Cx =
Cy =
Cz =

28.49
106.25
2.12

N*m
N*m
N*m

0.00
4.80
4.80

mA4
mA4
mA4

3rd Bar
lx=
ly=
Iz=

0.00
0.02
0.02

mA4
mA4
mA4

0.00
0.08

MPa
MPa

'r =

0.00
0.08

MPa
MPa

y-Dir
r=

31.65

MPa

0.00

MPa

m
m
m

of area

0.00
4.80
4.80

mA4
mA4
mA4

0.00
0.08

MPa
MPa

226.29

MPa

0.00

MPa

2nd Bar
lx=
Iy=
1z=

x-Dir
a=
I=

y-Dir
ti =

x-Dir

18.84

MPa

z-Dir
I=

a=

z-Dir
0.00

MPa

I=
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Constants
h=
0.30

h' =
=
x-Dir
a
a
F=
N=

0.28
0.01

m
m
m

2.00
2.00
2.00
0.00
116.00

m/secA2
rad/secA2
rad/sec
N
N

p=

y-Dir
a
a
0.)
C=
g=

2700.00

kg/mA3

2.00
2.00
0,00
1.63

m/secA2
rad/secA2
rad/sec
N*m
m/secA2

2,00

z-Dir
a
a
03 =
02=
01 =

2.00
2.00
2.00
0.26
0.70
Z80

m/secA2
rad/secA2
rad/sec
rad
rad
rad

st Arm Pin

L=
m=
bo< =
Iyy =
Izz =

3.00
120.19
1.19
0.59
0.59

kg
kg"mA2
kg*mA2
kg*mA2

Fx =
Fy =
Fz =

40.06
188.78
40.06

N
N
N

Cx =
Cy =
Cz =

274.39
657.58
166.56

N"m
N"m
N*m

3.00
120.19
1.19
0.59
0.59

kg
kg*mA2
kg*mA2
kg*mA2

Fx =
Fy =
Fz =

200.32
247.89
200.32

N
N
N

Cx =
Cy =
Cz =

75.45
94.90
188.64

N*m
N*m
N*m

kg
kg*mA2
kg"mA2
kg*mA2

Fx =
Fy =
Fz =

40.06
188.78
40.06

N
N
N

Cx =
Cy =
Cz =

0.40
0.59
17.34

N*m
N`m
N*m

0.00
0.02
0.02

mA4
mA4
mA4

"C =

0.00
0.00

MPa
MPa

y-Dir
t=

11.60

MPa

13.47

MPa

I Arm Pin

L=
m=
bo< =
lyy =
Izz =

d Arm Pin

L=
m=
bcr =
lyy =
Izz =

0.50
20.03
0.20
0.10
0.10

pmements of area
Bar
lx=
0.00

ly=
Iz=

4.80
4.80

mA4
mA4
mA4

2nd Bar
Ix=

0.00

ly=
Iz=

4.80
4.80

mA4
mA4
mA4

x-Dir
cs =
T=

0.00
0.20

MPa
MPa

3rd Bar
Ix=

ly=
Iz=

tress

. Dir
=
=

0.73

MPa
MPa

0.52

MPa

"C =

0.77

MPa

MPa

z-Dir
r=

0.31

MPa

0.00

-Dir

y-Dir

-Dir
0.43

x-Dir
(5 =

z-Dir
=
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4.1 ABSTRACT
Our job is to create a system that would automatically mine ore from beneath the
moon's surface. Our system is a version of an auger. An auger is fitted with a
tube that prevents material spillage. The auger is split into seven sections of 15 m
length. This auger is driven by a 16 kW motor that connects with a special
threaded fastener attachment. Two 1.5 kW motors that connect to the torque
motor with cables provide the needed bearing force. In addition, a gripper is used
to constrain the auger sections during connection/disconnection. A rack is used to
store the section when not in use.

4.2 INTRODUCTION
Extraterrestrial bodies--planets, moons, and asteroids--are available as possible
sites for permanent bases in space. These bases would offer a place to observe
the universe free from the distortions of the earth's atmosphere, a staging site for
further space exploration, or a place from which to exploit mineral resources of
the host body.
The moon, our nearest celestial neighbor, is a promising site for the first
extraterrestrial support base. The absence of an adequate atmosphere on the
moon, and the presence of cosmic radiation and micrometeor hazards, suggest
that permanent installations will have to be constructed below the surface for
adequate protection. Normal terrestrial excavation equipment, which rely upon
gravity to provide the reaction forces for efficient operations are very heavy and
thus too costly to take into space. In addition, the use of space suits required for
work outside a controlled environment will make such efforts by man very
difficult and inefficient. Automated mining operations have been developed,
however, to excavate a small amount of ore deposited under the moon surface.

4.3 GOALS AND CONSTRAINTS
The prototype lunar mining system should perform economically and dependably
from startup to decommission. The system should meet the following goals and
constraints. However, some of these goals and constraints may prove to be
conflicting, in which case compromises and tradeoffs will have to be made.
GOALS :
1. It must accept and produce the volume of 9 m 3/hr.
2. It must be able to operate in harsh moon environment.
3. The system must be fully automated.
4. The equipment should be versatile and be used for deep or shallow mining.
CONSTRAINTS :
1. The entire system's power assumption is limited to 25 kW.
4-1

2. The system must withstand maximum load of 6000 kg.
3. Must be able to withstand wide range of temperatures between -200 °C and
125 °C.
4. It must be able to operate in atmosphere-less environment.
5. It must be able to withstand constant cosmic radiation.
6. Must be able to mine at maximum depth of 100 m.

4.4 ORDER OF OPERATIONS (see fig. 4.1)
The mining process begins after the drill team finishes the exploration on the site.
This exploration pinpoints where the ore is for our mining equipment to bring to
the surface. The first step is to fragment the ore into particles small enough for
an auger mining system to easily transport to the surface. This is handled by
explosives placed into the drill team's exploration holes.
After the ore is fragmented the trolley, motor, gripper assembly attached to the
material handling team's I-beam connects to the stuart platform. This is
accomplished by rolling the trolley from the storage I-beam to the platform Ibeam. The gripper must be dropped into place before any sections can be
attached. The platform lowers to the moon's surface directly above the spot
where mining is required. The gripper's solenoid locking / unlocking mechanism
activates to separate it from the motor. The gripper remains on the moon's
surface until mining is complete.
In order to supply the downward force necessary for mining, bearing cables are
attached. The cable is housed in a winch motor and spool connects to the 10 m
ring on the structure. The cable is also threaded through a pulley which is 0.5 m
off the moon's surface. A hook is on the end of the cable which is used to attach
to the I-hooks on the trolley. The platform lowers the trolley / motor assembly
into place to connect to both of the bearing force cables.
The mining sections are stored in a rack assembly which sits on the moon's
surface and connects to the lowest ring on the structure. There are seven 15 m
long sections which lie in the rack at a 15° angle. The first section has an added
drill bit for mining into the ground. The platform moves the motor into position
above the end of the first bit. The motor has a threaded fastener which screws
into the section. The rack is designed to resist the turning of the bit to ensure
proper fastening. After the motor screws into the bit the proper amount, three
solenoid operated clamps prevent the bit from disengaging from the motor during
rotation.
After connecting, the first bit moves over the hole for mining. The bearing force
cables pull the rotating assembly down into the ground through the opening in the
gripper. When the first bit is fully in the ground it is the responsibility of the
gripper to secure it while the motor detaches to get the next section. The
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gripper's solenoid locking device activates and the bit secures. The motor then
disengages from the bit in the exact opposite order from which it attaches.
The motor then attaches to the next mining section. Connection procedures are
exactly the same as the previous bit as well as all remaining bits. Once connected
the bit is placed directly above the bit being held by the gripper on the moon's
surface. The bit to bit connection is another threaded fastener exactly the same
as the motor to bit connection. However, since the gripper supplies the necessary
resistance to torque, the three clamps that the motor to bit connection needs is not
needed with the bit to bit connection.
After connecting the two sections the downward mining process resumes. The
number of sections added for the entire project depends on the location and depth
of the ore found by the drilling team. The total possible mining depth is 100 m.
The material is brought to the surface through a series of steps. The first trip
downward yields no material at the surface. At this point the auger fills up with
the ore and overburden. After the assembly reaches its maximum depth it raises
back up to allow material to fill in the open crevasse. Since the material is
fragmented by previous explosions it only requires light brushings by the drill bit
on its way up to fall down and fill the hole. The following trips down forces the
material in the auger out of the top and replace it with more material.
This process continues until a desirable amount of the ore is mined. Dismantling
of the system is similar to connecting. The gripper holds the lower sections into
place while the top section is removed and placed into the rack. The bearing
force cables are then removed and are returned to their normal position, flush
against the pulley. Finally the gripper reconnects to the motor and the trolley,
motor, gripper assembly returns to its spot on the material handling's storage Ibeam.
The system has the following components :
- Explosives
- Trolley
- Torque Motor
- Auger Sections
- Gripper
- Rack
- Bearing Cables
The following sections contain the in-depth descriptions of each component.
Calculations for each can be found in appendix I. Dimensions can be found in the
drawings of appendix
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4.5 DESIGN DESCRIPTION
4.5.1 EXPLOSIVES (see fig. 4.2)
4.5.1.1 CONCEPT
Blasting is the rapid decomposition of a small volume of explosive within a mass
of rock. Detonation of the explosive forms the gaseous products of
decomposition with such rapidity and in such volumes that great and almost
instantaneous pressure is exerted on the rock mass. Because this explosive energy
is confined, the rock mass is fractured.
4.5.1.2 MATERIAL
Chemical high explosives are hazardous materials that require specific handling
and shipping procedures when used in our terrestrial environment. Many of these
compounds are not suitable for space applications. For example, although ANFO
is commonly used on earth, it is not suitable for space. Requirements for
selecting explosives for use in space are listed below:
1.Safe to handle and use
2. Maintain properties at temperatures of -60 to 127 °C in an insulated package
for 1 year
3. Exhibit low volatility under pressures of 10 -12 to 10-14 toff, and under the
above temperature conditions
4. Capable of being pressed to high densities and then machined to fit a grenade
case
5. Capable of withstanding expected shock and vibration during launch, lunar
landing, and emplacement
6. Develop the explosive energy of TNT
7. Maintain properties after exposure to anticipated radiation levels
8. Initiate reliably with the available initiation system
9. Reasonable material availability
Some candidate explosives which satisfy these requirements are listed in the
appendix (see fig. 4.2).
4.5.2 TROLLEY (see fig. 4.3)
4.5.2.1 CONCEPT
The trolley is a device used to transfer the motor from storage to operations areas.
It uses an I-beam as a track. There are two I-beams that are used. The first is a
storage I-beam which connects to the structure out of the way of the operation
areas. The second permanently attaches to the bottom of the stuart platform.
This I-beam is used during all operational phases of the mining process. The
4 4
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trolley utilize rollers to translate it from one I-beam to the next.
4.5.2.2 MATERIAL
The bulk of the trolley is made from aluminum. This allows the trolley to retain
its strength while minimizing the mass. The entire assembly weighs only 12 kg.
The rollers are constructed of hard rubber.
4.5.2.3 DESIGN
1. The main body of the trolley is "C" shaped to interface with the I-beam. The
dimensions are sufficient enough fit around the I-beam while large enough to
support the motor. The bottom of the trolley is 32 cm x 16 cm. The entire piece
is 6 cm tall. (Refer to Engineering Drawing T, in the Appendix). The aluminum
is 1 cm thick to support the weight of the rest of the mining equipment. Bolts
attach the trolley to the motor. Two I-hooks also attach to the main body. These
I-hooks are made from aluminum rods 1 cm in diameter. The inner diameter of
the hole is 1.2 cm. These hooks are used to connect the trolley to the bearing
force cables which supply the downward pull needed to mine into the ground.
2. There are 7 rollers on each side of the top of the trolley. They span the entire
32 cm. Each roller is 3 cm in diameter with a 1 cm bolt as its axle. Spacing
between the rollers is 7 mm with 0.5 mm space left at the ends.
4.5.3 MOTOR (see fig. 4.4)

4.5.3.1 CONCEPT
The motor is capable of providing enough torque to turn a fully loaded auger. It
is well under the 25 kW power limit to allow other operations to be performed at
the same time. Connectors should allow quick connections and disconnections to
all the sections. A method is also incorporated to allow the gripper to connect
during periods of storage.
4.5.3.2 MATERIAL
The motor is a brush servo motor. This is chosen to provide the massive torque
required to rotate a 100 m auger full of ore. The bolts used to connect the motor
to the trolley and the threaded attachment used to connect the motor to the auger
are aluminum due to its high strength to weight ratio.
4.5.3.3 DESIGN
1. It is assumed that material handling consumes a maximum of 6 kW of power
during mining, which leaves our system with 19 kW of power. The DC brush
servo motor requires 16 kW of power to supply its maximum torque of 18,067
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Nm. At this torque, it is capable of rotating at 368.5 rpm. The motor is
cylindrical in shape. Dimensions are from an Electro-Craft Servo Systems
catalog as:
diameter => 17.8 cm
length => 50 cm
2. The connection to the trolley is a flat plate 30 cm x 30 cm. This is 2 cm thick
to support the total system weight. The eight bolts holding the trolley plate to the
motor plate are 2.54 cm in diameter.
3. The connect for the gripper is similar to the connections used by the sections
for the gripper. The motor casing has a hexagonal shaped collar 20 cm from the
top. This is 7.5 cm wide. The purpose of the hexagon is to keep the clamps of
the gripper from sliding.
4. The connection for the sections is a threaded fastener with three additional
clamps. The threaded fastener is 1.12 m long and 3 cm in diameter. The threads
are 1 mm thick and the pitch is 2 mm. There are 561 threads on the 2.4 cm core.
This threaded fastener screws to the top of the sections. To prevent the fasteners
from becoming unconnected during forward and reverse running, 3 clamps are
used. These clamps are oriented around the threaded fastener. Each clamp is 1.2
cm in diameter and 5 cm in length. The operation of the clamps is a solenoid
within the motor base.
4.5.4 AUGER SECTIONS (see fig. 4.5)
4.5.4.1 CONCEPT
The sections are continuous auger style designs. They are dimensioned to ensure
that they fit within the maximum height of 20 m for the stuart platform as
determined by the materials handling team. There are enough of them to fulfill
the 100 m depth of mining requirement. The connections between the sections
and the motor are easily performed with rotation.
4.5.4.2 MATERIAL
The material for the shafts is made from a 60% boron fiber and 40%
polyethersulfone matrix to meet strength and weight ratios. All auger parts are
made from this same material. The material choices of composites are chosen
because they can provide a specific tensile strength that is approximately four to
six times greater than steel or aluminum, the composites can provide a specific
modulus that is three and a half to five times greater than steel or aluminum, and
the fatigue endurance limit is much higher than for steel or aluminum. Also
toughened composites can give impact energies significantly higher than
aluminum alloys. Design flexibility of the composites is greater and can allow
for physical property directionality in parts where desired. The potential for
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corrosion is significantly reduced. And, the composite materials can eliminate
many joints and can be fastened by simplified methods, thus eliminating both
structural weaknesses and manufacturing costs. The shaft is manufactured using
filament winding for multi-axial and radial strengths. In order to fight the Moon's
cosmic radiation, an anti-radiation treatment is applied to the composite auger
system.
4.5.4.3 DESIGN
1. There are seven total sections, each consists of 2 main parts, a threaded core
and a tube. They are both 15 m long but are offset from each other. The core
starts 10 cm higher than the tube and also ends 10 cm higher. This gives us the
necessary clearance for the ore to spill out of the top of the auger and onto the
moon's surface. The core is an auger with 1 cm thick flights 4 cm apart. The
helical angle of the flights is 37.5°.
2. The core diameter is 5.39 cm. The top of the core has a threaded hole 3 cm in
diameter, 1.12 m in length, a thread thickness of 1 mm, and a pitch of 2 mm.
There are also three small indentations around the threaded hole for the anti
rotation clamps of the motor. The threaded shaft serves as a connecting element
from the shaft to either the motor or the other shafts.
3. The tube connects to the end of the threads. Its outer diameter is 17.82 cm
while the inner diameter is 13.82 cm. This results in a thickness of 2 cm. The
tube serves the purpose of keeping the ore on the threads.
4. The tube has a circular cross section for the entire length on its inner wall.
The outer wall is circular except at the connection for the gripper. This
connection is a hexagon inscribed in the outer diameter of the tube. The hexagon
starts 7.5 cm from the top and is 7.5 cm long. The gripper has matching
connections and fits over it and locks it tight. This prevents it from both falling
and rotating while the other sections are being removed.
5. The last 6 sections are all identical in design. The first section includes a bit to
promote mining into the ground. For this section the core and auger do not stop
10 cm before the end of the tube. Instead it continues at its same diameter until it
is flushes with the end of the tube. The end of the thread is a blade used to scoop
the material into the auger. The core then decreases in diameter extending into a
point. This extension is 15 cm long. This point provides an initial hole for the
auger to pass through. The end of the tube has spikes that are used for grinding
into the ore. These spikes are 3 cm long and orients at various angles to dig into
the material.

4.5.5 GRIPPER (see fig. 4.6)

4.5.5.1 CONCEPT
Gripper is used as a means to hold the drill sections in place while the motor
disengages when retrieving the drill from underground. Due to height limitations
of the dome structure, the drill is divided up in small sections. The gripper first
attaches to the motor. The gripper must be dropped on top of the hole where
mining is to take place before any sections can be attached. The platform lowers
to the moon's surface and disengages from the motor. The drill shaft lowers
through the gripper's hole. The gripper remains on the moon's surface until
mining is complete. Once the mining operation is over and it is time to retrieve
the drill shaft, one section of the drill is taken out at a time. The stuart platform
raises in order to clear the section that needs to be removed. The gripper provides
resistance against rotation of rest of the shaft while the top section disengages
from rest of the shaft. Once the top section disengages, the platform puts the
section in the rack and returns to the gripper for the next section. The platform
lowers itself and the motor engages on to the next section, and the process repeats
until the last section is removed from the gripper. The gripper's parts consist of
main body, clamps, electro-magnets, battery compartment, track, and spikes. See
appendix
4.5.5.2 MATERIAL
Steel is chosen due to its relatively high mechanical properties. Also it chosen for
its heavy density. The high density is required in order to provide the downward
force so that the gripper stays in place while the motor disengages the top drill
section from rest of the body.
4.5.5.3 DESIGN
1. The main body is manufactured in solid steel in a cone shape. Middle sections
is bored through in cylindrical shape in order for the drill shaft to slide up and
down, and also rotate. The cone shape is chosen so that the material that is
brought up to the surface by the Archemedian screw can be poured out from the
gripper and slide down the gripper's sloped sides. About 77.9 cm above the
bottom of the gripper, a rectangular tube is cut out to contain two clamps which
slide back and forth.
2. A solid steel block's center is cut out in hexagonal shape which resembles the
dimensions of the hexagonal part of the drill shaft. The block is then cut in half
to form two clamps which can fit around the hexagonal part of the drill shaft.
The clamps are then placed in the main body where the rectangular tube shape is
cut out. The clamps are able to slide back and forth in the track. Before the
operation the gripper hangs on to the motor. The motor, like the drill shaft, has a
hexagonal part on the casing where the clamps are utilized for grip. When the
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gripper lowers to the surface, the clamps disengage and the gripper disconnects
from the motor. The clamps are in disengaged position until they are utilized for
the retrieval of the drill shaft. When the platform raises to bring the top section
out of the gripper, the clamps engage and they fit around the hexagonal part of
the second drill shaft section. The hexagonal part on the drill section is longer
than the clamps' height in case the shaft does not line up perfectly. The weight of
the shaft is held up by 'the clamps. The tight fitting of the clamps which are
sitting inside of the track provides the resistance necessary to turn and disengage
the drill section that protrudes out of the gripper. The clamps stay in place until
the motor returns, after putting away the section that is removed in the rack, for
the next section. Once the motor engages on to the next section, while the clamps
provides the resistance against the torque, the clamps disengage. The freed drill
section then pulls up out of the gripper like its previous section. The clamps then
engage again, attaching themselves on to the next drill section. The process
repeats until the last section is removed from the gripper.
3. Electro-magnets are used to engage and disengage the clamps. They attach to
the clamps' sections where the two clamps touch each other during engagement.
When the opposite charges are turned on, the clamps attracts to each other,
causing them to slide down the track and cling together. For disengagement, the
same charges are provided, causing the clamps to push each other apart. The
electro-magnets get their current from the battery located in the main body.
4. Battery compartment located in the main body of the gripper contains a
battery. The battery compartment can be easily accessed from outside through
the service door located on the sloped side of the main body. The battery gets
charged by the motor. The battery provides the current necessary to operate the
clamps. The battery compartment also contains a control device which provides
different charged currents to engage and disengage the clamps.
5. Track is nothing but a rectangular tube cut out which has a slightly larger
dimensions than the clamps for easy sliding. The clamps tight fitting in the track
allows the clamps to hold the drill section in place when the motor disengages
and also withstand the weight of the drill shaft. The track is manufactured with
precision for smooth surface for the clamps to slide easily.
6. Spikes are designed to be attached to the main body when the main body is
molded. The spikes are designed to provide a resistance against rotation of the
motor by gripping on to the moon's soil to make sure the gripper itself does not
rotate with the motor. The weight of the gripper, the shaft, and the material in the
shaft will provide the normal force necessary to hold the gripper in place.

4.5.6 RACK (see fig. 4.7)

4.5.6.1 CONCEPT
The rack is used to store the drill sections when they are not being used. It has
the capacity of storing up to seven sections at a time. The design can be used to
accommodate more sections if prior arrangements are made on Earth. The whole
system resembles a swing set from a playground. Basically two tubes are used to
store the drill sections. Two sets of three tubes form a triangle for support. And,
one last tube is used to hold those two triangle sections together. (See appendix )
4.5.6.2 MATERIAL
Aluminum has been chosen for its relatively good mechanical properties and light
weight. The basic material for the design of the rack is eight hollow and one
solid rectangular tubes of various lengths and shapes.
4.5.6.3 DESIGN
1. The top tube is used to hold top part of the seven drill sections. It is 3.68 m
long and has seven indents in the shape of half hexagon. The indents are
designed to accept the hexagonal part of the drill sections easily. Once the drill
sections are in place, they will stay in place as far as rotations are concerned
while the motor is in connection/disconnection mode. Even though the tube is
not designed to provide a resistance against slippage of the drill sections, its
hexagonal indents which has a smaller cross section than a cross section of the
drill sections, will hold the sections from sliding down.
2. The bottom tube is used to hold bottom part of the seven drill sections. It also
is 3.68 m long. Instead of hexagonal indents, it has seven half-circular indents.
The gap of the half-circular indents are slightly bigger than the gap of the
hexagonal indents. The half-circular indents are designed for a smooth fit for the
circular drill sections. The deep indents are designed to accommodate a diameter
of the sections plus a distance of a radii of the sections in order to provide a room
in case of slippage. The bottom tube does not provide any resistance forces
against rotation while the motor connects/disconnects the drill sections. It
provides the resistance forces against the slippage of drill sections.
3. Two sections of triangle "legs" are designed to hold the top and bottom tubes
of above apart and also hold the structure upright. The part that is connected to
the top and bottom tubes are tilted at fifteen degrees. The angle is there so that
the drill sections can be leaning against the rack instead of standing straight up, in
which case the drill sections could fall back out through opening of the indents.
The bottom part of the triangles can be used as it is or extended to be connected
to the dome structure.

4. The last tube is used to provide a stability to the rack system. It is basically
connected to the end of the "triangle legs" to keep them apart and in place. This
is the only tube that is made of solid aluminum. Its purpose if to provide a
downward force so that the rack would not tip over easily. This section can be
totally eliminated in case of connecting the "triangle legs" to the dome structure.
4.5.7 BEARING CABLES (see fig. 4.8)

4.5.7.1 CONCEPT
Without the auger being self drilling, a problem of the moon's low gravity, there
needs to be a device that supplies the bearing force that mining requires.
4.5.7.2 MATERIAL
The components of this system are made of steel since they are small but still
need to be strong.
4.5.7.3 DESIGN
1. The motor will be a 1.5 kW Shunt wound 115 VDC gear motor. The gear
ratio is 40 : 1 and the maximum speed is 43 rpm. It will be attached to the 10 m
ring on the structure. Connected to it will be a spool 10 cm in diameter with a 8.4
cm base.
2. The steel cable will be 2 mm in diameter. It will be threaded through a pulley.
The pulley will be 4 cm in diameter. On the end of the cable there will be a 3 cm
diameter circular hook that is 285° closed. This hook is used to connect to the Ihook on the trolley.
3. The pulley is on a shaft that is 2.5 m long stuck 0.5 m into the ground. The
pulley itself is mounted off center inside of a 10 cm x 10 cm box. The outside of
the box is shaped like a pyramid. The hook is also shaped like a pyramid but
hollow. Its purpose is to orient the hook when it is replaced.
4. The connections are made before the mining process begins. The platform
lowers to allow the I-hooks on the trolley to connect to the cable's hook.

4.6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we feel that mining on the Moon in this manner would be quite
feasible. This idea can be translated from paper to action with further research
and study. We understand that we may run into conflicts when we actually put
this idea in action. But with compromises and tradeoffs, we are sure we can
overcome any conflicts. The goals set in section 4.3 have been met. Our system
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is capable of producing 11.25 m 3/hr. This is a full 25% more material per hour
than the goal volume of 9 m3/hr (based on the work needed to fill a truck with
ore in 20 minutes). This is not efficient mining as compared to earth bound
techniques. However, it is quite comparable to hand mining which is our goal for
the remote location of the Moon. The system is designed to survive the harsh
moon environment through proper material selection and treatment. All materials
will survive the extreme temperature range and our composite material is
protected from radiation. Also, the system is automated using control system
except for the setup and remote monitoring parts. By being able to change the
length of the drill shaft, the equipment is versatile and is used for deep or shallow
mining. We are confident that this system is the first step to producing a fully
automated mining system on the Moon.
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4.8 APPENDIX
4.8.1 TROLLEY (engineering drawing 3)

Most of the dimensions were taken from the given dimensions of the Materials Handling
Team's I-beam. This was given as an Aluminum I-beam of designation W8x21. The
mode of failure would be shearing between the trolley and the lcm diameter bolt used as
the axle for the rollers. This was examined as so:
= G, Gm = 26. 2GPa
=

F = (6000kg)(1 67%2 )As = (.01m)2

= 12.76MPa
y = 4.87E — 4
ti

This value is extremely small. Therefore, there will be very little deflection and no
shearing. The trolley will be safe.
4.8.2 MOTOR (engineering drawing 4)

The main problem for the motor was finding the needed torque and supplying this torque
with the given power. The torque was given as follows:
T = Taw, + Tgrinding Tbit

Where the auger torque is that needed to lift the load, the grinding torque is that needed
to turn through a densely packed earth, and the bit torque is the torque needed to turn the
auger as it cuts into the ground. These were found as follows:
Tauger

Fd. r __EL)
i +72 7cd.. —111)

=.119
dm = D, +i (Di —D, )=.10606m (from sections)
1 = 5cm (from sections)
F = 4643.2N (from sections)
Tauger = 67Nm

Notice that the torque equation is one for a power screw. Therefore, the equation is
oversimplifying the problem or it at least contains some inaccuracies. However, we could
not obtain an equation for torque of an auger and assumed that the power screw equation
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would be fairly accurate.
The next torque to be found was the grinding torque. This was done using two major
assumptions. First, we assumed that densely packed material could be treated as a liquid
with the exception that the rock would not have the same cohesion (one tenth that of a
liquid). Secondly, we "unwrapped" the cylindrical tube so that it was a planar wall. This
torque was found as:
F resultan t

bh2
17

= 936

kN

F friction µ F resul tan t = 1114kN
••• Tgrinding = rF friction = 17620Nm
The bit torque was found using the assumption that the friction coefficient between the
bit and the earth would be 0.8. From Manufacturing International 1990 Volume IV, the
thrust force needed for this bit would be 750 N. The bit torque is:
T =

pYr =.8(750NX. 1582m) = 380Nm

Therefore, the total torque that the motor must resist is 18067 Nm. We were given that
our total amount of available power was to be 19 kW. Besides this main motor, our
system also contains two smaller winch motors that are used to supply the bearing force
needed during initial drilling. We set aside 1.5 kW for each of these two smaller motors.
This left our main motor with 16 kW. Given this torque, we wanted to find our RPM and
MRR (or material removal rate). These were found as follows: (Note that the RPM
equation was received from Research Designs INC. in Tucker, Georgia).
RPM =

416076Pkw =
368.5rpm
TNm

MRR = (1 °Z,Arg )(RPM)

1382' —.05392 ) 04 (66 . 7X60) =1L 25 mYhr

Although the value for RPM is fairly reasonable, the MRR is quite low. However, this is
due to weight and power constraints that are beyond our control.
There will be a screw connection from the motor to the sections. This will be discussed
in the section for sections.
4.8.3 SECTIONS (engineering drawing 5)

We began the design of the sections with some assumptions that were taken from a book
(which is referenced in the text). First, it was assumed that the ratio of the inner diameter
to the outer diameter would be 0.776 and that the ratio of the core diameter to the outer
diameter would be 0.302. We then assumed that the threads would occupy one-fifth of
the total volume of the tube. Thus, the ore could occupy up to four-fifths of the tube
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volume. We wanted to maximize the total volume that could be mined, but we had to
take weight limits into consideration. Our total weight limit was 6000 kg, and we
assumed that the sections filled with ore could take 5000 kg. This would leave and
additional 1000 kg for the remaining equipment.
We first looked at steel for the auger material. However, we found that even an empty
tube would not remain within the bounds of the weight requirement. Further study
showed that we should consider using some sort of composite material. We finally
decided on a matrix of PES (polyesthersulfone) with Boron fibers. The ratio was 60%
Boron to 40% PES. Outside diameter of the tube was found as follows: (Note that it is
purely coincidental that the density of the ore and the composite are the same).
Pcomposite = Pore =

2000 Vm s

V = 78. 54D,2,
M = Vp = 5000kg
Do = 17.82cm
Di =.776D0 = 13.82cm
De =.302D0 = 5.39cm
Using the one-fifth assumption for threads, we wanted to determine thread thickness. We
first determined minimum thread thickness by examining the loaded thread as a beam
fixed at both ends. The needed thickness was so small that we could make the final
thickness to be any number. For ease of manufacturing, we chose lcm. This leaves a 4
cm gap between threads and gives a helix angle of 43.5 14.
The next thing that needed to be considered was the design of the fastener screws. The
fastener screws are the connections between sections. It was assumed that the core of the
auger would have a 3 cm diameter hole in which the fastener could attach. Therefore, the
major diameter of the screw is 3 cm. From the ME 4180 textbook, a ratio of major
diameter to core diameter was found to be 1.25. This gave a core diameter of 2.4 cm. We
assumed a thread thickness of 1 mm. We then needed to determine the length of the
threaded fastener based on the thickness of the thread (assuming the thread acts as a
cantilevered beam):
2

v=

24E1

L2 -4Lx + x 2 )@ x = L for max. deflection

EPES =.6(393GPa)+.4(2. 62GPa) = 237GPa
set v =.01L = 00003m
E =-6Eboron

(5000kg)(1.67 2
-where n is the number of threads
it (032 -.0242
4

We then solved for the number of threads and the length of the screw. We assumed a
pitch of 2mm:
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n=561
L=1.12m
For the hexagonal indentation, we simply planed off the minimum amount of material
from the tube that would allow the hexagon to exist. Exact dimensions can be found in
the engineering drawings. Similar assumptions were made for the holes in the core that
are to be used for unscrewing one section from another.
4.8.4 BEARING FORCE CABLE SYSTEM
(engineering drawing 8)

Most of this system was free designed. The only calculations that were needed involved
finding the diameter of cable needed to withstand the bearing forces and the distance
from the gripper to place the pulleys.
It was given (as stated earlier) that a bearing force of 750 N was required. Therefore, we
needed to find the maximum force that the winch motors must pull through the cables.
This occurs when the motor is at its lowest point of 1.1 m. From Bodine Electric Co., we
found the maximum torque for a 1.5 kW motor to be 167 Nm. Assuming a winch spool
of 8.5 cm in diameter, the maximum force that the winch can deliver is 1965 N. This
defines the maximum distance from the edge of the trolley to the pulley to be x (where
theta is the minimum angle):
Fsin0 =375N
1 -4 1.1
0_
4/1

x=4.73m

A simple stress analysis was performed in order to determine cable diameter. The
material is assumed to be high strength steel:
Y2 als
=1GPa
P 1965N
(3=—
A=

id 2
.d
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4.8.6 Fig. 4.2 Explosives
Impact
Sensitivity
cm

Thermal Melting
Stability Point
C
cc/gm

Explosive
Name

Composition
Percentage
by Weight

Detonation
Energy
Density
Pressure Release
gm/cc
Kilobars cal/gm (cal/cc)

DATB

100 DATB

1.79

250

1000 (1790)

>177

<0.03

295

ALD

65 DATB
35 Al

2.00

—200

1500 (3000)

?

?

295

LX-04

85 HMX
15 Viton A

1.86

330

1320 (2460)

41-74

0.5

280

ALX

60 LX-04
40 Al

2.20

—270

2000 (4400)

?

?

280

HNS-II

90 HNS
10 Teflon
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5.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The construction of a 45 meter tall and 30 meter diameter lunar
mining dome by a dual armed, semi-autonomous robot will require
support material (May Poles, wenches, wires, etc.), the robot (including
the arms and hands), and a construction process (a step-by-step method
of construction).
To fulfill these requirements a 47.5 meter tall, 1 meter diameter, 1
millimeter thick May Pole has been designed with all the support material
needed. This includes the wenches needed to lift the dome, the supports
during construction, and the jacks for assisting the lifting of the May Pole.
See appendix 5.6.A for more information on the May Pole.
The robot end effector has been designed to hold the poles and
the guide wire, as well as manipulate the poles and insert pins and
spikes. The "hand" will be a three "fingered" hand with a complex wrist.
The end effector chosen is the Stanford/JPL Hand mounted on a Powered
Wrist Joint designed by Spar Aerospace Product Ltd. Also, the choice
between a dual or single armed robot has been made. A dual armed
Enabler will be needed to construct the dome adequately. Cameras will
be mounted on the upper arm of the robot so as to better see the work
being done by the Enabler. See appendix 5.6.B for detailed drawings of
the hand and wrist
Also a detailed construction process has been written with
estimated times of completion. The Enabler can build the dome structure
in approximately 20 hours. See appendix 5.6.0 for a more detailed list of
the construction process.

5.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Lunar Mining Dome designed must be built on the surface of
the Moon. Within this task there are several areas for development. The "hand"
of The Enabler must be designed for grasping and manipulating the construction
pieces. Also, the may pole which will raise the dome as it is being built must be
designed. Finally, the actual construction process must be designed. This consists
of the order in which parts will be placed, any robotic movements, and the time
associated with all construction actions.
The design is limited by various factors. The construction equipment must
be transportable to the construction site. This means the may pole, robot, and any
support materials must first transported to the Moon by a Shuttle and other space
vehicle, then transported to the construction site on the lunar surface. Weight and
size are the two major factors. At the construction site there will be only one
robot. Therefore, the dome construction process must be performed by one single
or dual armed robot, The Enabler. Also, this robot must be mostly autonomous.
And, all of the construction should be completed as quickly as possible.
Once the construction process is completed, the robot, may pole, and any
other construction tools must be reused at another site. This factor forces any
tools used at the construction site to be easily transportable as well as durable.
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5.2 May Pole Proposal
The May Pole is used to support the dome structure while being
built. The dome will be built in a top down method. To build the dome
this way without lifting the robot, the dome must be lifted. The May Pole
will lift the dome with the use of powered wenches as the structure is built.
Since the dome is 45 meters tall the May Pole must be taller to
accommodate the wench and guy wire system designed. The May Pole
needed to be 47.5 meters in length. However, a 47.5 meter pole would
be extremely hard to manipulate so it was divided into sections.

The May Pole will consist of three 12.5 meter poles with an overlap
of 2.5 meters and one 15 meter pole. The top pole will have the wench
system fitted to it, and the bottom pole will be designed to fit into a pinned
lifting system.
To keep the structure light, a carbon fiber matrix with a strong
epoxy resin will be used. The carbon fiber utilized for this structure is IM-
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6 material produced by the Hercules Corporation. The resin will be resin
3501-6 cured at 350 °C. These materials were chosen for their strength
and light-weight. The epoxy resins are excellent adhesives which bond
easily to most fibers. The resin forms a strong interface, so laminates
made with the resin show a large degree of the fiber properties. The
carbon fiber was chosen because of its great balance of properties such
as high compression, fatigue, and impact strengths.
The dome structure is estimated to have a mass of approximately
1000 kg. With the maximum stress in compression for the material being
1.724 GPa and utilizing a safety factor of 4, the optimum diameter and
thickness for the May Pole was found to be 1.0 meters and 1 millimeter,
respectively. Those dimensions were derived from the following
equations:

where,

tamax=P/A

(5.1)

A=itt(d-t)

(5.2)

where, P is the force exterted by the dome on the May Pole, A is the
cross-sectional area, d is the diameter, and t is the thickness of the shell.
After determining the dimensions of the May Pole which would
support the dome, buckling had to be taken into account. Using:

where,

Pcr=n2EV4L2

(5.3)

I=(r./2)(r04-ri4)

(5.4)

where, E is Young's modulus, L is the total length, r o is the outer radius,
and ri is the inner radius, the dimensions chosen were found to resist
buckling. Just to enhance the safety of the May Pole, a light-weight foam
was used to fill the hollow of the May Pole.
The top cap of the May Pole will hold the motors which will lift the
dome. The disk is made of Aluminum Alloy 2024 in a honeycomb
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structure. This was chosen due to its strength and low density. When
stress analysis was performed, the disk was found to be 1.2 cm thick.

The motors used to lift the dome will be Bodine Type Number
34B3•EBL-E4. This single shafted 1/5 Hp motor is capable of delivering
350 Lb-in torque. To lift the dome, two of these motors will be connected
to a 20 cm drum to reel in the cables. Three of these pairs will be used
on the May Pole top.
Kevlar cables will be used to lift the dome. Kevlar is very light
weight, .130 g/cm 3, and very strong, 7 GPa in tension. A 5 mm cable was
chosen, even though is far exceeds the minimum diameter, so that the
Enabler can better handle this cable.

The pinned base used to assist the lifting of the May Pole will also
be made of Aluminum Alloy 2024 in a honeycomb structure. The disk will
be 2 m is diameter with a 1 meter cylinder in the center. The base will
have 4 holes in its base for the screw spikes. A 10 cm rod made of
Aluminum Alloy 6063-T6 will be used as the pivot.
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5.3 Robot End effector Proposal
The end effector of the Enabler must be designed so that it can
perform all of the functions needed by the hand during the construction of
the dome. The tasks to be performed by the Enabler are:
• lift and manipulate the bars of each level
• lock the rings of each level together
• twist the bars in to the locks on the rings
• grasp and maneuver the supply carts
• grasp and manipulate the May Pole pieces
• grasp any support systems designed
• grasp and manipulate the cables for lifting
To achieve these a three "fingered" end effector was designed with a
complex wrist. The hand is the Stanford/JPL Hand patent # XXXXX.
(Picture in Appendix 5.6.B-1) This hand is capable of grasping the 5 cm
pole and the .5 cm cable.
The wrist is the Powered Wrist Joint designed by Spar Aerospace
Productions Ltd. patent # XXXXXX. The wrist has a pitch capacity of 270
degrees and a yaw capacity of 180 degrees. It will also allow the Enabler
to roll the hand a continuos 360 degrees.

Tool
roll

Pitch
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The pitch and yaw will allow the Enabler to have fine adjustment
control when inserting poles into locks and will give the hand the ability to
twist the pole to complete the lock. The continuos roll will allow the
Enabler to screw in the spikes use to secure the May Pole base and the
wenches. The fingers will be coated will a rubber material to create the
friction needed to generate torque on the poles.
The motors that control the wrist are located in the wrist. This
eliminates the need for hydraulic or tension wires to control it. The hand
however uses tension cables to power the fingers. This will result in the
finger motors needing to be attached between the wrist end and the hand
base.
It is recommended that the Enabler be fitted with a second arm.
This is recommended for three reasons:
1. The complexity of the locking mechanisms requires that one
hand holds the lock while the other secures the pole into it.
2. The second arm will reduce the shear stress placed on the
poles as it is manipulated into position.
3. The second arm will greatly reduce the extra motions of the
poles while being manipulated, thus making them easier to wield.

5.4 Construction Process Evaluation
The process of building the dome can be divided into several subprocesses. These include the preparation of the construction site,
construction of the May Pole, the dome construction, and the clearing of
the construction site. The following is a outline of the construction
process:

I. Preparation
1. Positioning of wenches at 80 meters distance from May Pole
2. Placement of May Pole base at construction site
II. May Pole Construction
1. Obtaining May Pole parts
2. Placement of supports
3. Placement of pinned bottom pole
4. Insertion of 4 other poles
5. Placement of Top ring over May Pole
6. Insertion of lifting wenches top pole
7. Connection of all cables
8. Placement of jacks for lifting
9. Lift pole to vertical
10. Lock down guy wires
HI. Dome Construction
1. Obtain levels poles and ring
2. Construct ring
3. Add all poles for level
4. Mount cameras
5. Lift dome
6. Repeat 1-5 for all nine levels
7. Mount Stewart Platform cables (on fourth level)
N. Finishing
1. Set dome on Lunar surface
2. Disassemble May Pole
3. Remove to staging area
4. Gather wenches
The estimates of the time needed to complete the construction,

step-by-step are located in Appendix C. From that spreadsheet the
adjusted estimated time of construction is 20 hours.

5.5 Building Supplies and Features
During the construction of the May Pole and dome several aids will
be used to make the construction easier. These include:
• Wenches to lift the dome
• Lifting Jack to assist the wenches in lifting the May Pole
• Supply carts to move materials more easily
• Support "saw-horses" during the May Pole construction
• G Clamps on cables for easy attachment to May Pole
The descriptions for each of these can be found in appendix 5.6.D.
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Abstract
Group Four of Mechanical Design ME 4182 has designed
a Mars habitat transport system for submission to NASA as
part of their Mars exploration program. The transport
system, the External Device to Incrementally Skid the
Habitat (E - DISH), will be used to transport Mars habitats
from their landing sites to the colony base and will be
ietached after unloading. The system requirements for Mars
were calculated and scaled for model purposes. Specified
nodel materials are commonly found and recommendations
Or materials for the Mars design are included.
Introduction
In establishing a Mars colony, several modular habitat units
vill be brought separately to the planet where they will be
onnected together. The first habitat will be placed at the
tidal landing site. However , subsequent landings will be
tr away from the colony so as not to risk colony damage.
berefore a device is needed to transport the habitat modules
om their landing sites to the colony site and orient them for
mnection.
A transport system for NASA Mars exploration program
as designed by Group Four of Mechanical Design ME
1 82 during the Fall quarter of 1993. The External Device
Incrementally Skid the Habitat (E-DISH) was governed
r the constraints and requirements of the Mars terrain and
'sign parameters.
Requirements and Assumptions
The following requirements were dictated by the design
rameters and the Mars terrain; the transport device must:
transport one 50 metric ton hemispherical ended
habitat cylinder of dimensions 5m diameter and 15m
length
transport a cylinder a distance of 500-1000m

• be able to climb over obstacles 1m in height, cross
crevasses lm wide, and not tip over in the transport
process
• provide protection for the habitat so that no
damage is incurred.
Further requirements and constraints were defined by the
design team and are as follows:
• the habitat cylinder will have six hard points
included for attachment to the transport device
• a total transit time of 1 hour
• the device must survive the Martian environment
• any acceleration of the habitat by the device is
assumed to be much less than the launching
acceleration from Earth
• the device must weigh no more than 17,500 kg, fit
within the space shuttle cargo bay, and be easily
assembled.
Basic Operation
E-DISH is a system comprised of a skid, a powered
increment, and a separate cone alignment device. The skid is
a framework of supports mounted on skis with the powered
increment taking after a military cannon design. The
alignment cone is a hinged device which acts as a guide in
connecting two habitats.
The device decided upon through design matrices and
considering Mars physical properties was the skid with a
powered increment. The need to design a suspension system
to overcome the obstacles of the Mars terrain was avoided
by the use of the incremented skid. This skid can maneuver
around the obstacles in its path of travel. The basic operation
is as follows:
1. The habitat is loaded onto the positioned skid. 2.
The skid is attached to the increment with the
two cables. The increment is driven the first
100 meters of the distance to the colony site.
The increment stops and anchors itself into

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

the ground using the augers. The increment
pulls the loaded skid to its new position.
The process continues until the habitat is
within 20 meters of the base.
An alignment cone is attached to the initial
habitat and the skid cable strung through its
pulley system.
The increment is driven to the rear of the
habitat to pull the habitat into connection.
The skid stays under the habitat until the
habitat is within one meter of the initial
habitat. The power screws are retracted to
lower the habitat. When the habitat is resting
on the ground, the front cross brace and the
shield are removed. The increment then pulls
the habitats together.
The increment is used to pull the skid
backwards out from under the habitat and the
alignment cone is detached.

with the cable drum in neutral so as to spool out cable as it is
being driven. When the cable drum is engaged, the wheel
system must be locked out to prevent increment movement.
The clutch system incorporates the square jaw type clutch
with the benefits of a self aligning cone clutch. Clutch
limitations due to the temperature gradients of Mars and the
high possibility of clutch wear eliminate friction based clutch
systems., Using the square jaw clutch allows for positive
engagement with no slippage due to the interlocking mated
components. A six spline star pattern as shown in Figure 1
was chosen to distribute the applied torque evenly through
out the mated component.

Component Designs

E-DISH is divided into three subsystems: a powered
increment, a skid, and a connection device, with components
to each subsystem.
Powered Increment

The increment is the powerhouse of the design with three
notors, two for the wheels and cable drum and a third for
he augers. The following is a detailed break-down of its
emponents.
Frame. The model frame is made of 6061-T6 aluminum
3r strength and ease of machining. The flame material is
nportant in that all other components are attached to it.
Cable Drum. Two cables were chosen to maximize the
3.ength to the weight.
Using Machinery's Design
landbookl, the actual Mars cables are type 6 x 19 improved
low steel wire rope, 2.22cm in diameter, and 100m in
ngth to withstand a tension of 153 kN. The cable drums
we drum diameters of lin, drum widths of 0.58m, and
ange diameters of 1.18m. The tension dictates that the
ible drums be made of 6061 T6 aluminum of 270 MPa 2
eldstrnghowiadlpresuof13.8kPa
For the model, 8 lb DuPont Stren fishing line is
ed for the wire rope to pull a load of 1.5kg and the drum
aterial is 6061-T6 aluminum. The model drum is of
mansions R18 x 30mm.
Clutch System. The two major operations of the
wered increment are driving to the colony base from the
bitat's landing site and pulling the loaded skid. Power
ist be independently supplied to both the wheel and cable
nn systems to allow proper wheel operation and cable
ease. The clutch design allows the wheels to be engaged
,

Fig. 1 Six spline star pattern
No clutch holding force is required to hold the mating
components in position since the mating splines are parallel
to the mated spline slots. An engaging force of 24N is
needed for the model and 980N for the actual Mars design.
To reduce engagement shock known to positive
engagement clutch systems, the mated component was
designed with self-aligning slopes. The guide slopes
combine with the "free" travel of the clutch to mate the
splines without jamming. The mating component was
designed with a twelve spline pattern to reduce the amount
of travel needed. Splines are set 30° apart with the slope
peaks at 15° from the spline center. The aligning slope angle
of 27° from horizontal in Figure 2 gives the best guidance
with the shortest height without engagement shock
occurring.

27 degree

1
Fig. 2. Aligning slope angle
Axles. The wheel and cable drum systems share a central
axle. This reduces the total weight and increases the stability
of the increment since the cable drum under fill tension
would require a large support system and the center of
gravity is lowered by this configuration. The clutch system
is mounted on a secondary axle that is designed to slide back
and forth through the main frame. Aluminum tubing of OD
7mm, ID 5mm with Teflon lubrication is used for the model.
An axial rated bearing system must be used for the actual
Mars design. This system uses bearings parallel to the axles
:o allow for parallel movement.
The main axle consists of a 6061-T6 aluminum shaft and is
nilled in three sections from R3.Omm to R2.5mm to
12.0mm. The smallest section provides a mount for the
wheel. An axle cap secures each wheel to the axle.
Powertrain. The need for reliable and reversible high
lutput energy sources is required for the E-DISH. A high
'ower output is needed to drive the increment wheels and to
ull the loaded skid. The model power source chosen was
to Tguniya 1000 rpm model electric motor. The motors are
apable of pulling 3kg with gear reductions as shown in
igure 3 achieved through two 24mm double diameter spur
ears and two small 5mm alignment spur gears. This
:amain is connected to a 15mm spur gear on the main axle
) as to never disengage from each other. This is essential
nce the main axle gear travels 7mm and if disconnected
aild cause the increment to go off-line.
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Fig. 3. Geartrain configuration
e motors are cost effective, easily replaced, and compact
mounting. Three "C" size batteries are needed to power
ee motors, wired such that two motors are always
mected while the third is wired in a connect I disconnect
nner. This eliminates the need for additional batteries.

The motors are mounted to the bottom of the increment
frame to maximize space. The mount is a "U"-shaped strip
of aluminum with the bottom cut out creating a frame-like
structure to reduce weight. Shaft openings are cut into the
side of the mount. The gear mount is a similar one piece
design with the shaft openings cut out of the sides. The
gears are attached to the shafts with glue.
For the Mars design, electric motors that produce a
minimum torque of 5.7 kN-m are required. Variable speed
specification is also important to reduce start up shock.
Battery sources are still a subject for research. As of today's
technology, they will require the most component space and
add the most weight to the increment assuming they are to
be solar rechargeable with standard electric voltage outputs.
Augers and Legs. In order to secure the increment while
winching the skid, two augers of 6061-T6 aluminum (model
and actual design), one on each side at the rear of the
increment, are used to anchor into the soil along with
support legs with blades.
The support system is designed with 66% of the resistant
force on the augers and 33% on the support leg blades.
The two augers are positioned so as not to interfere with
motor operation and have sufficient ground clearance. They
are set at -45° from the horizontal to minimize depth for the
greatest holding strength. This reduces the shear stress on
the actual auging shaft and offers the greatest resistive force.
The augers are placed behind the main axle/frame connection
to give a direct opposing force to the tension, helping to
reduce the bending stress on the main axle. The auger blades
screw into the terrain so as not to remove the soil above it.
Maximum soil compression is achieved resulting in higher
resistive forces to the cable tension.
The auger system includes one reversible 1000 rpm motor
that uses bevel and spur gears to operate the auging system.
The augers are rotated through the use of a bevel/spur gear
connection. This connection drives a chain to the outside
spur gear. This outside spur gear drives the main auger
bevel gear in which the auging device floats up and down.
To raise and lower the auger a secondary bevel/spur gear is
used. The main bevel gear off the motor drives a second
spur gear which turns the support shaft. On each end of this
shaft, a spur gear is engaged to the auging device. This
raises or lowers the auger. The power supply may be turned
off when the augers are not in use so as to conserve battery
power.
An alternative design for possible consideration involves
changing the auger spinner system, the chain driven
bevel/spur gear connections, to a one shaft design
incorporating a hypoid spur gear connection as shown in
Figure 4. The hypoid gear drives the main bevel gear While
the spur gear raises and lowers the auger. Due to time
constraints and the lack of dimensions for the main bevel
gear, a hypoid gear was not designed.

Fig. 4. Possible hypoid gear configuration
The support legs provide the maximum strength with the
lightest weight, such as I-beams or T-beams with a cross
sectional area of 5.5x10-4 m2 made of 6061-16 aluminum
(model and actual design material). The two legs are
connected to the main frame by a pin connection that allows
the legs to be swung in or out for storage and/or transport.
The connection position is directly in line with the cable
arum connection to the clutch. This gives the maximum
-esistance to the cable tension. Blades are welded onto the
and of the legs offering a resistance force by burying into the
oil when the increment is piling the loaded skid.
Wheels. The wheels for the powered increment are a one
∎iece unit of 6061-16 aluminum with a secondary traction
tyer. The wheel consists a central hub with eight ribs
upporting the exterior ring with an outer diameter of 76mm.
'o increase the strength of the wheel ribs, the wheel accepts
le mated component of the clutch as an integral part. This
h itch component increases the strength and reduces the
lance of rib bending or failure when welded to the main
ib. The secondary layer is made of soft rubber and is preolded so as to attach to the outer ring of the wheel.
round clearance on the model scale is 12mm but for the
tual design the wheel diameter is variable upon terrain
quirements.
Lid Design
The skid consists of two skis joined by two crossbeams.
te habitat module is attached by six hard points placed
mrding to an assumed habitat fuselages to height
justable support members. The maximum ground
arance of the module is 7.9mm. The front of the habitat is
uectecl by a cow-catcher type shield. All major parts are
de of 6061-16 aluminum due to its superior strength-to-

weight ratio. This is the model material as well as the actual
Mars skid. Model dimensions given can be scaled by 39.37
to calculate actual dimensions. The skid is pulled by two
removeable cables attached to the front cross brace. The
skid is 381mm long and 102mm wide, slightly narrower than
the habitat (assuming 127mm habitat diameter) in order to
minimize weight without compromising stability. The loaded
skid can traverse a 35° side hill without tipping. This
stability allows one ski of the skid to run over a 2.3 meter
rock at Mars specifications without tipping over. The loaded
skid will begin sliding due to gravity on a down slope
between 17° and 35°. The exact angle depends on the
friction coefficient of the particular terrain, which is
estimated to be between 0.3 and 0.7 4. Current weight
estimates for the skid are about 10.3 metric tons, or about
20% of module mass. The actual Mars skid will sink no
more than 3 cm into the soil when fully loaded.
Ski Design. Each ski is 369mm long and 13mm wide x
6.5mm high (Figure 5).

Fig. 5. Skid skis
Both the front and rear ends of the skis are upcurved to ease
sliding, and the bottom surface is hemi-cylindrical. Using a
Martian soil bearing capacity of 3.5 N/cm2/cm5, the skis
should sink no more than 3cm into the soil. This results in a
contact patch of 0.22m wide for each ski. The ski bottoms
are coated with Teflon to decrease sliding friction. Research
indicates that a Teflon coating can reduce the coefficient of
sliding fiction in similar applications 6,7.
Cross Braces. The cross braces are 3.5mm x 3.5mm in
cross section and 89mm long. This cross section insures that
each support can safely support the habitat in the maximum
load condition of a 35° side hill. The length determines the
spacing between the skis. Both braces are removable for
easier space transport of the skid, but when in service, the
rear brace is permanently attached. The front brace is
removed prior to unloading the habitat from the skid so that
the skid may be pulled out from under the module.
Supports. Each of the six support posts contain a power
screw (Figure 6) capable of raising and lowering the habitat
for connection to the colony base habitat.

Fig. 6. Floating head for hard points to habitat
The module is raised during transport to provide maximum
ground clearance. When the colony site is reached, the
habitat module is lowered to the ground and the skid is
pulled out from the rear. The connection site between the
mpport and the module was chosen to intersect the module
n such a way that all forces on the module are radial.
Shield. The shield is a one piece design made of 6061-T6
duminum which is completely removed during the unloading
>f the habitat. It is 7.5mm tall and lawn thick with a 7.9mm
round clearance, same as the habitat, to allow small rocks
o pass beneath it.

force is dependent on the mass of the skid and its
acceleration. The acceleration of the skid is assumed to be
very small due to being pulled slowly into alignment,
resulting in a negligible impact force. The considered forces
are the stresses applied to the connection device from the
module, possibility causing bending or buckling to the
structure.
The model cone fits around a 26mm diameter connection
seal. The composition of the cone consists of two
hemispherical wire-frame halves, made of 4mm diameter
carbon steel wire. The cables attached to the skid are
redirected through a side support on the cone to the
increment to allow clearance, preventing any contact
between the cable and the module.
For the actual connection, a 50.8mm aluminum tube with
wall thickness 5.5mm is used as the main material. The
weight of the each cone half is estimated at 1650N. As for
column buckling of the connection device over the seal, a
critical force of 10001N was calculated. Assuming an
acceleration of 0.1m/s2, a force of 6500N was found to cause
a deflection of 5mm on the bar, assuming all the forces from
the skid is concentrated at one point. A 0.1m diameter
pulley with grooved sides is used to redirect the cables,
reducing friction between the cable and the cone device.
Each pulley, along with the support, handles a tension force
of at least 76.5N. The actual design allows for a 1 m
tolerance in aligning the habitats.

:.'onnection Device
A cone-like device is needed to facilitate alignment of the
ew habitat to the existing module. To minimize the weight
f the structure, the connection/alignment is a wire frame
ructure (Figure 7) consisting of 6061-T6 aluminum tubing
1r the actual Mars design.

Conduding Remarks
Total System
The E-DISH meets the standards put forth by the opening
problem statement. It transports the 50 metric ton habitat
module over the required distance safely and efficiently.
This system can be removed from the module and used
repeatedly for additional modules. The weight of the system
is 10.3 metric tons for the skid component, 0.2 metric tons
for the alignment connection, and 6.5 metric tons for the
increment. The overall system will require approximately
one hour for transport time from the landing site to the
colony base.
This overall design fulfills the weight
requirement in that it will be less than the weight of the
module. This system has a better cost-to-benefit ratio than
an integral transport system in that once the E-DISH has
been transported to Mars, it can be used indefinitely without
any additional space flight weight.
Further Recommendations

Fig. 7. Alignment Cone
e alignment must be able to withstand an impact force
ere the habitat might bang the structure. The impact

The control systems for the E-DISH include controls for
the batteries, wheels, ground drills, cable drum, and power
screws. Voltmeters are needed to monitor the batteries
power level with warning lights and a master on / off switch.

The wheels are individually controlled, are reversible, and
have variable speed settings. The ground drills have an on /
off switch and are restricted to up and down movement. The
cable drum has an on / off switch with warning lights for
slack cable and clutch jam. These controls can be designed
so that the entire system can be remotely controlled,
requiring no extra-vehicular activity.
To help in driving the increment, a secondary free wheel
that can be extended or withdrawn should be added to the
support legs to the increment. This free wheel would raise
the rear blades off the terrain, eliminating drag.
A braking system can be added to the skid so that steep
down hills could be traversed which would otherwise have to
be avoided. This addition could be as simple as flaps which
would extend into the soil to increase drag.
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Addendum
1. Endflange:
Drill one (1), 2mm hole on each endflange. This hole is used to connect the cable to the
cable drum. The hole should be placed as low to the drum as possible to help place the highest
stress near the clutch/flange connection. This connection is where the component is the strongest.
The change in inertia is negligible.
2. A battery storage device must be designed. This design is similar to the motor mount with the
dimensions to match "C" size batteries. 25mm x 50rnm.
3. Six (6) 2mm microscrews are needed for various connections. See drawings.
4. DuPont stren fishing line is the model for the cable. Model requires, two (2) lines that are one
(1) meter in length.
5. Solder two (2) eye hooks onto the front crossbrace of the skid unit. Hooks are placed in a
position that will not interfere with shield placement or operation.
6. Soft rubber traction tread is from Mattel's Field Battle Command Battle Tank, with remote.
Cut off underside rubber fins and cut to fit to wheel circumference. Two (2) treads are
required.

Component

General Notes'
1.
2.
3.
4.

All aluminum components are of 6061 T6 Aluminum type.
All corners to be filleted, rounded, or smoothed.
Verify all dimensions and clearances before construction.
Scale on drawings when referring to 1/8=1, mm is plotting
reduction factor, components are dimensioned as marked
on drawings. All drawings have base limits of 11x17.

Specified Components
1, Shafts and quanitity needed'
a. diameter=2mm, length=l1mm, 2
b. diameter=2mm, length=llmm, 2
c. diameter=2mm, length=l1mm, 2
d. diameter=2mm, length=71mm, 1
2. Gears and quantity needed'
a. Lago's OD=5mm spur gear, length=7mm, 2
b. Matel's Field Command Battle Tank, with remote,
c. Matel's Field Command Battle Tank, with remote,
d. Matel's Field Command Battle Tank, with remote,
e. Lego's 4 wheeler, bevel gear with modifications,
f. Lego's 4 wheeler, spur gear, 2
g. Lego's 4 wheeler, small spur gear, 2
NJ, Lego's helicopter, rotor system, 1 each.
k. Lego's helicopter, spur gear, OD=15mm, 2
3, Solnold is RC model type.
4. Controls are available at Radio Shack

OD=24 spur gear,
OD=24 spur gear,
OD=5mm spur gear,
See 1/DL.2
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Assembly Instructions

Assembly Procedure for E-DISH's increment prototype
General
1. Verify all dimensions and clearances and amend construction documents as needed.
2. Read all assembly procedures before construction of the components or final assembly.
3. Manufacture all components out of specified material.
Wheels
a.
Adhere the outside rubber traction tread to the wheel rim. Align tread so no over -lap is present.
Cable Drum
Obtain the Cable Drum Body, Center Drum Flange, and End Flanges.
a.
Position the Center Drum Flange on the Cable Drum Body such that there are equal distances between the
b.
center point of Center Drum Flange and the edges of Cable Drum Body.
c.
Solder into position.
d.
Position the right End Flange onto the Cable Drum Body such that the center lines of the two
components match. Center the Flange onto the Drum Body. Solder into place.
Place Right Main Axle through the End Flange axle hole such that the smallest diameter of the shaft is
e.
pointing outward to connect to the wheel.
f.
Place Left Main Axle through left End Flange in the same manner.
g.
Repeat step (d) for left side End Flange.
h.
The completed Cable Drum System should have the cable drum enclosed with the main axles poking out of
the drum body, free to turn and to attach to the wheel system.
Secondary Axle
a.
Obtain gear (K), secondary axle, two (2) engaging clutch components, and body frame.
b.
On the right front of the frame, locate the "U" axle holes. Slide the secondary axle through one of the axle
holes.
c.
Slide gear (K) over the secondary axle and slide axle such that it passes through both "U" axle holders.
d.
Position gear (K), 19mm from outside edge of secondary axle. Solder into position.
e.
Attach the external clutch components to be ends of the secondary axle. Solder into position.
f.
Repeat for left side.
Drum and Wheel connection to frame
a.
Obtain Frame, Cable Drum, and Wheel components.
b.
Slide the main axle through the secondary axle such that the end of the main axle is clear of clutch
components.
c.
Repeat for opposite side.
d.
Cable Drum should now be attached to the body frame through the main axle running through the secondary
axles. Both axles should be free to turn.
e.
Slide wheels over the outside section of the main axle such that the wheel hub is Bush with main axle
transition.
f.
Attach Axle Caps over the end of the main axle to secure wheel. Use an adhesive for connection.
g.
Repeat for opposite side.

Motors
a.
b.
c.
d.

Obtain two (2) Motors, two (2) Gear (D), and two (2) motor mounts.
Place Motors with-in the motormounts.
Slide Gear (D) over motor shaft and secure with adhesive.
Repeat process.

Geartrain
a.
Obtain gearmounts, shafts (A, B, and C), and gears (A,B, and C).
Using drawing G1.1 and schematic gear layout on drawing PT.2, position gears and shafts with in gear
b.
mount. Slide the shaft through left side of gearmount, slide the gear over the shaft and push the shaft out the right
side of the gearmount. Adhere the gear to the shaft to secure shaft with-in the gearmount. All gears are to be engaged
with one another and allowed to rotate freely.
Powertrain connection
a.
Obtain body frame, gearmounts, and mounted motors.
On right side of body frame, slide secondary axle all the way to the left. Adhere gear mount such that gear
b.
(A) is engaged with gear (K) on the far left side. The proper placement and action of the secondary axle should be
checked before adhesion takes place. To do this, slide gear (K) to the far right side. At this position, gear (K) should
still be engaged with gear (A).
c.
Mirror process for left side gear mount.
d.
After the gearmounts are secured in place. Position motors such that gear (D) is engaged with gear (C).
Secure motormounts with adhesive.
Support Systems
Drill motor
a.
Follow same mounting procedure as with normal motor mounts but replace gear (D) with gear (H).
b.
Position gear (F) in rear side small hole. Secure with 2mm microscrew. Assure that gear (F) is free to rotate
without interference.
c.
Slide rubber V-belt over gear (F) and place near, centerline of frame.
d.
Secure gear (J) to center line of body frame, through V-belt. Position gear (J) such that it is engaged with
gear (H). Secure with 2mm microscrew.
e.
Repeat for other side of frame.
f.
Support device to this stage should spin both V-belts to gears (F).
g.
Position gear (E) over frame drill support hole and engaged with gear (F).
h.
Slide auger into gear (E).
i.
Slide gear (I) over shaft (D) such that it is engaged with gear (H) when shaft is in proper position.
j.
Slide two (2) drill brackets onto each end of shaft. Total of four (4) brackets.
k.
Attach gears (G) to the shaft through adhesives.
1.
Adhere the bottom of the brackets in a manner that one is near the auger and one is near the main motor.
Before adhesion is complete, align all gears so that gears (G) are engaged with auger and gear (H) is engaged with
gear (I).
m.
Proper action should be that when the motor is engaged, gear (J) to gear (F) cause the auger to spin, and
the connection, gear (I) to gear (0) cause the auger to raise or lower depending on motor rotation.

Support Legs
a.
Weld blade caps to each side of blade.
b.
Weld blade to end of support leg.
c.
Position support leg into body frame.
d.
Slide support pin through body frame and support leg.
e.
To secure the pin, use a device pin through the pin hole.
f.
Repeat process.
Cable.
a.

Take model cable and attach to endflange through the cable hole. Wrap the cable around the drum.

Clutch Controls
a.
Using CS.1 as the reference, connect the control levers as illustrated.
Connect the right side control lever to the upper hole on the solenoid and the left hand control lever to the
b.
lower solenoid hole.
c.
Secure levers to solenoid by 2mm microscrews.
d.
Secure Solenoid to the bottom of the body frame using GI.1 as a reference.
e.
Connect the control levers to the frame by placing 2mm microscrews through the middle hole on the levers
into the front side hole on the body frame.
Power
a.
Place battery holders on bottom of frame using GI.1 as a reference. Make sure batteries do not interfere
with the proper operation of the device.
b.
Solder wires to motors and control pack and route to battery holders and control panel.

Assembly Procedure for E-Dish's Skid Prototype
General
1. Verify all dimensions and clearances and amend construction documents as needed.
2. Read all assembly procedures before construction of the components as necessary.
3. Manufacture all components from the specified material.
Skid
a. Thread each of the six power screws into the holes on the skis.
b. Attach one the floating heads to each of the power screws.
c. Attach the rear cross-brace to the skis using two M1.6 x 0.35 coarse pitch screws.
d. Attach the front cross brace to the skis using two M1.6 x 0.35 coarse pitch screws. Orient the
brace so that the cable attachment rings face the front of the skid.
e. Affix the gate to the front of the skid by sliding the pins into the holes on the front of the skis.

Assembly Procedure for E-DISH's Connection Prototype

General
1. Verify all dimensions and clearances and amend construction document as needed.
2. Read all assembly procedures before construction of the components or final assembly.
3. Manufacture all components out of specified material.
Cone
a. Obtain the Left and Right Cones.
b. Attach the Left and Right Cones onto the connection seal of the existing module.
c. Get two orthodontic appliance rubber bands.
d. Make sure the gap division between the left and right cones is vertical.
e. Attach one rubber band to the side of the left cone, pull across the top and attach to the side of
the right cone.
f. Attach the other rubber band to the side of the right cone, pull across the bottom and attach
the to the side of the left cone.

Calculation Appendix

Flange Diameter Calculation
ME 4052 Cable Drum Design
Rope
Type

Rope
Weight
(kg)

H
H
A
D
B
d
Flange
Flange Rope space
Rope
Drum
Width betw
Diameter Diameter
Flanges
Depth
Diameter Diameter
(ft)
(in)
(in)
(in)
(in)
(m)

L
Rope
Length
(ft)

One rope
200 m

6x7
6x19
6x37
8x19

696.47
744.09
720.28
815.53

1.09
1.73
1.04
1.34

3.59
5.67
3.42
4.40

2.52
1.58
2.52
2.43

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.375

33.75
56.25
33.75
42.63

47.25 656.17
47.25 656.17
47.25 656.17
47.25 656.17

Two ropes
200 m

6x7
6x19
6x37
8x19

892.91
732.19
922.68
863.15

0.88
1.17
0.88
0.97

2.87
3.85
2.87
3.20

2.00
1.11
2.00
1.77

1
0.875
1
1

27.00
39.38
27.00
31.00

47.25
47.25
47.25
47.25

One rope
100 m

6x7
6x19
6x37
8x19

348.24
372.05
360.14
407.76

1.10
1.73
1.04
1.34

3.60
5.69
3.43
4.41

2.58
1.62
2.58
2.49

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.375

33.75
56.25
33.75
42.63

23 328.08
23 328.08
23 328.08
23 328.08

Two ropes
100 m

6x7
6x19
6x37
8x19

446.46
366.09
461.34
431.57

0.88
1.18
0.88
0.98

2.88
3.86
2.88
3.21

2.05
1.14
2.05
1.82

1
0.875

27.00
39.38
27.00
31.00

23 328.08
23 328.08
23 328.08
23 328.08

656.17
656.17
656.17
656.17
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III. INTRODUCTION
IIIA. Background and Justification for Transport System

Mechanical Engineering Senior Design Project I (ME4182) is a part of the NASA /
University Advanced Design Program. Under this program, NASA allocates money
and resources to students to be used in design work for a specified topic. The current
topic is the exploration and colonization of Mars. NASA is interested in
determining the feasibility of living on Mars. The specific area in which we are to
work is the transportation of the modules in which astronauts will live while on
Mars. NASA is concerned about the weight of the module transferring system, as
the shipping cost to Mars is quite expensive. NASA has specified that the weight of
the system is to be minimized in order to reduce the shipping costs.
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IIIB.

Problem Statement:

The cost per unit weight of transporting materials to Mars is high. Accordingly, the
equipment used to transport and assemble the Mars colony modules should be
multifunctional and of minimal mass. By maximizing mechanical advantages,
these transport systems will allow for the movement of heavy objects while
necessitating minimal force. Therefore, we shall employ the techniques of riggers
and roustabouts in the design of the system capable of transporting the Mars colony
modules.
IIIC Constraints:
Geophysical Constraints [2], [5]

•
•
•
•

The gravity on Mars is 38% of the gravity on Earth.
Wind velocities on Mars range up to 300 mph.
Mars surface pressure ranges from 5x10 -3 to 3x10-2 atm.
Surface temperatures on Mars range from -100° F to 30° F.
Mechanical Constraints:

•

The system must be operable by the Enabler.
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HID. Goals of Transport System:
Performance Objectives
•
•

System should be able to lift and transport objects of maximal mass, 32
metric tons, and dimensions x, y, and z.
System should be capable of performing several different modes of
transport.
Evaluation Criteria

•
•
•
•

System should be of minimal mass.
System should be easy to operate and setup.
System should be comprised of a minimal number of moving parts.
System must be capable of transporting a 120,000 N (weight on Mars), 5 meter
diameter, 14 meter long module
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IV. SOLUTION SUMMARY
IVA. System Description
The METS design is essentially comprised of two three-legged towers which are
connected by a transport line on which the module can be transported. Each tower
is comprised of modular tubing and female connectors made of a graphite/epoxy
composite. To stabilize the towers during the movement of the module, an anchor
line is attached to each connector on the tower legs. Depending upon the local soil
conditions, the number and type of the anchors will change. To protect the tower
legs against outward buckling, support lines are attached at each primary connector
and crossed to the adjacent tower line. These lines are simply attached by hooking
onto the connectors so they can easily be moved depending upon the intended
direction of the module. The transport line is tensed through the use of the winch
installed on the Enabler. Once tensed, the transport line is anchored into the
ground. As the Enabler reels in the transport line the module is raised. The
module is connected to the transport line with a braking swivel shackle. With the
assistance of the Enabler, the module can be moved to any point along the transport
line between the two towers. The module can be lowered anywhere between the
towers simply by using the winch to slowly release the transport line. If the module
needs to be moved a longer distance than allowed with the transport line, the tower
farthest from the desired location is de-anchored and moved with the help of the
Enabler. Once the relocated tower is setup and anchored again, the transport of the
module can continue.
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Assembly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.

Remove METS equipment from transport canister
Attach apex legs to apex connector - the connector is threaded and requires 6
full rotations of each leg for attachment
Slide the two apex pulley connectors onto two pairs of the apex legs
Attach a delta connector to each apex leg-each connector is threaded and
requires 6 full rotations of each leg for attachment
Attach anchor and support lines to all three base connectors
Attach the two feed lines the two apex pulleys
For each apex connector attached above, slide the two corresponding delta legs
through the connector
Attach delta poles to delta connectors - each connector is threaded and requires
6 full rotations of each leg for attachment
Lay the assembly on the Mars surface with apex down
Attach three primary legs, support lines, and anchor lines to the three delta
connectors
Position system so 2 legs lie on ground
Attach female connectors, support lines (crossing support lines), and anchor
lines to first legs - each connector is threaded and requires 6 full rotations of
each leg for attachment
Attach 1 primary leg each to the 2 legs on the ground
Attach primary connectors, support lines and anchor lines to legs on groundeach connector is threaded and requires 6 full rotations of each leg for
attachment
Attach primary legs to each primary connector
Attach primary connectors, support lines and anchor lines to legs on ground
Attach fourth primary leg to each primary connector
Rotate the system and repeat the process of attaching the primary legs, anchor
lines, and support lines (crossing support lines) for the third tower leg
Slide the two base pulley connectors onto two primary legs
Attach a base connector the two selected primary legs
Slide two base legs through the two base pulley connectors and attach the two
base legs to each of the selected primary legs with the base connectors-each
connector is threaded and requires 6 full rotations of each leg for attachment
Attach secondary connectors to each of the base legs
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23. Attach a secondary connector to a third base leg
24. Attach the remaining two base legs using the secondary connectors-each
connector is threaded and requires 6 full rotations of each leg for attachment
25. Rotate the assembly
26. Attach a base connector each to the other primary leg on the ground
27. Slide a base poles through the base pulley connector attach it to the primary leg
with the base connectors - each connector is threaded and requires 6 full
rotations of the leg for attachment
28. Attach a base connector to the primary leg without the base pulley connector
29. Attach secondary connectors to the two base legs
30. Attach secondary to both base legs and attach a secondary connector to a new
base leg
31. Attach the four base legs together using the secondary connectors-each
connector is threaded and requires 6 full rotations of each leg for attachment
32. Rotate the system
33. Attach two base legs to each of the primary legs on the ground
34. Attach secondary connectors to each of the base legs
35. Attach a secondary connector to both ends of the base legs
36. Attach a secondary connector to a new base leg
37. Attach the four base legs using the secondary connectors-each connector is
threaded and requires 6 full rotations of each leg for attachment
38. Move assembly to desired location
39. Recheck assembly to ensure that all anchor lines, support lines, transport lines
and feed lines are properly attached
40. Repeat for second tower
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Setting up Towers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Anchor two legs to ground
Pull on third tower leg with Enabler and raise to standing position
Check local soil conditions for required number of bridle anchors
Tense each anchor line with winch on Enabler and anchor to ground with
required number of bridle anchors
Tense and anchor transport line with winch and anchor to ground with
required number of bridle anchors
Raise and anchor the second tower in the same manner
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IVB. OPERATION DESCRIPTION

Raising the Module
The towers will be assembled and moved into their desired positions. Before the
towers are raised, the transport line must be threaded through the pulleys at the
both the starting and the finishing tower. The tail end of the transport line should
be anchored at the finishing, or second tower. The lead end of the transport line
should then be fed through the anchors at the starting, or first tower. The anchors at
this location will not be secured until the module has been lifted and the transport
line has achieved the necessary tension.
The module should be placed underneath the first tower. The transport roller
system will then be attached to the top of the module. See Figure 1 below. The lead
end of the transport line will be fed into the winch on the Enabler. When the winch
is activated, the slack in the line will start to decrease, and the line will begin to
move upwards. The line will come up underneath the transport rollers and begin
to raise the module. When the module has reached the top of the tower, the winch
will be deactivated and the transport brake will be applied. The brake and the winch
can both be controlled at a remote location. The Enabler will then use its arm to
anchor the lead end of the transport line. The line can then be removed from the
winch.
transport rollers
(with brakes)

transport roller
.."16"--- (with brake)
0.457 m or 18" diam.

Side View

Front View

Figure 1
Transport Roller
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Horizontal Motion
The acceleration, deceleration, and speed of the module will be completely
controlled by the Enabler and the pulley braking system. It is important that the
Enabler resist the module's tendency to accelerate too quickly down the line. There
will be guiding handles on the bottom of the module, towards the front and rear,
that the arm of the Enabler can clasp. The Enabler also remotely controls the
braking system on the transport rollers. When transporting horizontally, the
transport brake will be released, and the Enabler, by clasping a guide handle, will
slowly guide the module out from under the first tower across the transport line to
the second tower. The roller transport system setup allows the module to be rotated
in any direction. This capability will be used in guiding and lowering the module.
Motion Past the Second Tower
When the module reaches the second tower, it will be lowered back down to the
ground. To lower the module, the transport brake should first be applied to stabilize
the module. The lead end of the transport line at the first tower will be fed back into
the winch on the Enabler, and the anchors will be removed. The line will then be
let out while simultaneously releasing the transport brake. This will allow the
module to be lowered to the ground. This same process can be followed if the
module must be lowered in between towers, also.
At this point, the module has either reached it's destination, or needs to go further.
If the second case is true, the first tower will be moved past the second tower, and
the transport process will be repeated. This will continue until the module arrives
at it's desired location. To move the first tower, the anchors will first be removed.
The arm of the Enabler should be able to clasp one of the primary tower legs, pick
the tower up, and move the tower to its next location. If the Enabler encounters
stability problems, it will pull the tower over and tow it to the desired position to set
up again.
To change the direction from which the module leaves the tower, two of the three
legs has a pulley system with feed lines. The feed lines will guide the horizontal
transport line through the side pulleys. This allows the horizontal line to be setup
in any direction. See Figures 2a through 2c below. Note that the size of the pulleys
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in these Figures have been exaggerated for clarity. If less than the full one hundred
meters must be traveled, the towers can be placed closer together. The only
alteration to the system would be that the anchors on the lead end of the transport
line would be secured closer in.

transport line
line B (feed line)
tied off

Figure 2a
Feed Line Operation

(a) The module has been transported to the second tower and lowered to the
ground. Line A is anchored and goes towards the first tower. The feed line B is not
used at this point.

connect
point

line B

Figure 2b
Feed Line Operation

(b) The anchors for Line A are removed, the transport line is fed through the
pulleys, and the lead end is left free. The feed line B is untied from the tower and
connected to the tail end of the transport line.
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Figure 2c
Feed Line Operation

(c) The line is lead through the pulleys until the connect point has passed the lower
pulley. At that point, the transport line has been fed through the pulley system and
can be disconnected from the feed line. The tail end of the transport will then be
anchored down. The lead end will be guided through the system on the other tower
before it is raised.
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IVC. Material Selection
Tower Material [1], [9]
The constraints on the material selection for the tower were to maximize strength
and at the same time minimize the weight. Composite materials optimize these
qualities. The atmosphere of Mars limits the choices of composites. Because of the
high radiation, all plastics were eliminated. The constant barrage of dust in the
atmosphere removed any composite that did not have a good resistance to abrasion.
Research was done into recent NASA projects concerning Space Station Freedom. It
was found that NASA uses graphite/epoxy composites for their truss work. The
graphite fiber reinforced epoxy resin matrix fit the initial guidelines for the tower
material. Data for the analysis was obtained from Reference 9. Graphite
reinforcement provides the necessary strength, and has superior strength qualities
when compared to metals. An epoxy resin matrix is light weight, and has good
abrasion resistance. Together, they make a composite that meets the needs for the
equipment transport system on Mars. The graphite/epoxy composite has a
compressive strength of roughly 1200 MPa. Since the major forces experienced by
the tower would be compressive forces, this strength was used in the calculations.
The density of the composite is roughly 1500 kg/m 3, making it one of the more light
weight composites.
Information contained in Appendix C (in the Group notebook) was used for
comparisons to other materials. Figure 13 of this paper further verifies that the
graphite/epoxy combination is best to optimize high strength with low weight. In
this figure, the shaded areas denote potential matrices, while the unshaded areas
denote potential reinforcements. Epoxy is found under the polymer classification.
The polymers have the lightest weight, and epoxy can be seen to be the strongest of
the polymers. Graphite falls into the carbon category. It is one of the stronger
choices for reinforcements.
The graphite/epoxy combination is clearly one of the best composites for the tower
system. Its previous use by NASA at Space Station Freedom is also a definite
advantage in that engineers and astronauts are already familiar with the material,
its properties, and its possible uses. Resources may be available through NASA's
past research and development of the composite. This would reduce the cost, and
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increase the efficiency, of the Mars system.
Transport Rope Material [3]

The kevlar aramid fibers exhibit properties of low stretch, high tensile strength,
good performance over a large temperature range, excellent fatigue resistance, low
creep, and low density. The tensile strength of Kevlar 49 is approximately 2.75 GPa.
As temperature increases, the tensile strength slightly decreases. For example, at
-45.6° C Kevlar 49 has a tensile strength of 2.50 GPa, while at 23.9° C the tensile
strength is 2.40 GPa. This data shows that the kevlar rope will perform adequately
in the temperature range on Mars.
Fatigue data for kevlar shows that at 10 7 cycles Kevlar 49 can withstand 1.7 times the
stress of steel and 3.4 times the stress of nylon. Cyclic fatigue caused by continual
tensile loading and unloading also has little or no effect on kevlar fibers. Further
tests show that creep is usually less than 0.2 percent elongation. Kevlar also has
good environmental stability, meaning that its chemical resistance to common
solvents, oils, greases and water is good. The only negative aspect of Kevlar is
concerns with self-abrasion. This is where individual fibers abrade one another and
therefore degrade the material. The excess dust on Mars could aggravate the
problem. It may be necessary to apply a protective coating to the kevlar line for this
reason.
The advantages of kevlar far outweigh its disadvantage. The density of kevlar is
also very low, 1440 kg/m3 . Its superior strength, low weight, and fatigue resistance
make kevlar an ideal choice for the transport and lines for the METS design.
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IVD. Validation of Design [8], [9]
Will the members buckle?

P„ = critical load
n = end constant = 4
E = modulus of elasticity = 125.10 9 Pa
Sy = compression yield strength = 1200 -10 6 Pa
1 = length of member = 5 m
r = radius of member = 0.120 m
Per -

n • TC

•

E•A

= 5,133,000 N > 120,000 so members will not buckle

W2

If the tower legs are considered as one continuous member, the buckling will occur
under the following load:
1 = length of tower leg = 20 m
P Cr=

n Tc2 • E • A
(1 )2
Cr)

-

320,841 N > 120,000 so members will not buckle

Therefore the members will not buckle under the load of the module.
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Will the member buckle or yield first?

If< S where A, is the cross section of member and S is the yield strength of
A,
the material then the member will buckle before it will yield.
Per = 320, 841 N
A,= 74 . (D02 - D i 2 ) = 1(0.12 2 - 0.11 2 ) = 1.8•10-3 m2
Sy = 1200 MPa
Since

PA,

8
r = 1.8.10 the members will buckle before yielding.
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What anchor line tension is required to prevent the tipping of the tower?
Tb(@15 m)

Tb(@11.25m)

Y

Tb(@7.5m)
X

T(@ 11.25 m)

T(@ 11.25 m)

T(@7.5m)

T(@7.5m)
T(@ 15m)

TO 15m)

Tr(P1 5m)
Figure 3
Anchor System for Tower
Top View

1
1
1
115 m

Tb

1
111.25rn
1
1
7.5 ml
1
1
1
I
I

r

Figure 4
Anchor System
Side View
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Given the above anchor design, shown in Figures 3 and 4, the required tension in
the anchor lines was calculated as follows:
The following variables were used in the calculations:
Th : horizontal component of T
Ti,: vertical component of T
Tbh :
horizontal component of Tb
Thy :
vertical component of Tb
Trh : horizontal tension in transport line
T„: vertical tension in transport line
F:
force resulting from impact of module to tower
15 i - T bh •(15+11.25+7.5) i -T h,•(10 +7.5+5) i
T h • sin(60°)• (15 +11.25 + 7.5) i - F•151 - T 1.,•12.5 =0

Mground at back leg = T rh •

[Eq. 1]

Tension Required when Module is leaving tower:
For this scenario, the following assumptions can be made:
T=0
F= 0
T„ (T,=0), worst case scenario
Tr = weight of module = 120 kN

T rh =

Therefore, equation 1 can be reduced to the following:
M ground at back leg = T, • 15 i -T bh •(15+11.25+7.5) i -T bv • (8.66+6.5+ 4.33) i =0
M ground at back leg = T, • 15 i -

Tbh • (33.75) 1 —

Tiw • (19.5) i = 0

M ground at back leg = Tr •15 i - Tb • COS(60 ° ) • (33.75) i - Tb • sin(60°)• (19.5) i = 0

Tb = 55,000 N = T (all tensions are equal)
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Can the delta bar with block support the module?

transport line

Figure 5
Delta Bar with Block

The amount of force a pulley block must handle depends on the angle of line
deflection around the pulley. The amount of force in the line is multiplied by an
angle factor. A table of angle factors is provided below:
Ale
0"
10'
20'
30'
40'
45'
60'
80'
70'
60'
60'

Angle Factor Multipliers
Factor
Angle
2.00
100'
1.961
110'
1.97
120'
1.93
130'
1.07
135'
1.84
140'
1.81
150'
1.73
160'
1.84
170'
1.53
180'
1.41
—

Factor
1.29
1.16
1.00
.84
.78
.66
.52
.35
.17
.00
—

Figure 6
Angle Factors

The maximum force on the pulleys is calculated below:
Fmax = weight -1.41 = 169,200 N
The transverse tensile strength of the graphite epoxy used for the delta bar is:
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a Y= 45 MPa
The maximum allowed force is:
F max allowed = a • A = a

ic • D2
4

D = 0.12 m
***

F max allowed =

508,938 N

Therefore, the delta bar can support the entire module with a safety factor of
4.2.
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Can the pulley connectors support the load on the base blocks?
The load on the base pulley connectors is 120,000 N, the weight of the module. The
outer and inner diameters of the tubing are 14cm and 12cm, respectively. The cross
sectional area is determined below:
A,

n • ID2
4

• OD2
=

4

n • (0.14)2
4

n • (0.12)2
= 4.08.10-3 m2
4

The properties for graphite/epoxy composite are as follows: [9]
along,tesnile

=

along,compressive =

1300 MPa
1200 MPa

Therefore the maximum force can be calculated as follows:
Fmx = along,compressive -A c = 4,900,000 N
The base pulley connector, assuming one arm sees the entire load, can withstand the
load on the block by a safety factor of 40.
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Can the pulley connectors support the load on the apex blocks?
The load on the apex pulley block is 240,000 N. Therefore, assuming that each arm
of the pulley connector needs to withstand the total load on the block, the
maximum force and safety factor were calculated as shown:
IC • 0.14)2
n• (0.12)2
OD2
It • ID2
A=
= 4.08-10-3 m2
4
4
4
4
(

The properties for graphite/epoxy composite are as follows: [9]
along,tensile

=

along,compressive =

1300 MPa
1200 MPa

Fmx = along,compressive •A c = 4,900,000 N
n = safety factor = 20
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IVE. Future Multitasking Possibilities
The nature of the components of the Mars Equipment Transport System allows
them to be utilized for numerous other applications on the planet. Since the tower
system is modular, the poles, connectors, blocks, and rope could be assembled in
numerous patterns and used in any project that uses the basic fundamentals of
mechanical engineering. For example, NASA has plans to conduct mining
development on Mars. The poles and the pulley system could be used in the
construction and stabilization of the tunnels down into the surface of the planet,
and later in the retrieval of material. The tower system could also be used for radio
transmissions on the planet. The modular poles and connectors could provide
scaffolding for construction and the pulley system could be used to raise and lower
materials or machines. The tower poles could also be used for truss structures
similar to that of Space Station Freedom.
The possibilities for the applications of poles, connectors, rope, and pulleys are
endless. The high strength that is displayed by both the composite matrix poles and
the kevlar rope make them valuable assets to have during the exploration of Mars.
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IVF. Enabler Interfaces

Several specifications for Enabler abilities have been requested in the METS design
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assembling of tower system
Setting up tower
Anchoring of towers
Hoisting/lowering of module
Controlling transport motion and direction of module
Threading and removal of transport line
Positioning support lines
Removal of anchors
Tipping of tower
Picking up and moving tower
Remote control operation of braking system

The most significant interfaces required by the METS design include the winch for
hoisting/lowering the module and the hydraulic hammer for anchoring the tower.
However, other systems for the winch and hammer may already be designated to be
shipped to Mars. If so, the requirements for the Enabler may change.
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IVG. Bill of Materials

QTY

PART NAME

DESCRIPTION
18" Diam., heavy steel

WEIGHT
(kg)
74.89

TOTAL WT
(kg)
149.78

2

TRANSPORT ROLLER

4

DELTA POLE BLOCK

18" Diam., heavy steel

74.89

299.56

4

BASE BLOCK

18" Diam., light steel

51.74

206.96

1

ENABLER WINCH

27,400 lb capacity

907.80

907.80

24

BASE LEGS

5 m long, 6 cm OD, 5 cm ID

6.48

155.52

24

PRIMARY LEGS

5 m long, 12 cm OD, 10 ID

25.92

622.08

6

DELTA LEGS

5 m long, 12 cm OD, 10 ID

84.82

508.92

6

APEX LEGS

14.86

89.16

2

APEX CONNECTOR

2.87 m long, 12 cm OD, 10 cm
ID
see ACAD drawing

2.76

5.51

18

PRIMARY CONNECTOR

see ACAD drawing

1.77

31.81

18

SECONDARY CONNECTOR

see ACAD drawing

0.28

5.09

6

DELTA CONNECTOR

see ACAD drawing

2.94

17.64

6

BASE CONNECTOR

see ACAD drawing

0.80

4.79

4

APEX PULLEY CONNECTOR

0.30 long, 14 cm OD, 12 cm ID

2.75

11.00

8

BASE PULLEY CONNECTOR

0.30 long, 14 cm OD, 12 cm ID

6.39

51.12

1

1 RANSPORT LINE

228 m long

166.36

166.36

4

FEED LINE

45 m long

32.83

131.32

6

ANCHOR LINE @ 15 m

25 m long

18.24

109.44

6

ANCHOR LINE @ 12.5 m

225 m long

16.42

98.52

6

ANCHOR LINE @ 7.5 m

175 m long

12.77

76.62

44

ANCHORS

1180 cm^3, 2 per anchor line,

1.77

77.88

4 per end of transport line

SYSTEM WEIGHT
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V. SUBSYSTEMS
VA. Pulley Connectors

In order to distribute the loading on the pulleys to different tower legs and alleviate
stress on the connectors, pulley connectors are to be used to stabilize the base and
apex blocks. The design of the pulley connectors for the base and apex blocks are
similar and only differ by the angles between the three poles on which they are
attached. The pulley connectors are molded of graphite/epoxy composite. Each
connector consists of three arms 2 cm thick protruding from a yoke placed about the
center of rotation of the pulley. The arms terminate in a connector that fits firmly
around the base legs and primary leg. The pulley's locations must be planned before
tower assembly occurs. The pulleys are design to be easily attached by their
connectors to any leg during the assembly phase. However, their position may not
be adjusted safely while the tower is in an upright and assembled condition.
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VB. Pulley Systems
The recommended blocks for the METS design are made by McKissick Blocks.
Information on pulley specifications and standards was obtained from Superior
Rope and Sling, Inc. A diagram labeling the parts of a pulley was found in the NTIS
database and is provided in the Appendix. The diameter of the line has been
determined to be 1 in (2.54 cm). According to industry standards, the diameter of the
sheave should be at least 15 times greater than the diameter of the line. This is to
minimize the fatigue induced on the line while it is bent around the pulleys.
According to industry standards, the depth of the groove should be 1 to 1- times the
2
line diameter. Anti-friction bearings are necessary due to the large forces the system
will be handling.
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Base Blocks

The calculation for the total load on the base blocks is as follows:

Figure 7
Base Pulley Connector

Total load = T.(1.00)
If T is assumed to be the weight of the module, then
Total load base block = 120,000 N
A McKissick tail board block with a diameter of 18 in (45.72 cm), which is rated at 15
metric tons, will be used for the two base blocks. This yields a safety factor of 4 and a
weight of 43.32 lbs (192.7 N).
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Delta Pole Blocks
The maximum and minimum angles the line will bend around the sheave are 180°
and 90°, respectively. The corresponding angle factors are 0 and 1.41 (refer to section
IVC, figure 6). Therefore:
Total loadmax = weight .1.41 = 169,200 N
Super Champion McKissick blocks will be used for the delta pole blocks. Some
information about these blocks is provided below:
Rated load:
244,652 N (with a safety factor of 4)
Earth weight:
1651 lbs (278.9 NO
Sheave diameter: 18 in (45.72 cm)

Apex Blocks
Similar calculations were made for the Apex block. Since the load on the apex
blocks is 240,000 N
Transport Roller
A swivel shackle will be used so that rotating the module is possible. The sheave
diameter of the two pulleys for the transport roller will both 0.46 meters and the
groove depth will be 0.3175 meters. The maximum force the pulley can handle is
196,000N, with a safety factor of 4.
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1

VC. Tower Tubing Connectors

The sections of modular tubing to be employed must be able to be connected in a
great variety of ways to allow for maximum multi-functionality. However,
structural integrity cannot be sacrificed. A system for joining truss members in a
low or micro-gravity environment has been and is being developed by NASA for
use in the Earth Orbiting Space Station Freedom. These Connectors have been
designed specifically so that either a robot articulated arm or a human astronaut in a
space suit may fasten the trusses together.
In the present NASA node design, human completion of joint construction was
measured at 38 seconds per node. These measurements were made in simulated
micro-gravity (in buoyancy tanks), in parabolic trajectory simulated micro-gravity
airplane flights, and finally in low Earth orbit during an E.V.A. during a Space
Shuttle Flight. We therefore have designed our truss joints by utilizing the
patented joint assembly mechanism already developed by NASA for use in space,
with minor adjustments for increased structural rigidity. The METS trusses should
be able to be joined with similar speed, accuracy, and increased integrity, while
necessitating no further astronaut training with regard to truss assembly. The close
relations that will exist between the Mars Transport truss assembly and the low
Earth orbit truss assembly reflect a more modular system of space construction
techniques that NASA has deemed necessary to increase efficiency, multifunctionality, and system performance, and maintenance.
This assortment allows for all possible anticipated configurations to be erected with
no wasted parts. Additional connectors may be utilized if other tasks are
determined that the METS components will be needed to perform. Possible
additional connectors include:
• Planar- 120 degree Female-Female Connectors
• Three Dimensional 45 degree Female-Female Connectors
• Three Dimensional 60 degree Female-Female Connectors
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VD. Anchors [4]

Soil Anchors
Manta Ray anchors will be used to secure the towers in sand. These anchors are
used by the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service and are made by
Foresight Products, Inc. The Manta Ray anchor is ideal for use in loose, sandy soil.
To drive the anchor into the soil of Mars, a hydraulic, pneumatic or gas hammer is
needed. It may be possible to use a sledge hammer, but this can only be determined
on Mars. A driving rod is attached to the anchor by inserting it into the hole at the
top of the anchor. The anchor is positioned so that the line, which is already
attached, faces the direction of pull and is driven straight down to the desired depth
(5 ft is the minimum). The driving rod is then removed by twisting and pulling it
out of the anchor. A trench should be dug along the direction of pull so that the
attachment cable tends to dig into the side of the installation hole and pulls the
anchor toward undisturbed soil.
Each anchor line will most likely need to be secured by more than one anchor. This
can only be determined by on-site experimentation. (This is necessary because the
holding capacity of soil cannot be predicted within any acceptable accuracy.) To do
this, a number of anchors are installed as described above. They are then stressed to
failure by a measured force. The mean and standard deviation of these "pullout"
forces are then calculated. This data and the known maximum force the anchor line
must hold are then used to determine the number of anchors needed. An example
calculation follows:
The maximum force the anchor lines must hold is 92.36 kN.
Five pullout test are performed. The results:
TEST NUMBER

PULLOUT FORCE

1

60 kN

2

63 IN

3

58kN

4

57 IN

5

58kN
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The sample mean and standard deviation are calculated:
I F;
mean (m) —

= 59.2 kN

n

I(F m) 2
standard deviation ( a) =

= 1500 N

n —1

The following ratios are calculated:
F P = max force
92.36 IcIsi
= 1.56
x sample mean
59.2kN
S = sample stand dev _
N
— 0.0253
x
sample mean
59.2kN
The intersection of these two values in found in the following chart:
Based on n = 5 feasibility tests
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Figure 8
Method to Determine Number of Anchors in Bridle

Therefore, two anchors are needed for each anchor line.
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The anchors must be installed far enough apart to insure they do not act upon the
same soil mass. The zone of influence for each anchor is a cone extending up from
the anchor at an angle of 45°. The anchors must be buried at least 5 ft below the
surface. If the anchors are buried 2 m below the surface, there must be at least 4 m
between them.

Rock Anchors

Research was done to find an anchor capable of anchoring the towers in the bedrock
of Mars. All of the anchors found require the use of grout to secure the anchors and
are therefore permanent. This would not work well with the METS design due to
the frequent moving of the towers. Further research must be done to develop a
non-permanent rock anchoring system to be used on Mars.
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VE. Braking System
The module speed may be adjusted while traveling along the transport line by the
use of a magnetic clutch braking system, since they are easy to use by remote control.
The module is attached to the transport line by means of a pair of 0.4 meter diameter
free wheels similar to those of cable cars. This transport roller wheel is mounted
with a high friction material such as rubber as used in car tires to allow for greater
traction on the rope. A magnetic clutch-brake may then be fitted to the wheel to
allow for the reduction in speed of the module as it rolls towards to the minimum
position halfway between the two towers. The position of the module may then be
fixed at any point on the transport line by locking the brake system in place. This
brake system could easily and effectively be controlled either in a fly-by-wire or radio
controlled manner depending upon future module designs.
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VF. Enabler Winch

The Enabler must be equipped with a hydraulic winch that will control the transport
line. Using a hydraulic winch would be an advantage in that there is a hydraulic
system all ready in place on the Enabler. The winch should have the adequate drum
line pull that can lift the module when the winch is activated. The transport line
will be run through four pulleys, so the winch will not see the total weight of the
module. The full weight of the module was used, however, in choosing a winch for
safety considerations.
The weight of the module on Earth is estimated as 313,150 N. At Mars gravity, this
weight reduces to 120,000 N. A planetary hydraulic winch was chosen for its
efficiency. Paccar Incorporated/Braden Carco makes a winch that has a bare drum
line pull of 121,880 N and a drum capacity of 116 meters for a 2.54 cm rope. The
company information can be found in the Appendix. The weight of the winch is
approximately 9340 N, making it one the heavier components of the system. Using
the advantages of gear ratios could reduce the speed while increasing the power of
the winch, which would allow for a less powerful, lighter winch. The company
does have the option of different gear ratios, but they intended this option more for
lower power at higher speeds, which would not aid in weight reduction. Any
alteration to the winch would have to be done independently.
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VI. OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

What is the maximum acceleration that the module can impact the tower with?
For this scenario the following assumptions can be made:
T = 55,000N (all tensions are equal)
Tb = 0
T rh = T„ Try = 0 (worst case scenario)

Therefore the moment equation can be reduced to the following:
,.

I Mground at back leg = T rh •

..

15 i + 2. T h • sin(60°)• (15 +11.25 + 7.5) i - F • 15 i = 0

IM ground at back leg = T rh • 15 i +

2 • T h • sin(60°)• (33.75) i - F -15 i = 0

Fmax — 334,000 N
a.. = 2.8 m/s2
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What is maximum length between towers?

L

Figure 9
Transport Line Length

Above is a schematic of M.E.T.S. The distance between the tower apexes is L.
Because percent elongation of the line at rupture is 2.4%, 1.024 L will be used as the
length of the line. The amount of sag, h, was determined using Pythagorean's
theorem, as seen below:

L/2

Figure 10
Sag of Transport Line
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1
1
h= Al(-2- . 1. 024 . L )2 — ( L 2
—
2.)

(1)

The module must not contact the surface of Mars. (The length of the line
connecting the module to the transport line plus the height of the module is less
than six, so six is used as that length.) That is,
(2)

h+6<H

The tower legs are 20 meters long and at an angle of 60° to the surface of Mars.
Therefore, the height of the line above the surface, H, is

20 . V-3-

2

. Realizing this and

using equations 1 and 2, L can be determined:
1

_, . 1.024 . L ) — (- . )2 =
+6
2

2

20 .

v---3

2

L • )A0.512)2 — (0.5) 2 =11.321
L = 102.73
The amount of sag is determined by plugging this value into equation 1:
h = 11.321
Thus, the module will be transported 102.73 meters per trial and the lag is 11.321
meters.
The amount of stress necessary to cause failure of the line is 1200 MPa. The area of
the material is:
ID'
0 D2
IT = 1.8.10' m2
It 4
4
Therefore, the maximum allowable force is:
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1200.10'

1.8-10' m 2 = 2.16-106 N

The force of the module due to gravity is 240 kN. Each portion of the line on either
side of the module handles half of this force. That is, the force seen by any cross
section of the line is 120 kN. Therefore, the factor of safety of the line is 9.
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VII. Review of Transport Design Concepts

Block and Tackle Tower Design
A block and tackle system was considered to raise the module to the transport line.
This would allow a high mechanical advantage to be attained. The block and tackle
consists of two multiple-sheaved pulleys with a line running between them in a
circular fashion. The amount of force necessary to lift the module would be equal to
the module weight divided by the number of line passes between the pulleys. To
raise the module, the lower half of the pulley system is lowered and the module is
attached to it. The top half of the pulley system is attached to the tower apex. Using
the Enabler's winch, the line is reeled in. This causes the lower half of the pulley
system, and the module, to be raised. At this point, it is necessary to transfer the
module from the vertical raising line to the horizontal transfer line. The module is
transported to the second tower in the same fashion as the current design. At the
next tower, the module must again be transferred to a lowering line. The module is
then lowered using a second block and tackle system. The first tower is then moved
to a new position and the process is repeated.
block and tackle —
transport line

tower legs
lift line

module
Figure 11
Block and Tackle Tower Design

This idea was dismissed because the transferring of the module between lines was
determined to be inefficient and difficult to design for. Also, the weight of each
pulley to be used in the system was on the order of 500 lbs (2225 N) on Earth. These
facts led the group to design a system of greater efficiency and less weight. The
gearing system of the current design allows the module to be raised using the
transport line, negating the need for transfer between multiple lines.
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Other Designs

Six initial designs were selected to analyze for practicality and design ability. They
were titled tent pole, sledge, zip-line, catapult, tin can, and see-saw. Pictures of these
ideas can be found in the design notebook. After using a simple list of design
criteria (in notebook) and general group discussion, the six ideas were limited down
to three: the tin can, a combined tent pole/zip-line idea called the zipper, and the
see-saw.
The group then came up with a more detailed set of design criteria to rank the
designs. Each criteria was weighted on a scale of one to five, with five being very
important and one being of little importance. Capability of horizontal movement,
low mass, a high mechanical advantage, reliability, and the ability of the design to be
run by the Enabler were weighted as the most important criteria. The three ideas
were ranked either one, three, or nine, in order to clearly identify the best choice.
The criteria selection table is seen below, Figure 9. If all three designs received
identical scores, that criteria was removed from consideration. This eliminated the
criteria of horizontal movement, being run by the Enabler, and cost.
The total scores for the ideas were 166 for the tin can, 328 for the zipper, and 246 for
the see-saw. This confirmed the group's belief that the zipper would be the best
idea.
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VIII. RECOMMENDED FUTURE TASKS AND INVESTIGATIONS

There are several areas that need to be developed further to insure the reliable
execution of the METS system. First of all, the Enabler design needs to incorporate
all of the functions needed by the METS project, such as the assembly of the tower
segments, hoisting the module, anchoring the tower, moving the towers and
directing the transport of the module. As designs for the Enabler are redefined and
completed the METS operations and characteristics need to be reevaluated to
determine if more optimal systems could be used.
As the design of Space Station Freedom truss system is continued, changes
occurring may affect the METS project. The METS system was designed to be
interchangeable with the trusses in the Space Station in order to increase their
multifunctionality. In addition, this reduces the different assembly methods and
spare parts.
Another facet of the project that should be continued is to prepare the METS system
for other functions on Mars. For example, if mining is going to be conducted on
Mars, the tower system may need to be modified slightly. When all future tasks for
the METS system are known, the tower system may need to be redesigned in order
to optimize the requirements of all of the future tasks.
When more information on Mars' soil conditions is obtained, the current anchor
system may need to be revamped. The anchor system will still have to be altered
depending upon the local soil conditions, however, more relevant information is
needed.
Research should be conducted concerning the response of the METS system material
to radiation. The material was selected with resistance to radiation in mind, but
without comparable material testing on Mars, the life span of the material will be
uncertain. If testing results with too short of a life span, perhaps a coating to protect
the tower and rope material should be included within the design.
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IX. RESEARCH
IXA. Rigging and Rousting [6],[7]

To gain a better understanding and awareness of methods to efficiently transport or
move objects, extensive research into rigging and rousting methods was completed.
Riggers are known for their ability to construct or move objects with little
equipment and very little force. Due to the high cost of shipping items to Mars, the
reduction of the weight of the transport system is one of the most important factors
contributing to the design. Therefore, some goals of the transport system include
using high mechanical advantages, utilizing a minimum number of parts, and
being lightweight.
Cranes and derricks used for rigging provide insight into ways to anchor and
support structures. In addition, the design of the trusses in rigging equipment can
be applied to the transport system. Information was also obtained from rigging
handbooks on ways to support a concentrated load like that of the module. The use
of guys and ropes to control the object being moved is another advantage that can be
used for the design. By applying the tested and proven methods that riggers use,
even more confidence will be behind the design of the transport assembly.
Several different rigging methods to unload and set-up equipment were analyzed.
For example, a few of the ways riggers unload or set-up equipment is through the
use of derricks, cranes, and hoists. In addition, more simple objects like levers,
slings or crowbars are used. Some of the cranes that riggers use include the "stiff-leg
derrick". This crane takes advantage of the lever arm to raise and lower objects, as
seen in the drawing below. The two rear legs support and anchor the derrick. The
direction of motion is controlled through the use of guys.
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Stiff-leg Derrick
Figure 13

The "guyed derrick" is very similar to the "stiff leg derrick" except instead of having
two rear poles all support and anchor is provided by guys. The "guyed derrick" can
raise and lower objects and also transport them horizontally thought the use of a
lever arm.

C)

Guyed Derrick
Figure 14
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7

"Gin-poles" are another very similar type of derrick. "Gin-poles", however, support
the object directly from the top of the pole rather than using an extended arm.

Gin-pole
Figure 15

Several different types of crane setups are used in rigging. Some are just simple one
leg cranes like the "jib crane" while others like the "gallows frame" have a structure
similar to a sawhorse. "Wall cranes" and "tower cranes" as shown below are also
very simple devices.
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Wall Crane
Figure 16

Tower Crane
Figure 17
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IXB. Surface Characteristics and Soil Considerations 15]

The Surface of the planet Mars varies greatly in its surface characteristics. All
of these characteristics may be experienced by a surface mission. Therefore, it is of
primary importance that any surface transport system be design to function in all
possible extreme cases that the surface may present.
The Soil of Mars is mostly of a sand based composition. A simple yet accurate
model details the surface of the planet as a small layer of fine grain sand covering
bedrock. Rocks or boulders cover the surface of the planet. The density of these
rocks may be approximated as varying inversely with the size of the rocks. The
stability of either the sand dunes or small bedrock outcroppings cannot be assumed.
Sand dunes shift daily in the high wind surface environment. Bedrock
outcroppings may be hollow or unstable. Since it is assumed that no large vehicles
have ever crossed the surface of the planet, some areas of quick sand or sink holes
undoubtedly exist.
However, these acute problems should be rare in their frequency and should
not prove catastrophic to surface transport. The inhospitablility of the surface does
necessitate the implementation of a plan that may be re-configured at the mission
site. Site inspection may indeed reveal the necessity for changes in the path or
manner of module transport. Maximum flexibility is therefore a concern for the
general case of module transport across the surface of the planet.
The structural stability of the METS design relies upon the use of anchors to
balance the moments produced on the towers by module transport. The specific
characteristics of the soil in the immediate location surrounding the towers is
therefore a primary design concern. The METS design takes into account two
predominant possibilities that allow for nearly any combination of local surface
characteristics to be tolerated. The two possibilities of local soil are taken to be:
•
•

Predominantly sand soil consisting of loose granules.
Predominantly exposed structural Bedrock.
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IXC. Mars Atmosphere Considerations [2]

The lower atmosphere of Mars extends from zero to 140 km above the surface. The
only major constituent of the atmosphere is CO2. Minor constituents are water
vapor, dust, CO, 02, and 03. The mean relative humidity is 50%; Mars lacks oceans
and intense cloud formations. The temperature of the Mars atmosphere is
dependent upon the amount of dust, the latitude, the season, the local time, and the
topography. A typical surface temperature range at 0° latitude is 200 to 270 K (-100 to
26 °F). Because the dust heats more quickly than the rest of the atmosphere, the
atmosphere is frequently subject to uneven heating. Thus, wind storms are very
frequent and happen daily. Velocities of up to 150 m/s (335 mph) have been
measured. Theoretical values of wind velocity determined from Earth-based
observations are provided below:
maximum surface wind
maximum vertical wind
average zonal wind
average meridial wind

100 m/s
13 m/s
25 m/s
1.3 m/s

(220 mph)
(30 mph)
(56 mph)
(3 mph)

A typical range for surface pressure is 5 to 13 mb (5x10 -3 to 3x10 -2atm). Therefore the
force induced by the wind is much less than what would occur on Earth.
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MD. Vendor Data
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Figure 3--Manta Ray anchor_

1
Drive rods (sometimes called drive oac!c) transmit the reciprocating force from the
impact hammer to the anchor and mutt be customized to fit the are ' , or. Most hydraulic and pneumatic hammers require a rcd 1.125 or 1.25 inches ir ■ k-arieter. Some
smaller hammers and the gasoline hammers use a rod 0.875 Dne.s. in diameter. The
end of the rod that is inserted into the anchor needs to be machined for a tight clearance. If the clearance is too small, however, the anchor may become seized on the
rod during installation. The rod should also be machined so that the end of the rod
does not touch the bottom of the socket in the anchor.
Drive rods can be obtained in 2.5-, 4.0-, and 5.5-foot lengths. The rods used for
driving Manta Ray anchors are designed so that sections may be coupled together;
ods for other anchors are a fixed length. A disadvantage of using fixed-length rods
s that the depth an anchor is driven to is limited by the length of the rods. Also, if a
5.5-foot rod is used to start the driving operation, the operator will be required to hold
he hammer about 6 feet above the ground. This may require standing on something
o gain the proper working elevation. If the rods are shorter and additional sections
can be added as the anchor is driven, the operator is usually working with the
;Ow shoulder height, which is easier and safer.
,

4any gasoline- and hydraulic-powered portable augers can auger holes 4 to 8 inches
n diameter. Auger extension flights can be obtained in several lengths and diameters
o suit various conditions. Carbide tips are recommended for most forest soils.
Aanufacturer's specifications on installation equipment are given in appendix 3.

Installation
Procedures
Anchors

—

.S..^.a:1

tug,

tug7 ..t,

The installation procedures dit'e.r with 11-,6 .ty;')?,
(such as a 2•inch Arrowhead) in soft so S, the anchor
a drive rod and a sledge hammer or with a clnr,rig device
■ --;;,; 2! •
steel fenceposts. The drive rod is inserled
anchor is positioned so that the cat:efases the d
desired ang:e until it cannot be driven twiner or the dense;
should not be less than 35 inches. The rod is then removed a
Or 'keyed" so that the major plane of the anchor will be about
angle of pull. This is done by pulling the anchor until the anch'.

pulled 6 to 12 inches out of the ground.
For the larger Arrowheads (6-inch size or larger) and Manta R
matic, or gasoline-driven impact hammer is needed to install tl
Lion procedure is the same as for the drive rod and sledge ha
hammer is placed on the drive rod before the rod is inserted it
In denser soils, such as dense clays, a riot hole can be auge
is driven. With a Manta Ray anchor, for example, a 4-inch pito
least 6 inches deeper than the design depth. This leaves an a
the hole for loose soil to accumulate in. After the hole is auger
by using the pilot hole as a guide. Because the Manta Ray an
3 inches of its width is driven through the undisturbed soil. On
desired depth, the rod is pulled out and the hole is filled with s
anchor must be set as described above.

6choc linkbmnektion
Solution
Using the first method, we estimate the maximum force exerted on the anchorage
will be two-thirds of the rated breaking strength or 128,000 pounds. The sample
mean and standard deviation are 34,920 and 1008 pounds, respectively. We than
calculate the two ratios:
Fp/X • 128,000/34,920. 3.67
and
S/X • 1,008/34,920 •0.03 .
Because five tests were done, we use the chart for N-5 (fig. 6) and read that four
anchors are needed.
Using the second method, we divide the rated breaking strength of the wire rope by
the mean of the pullout forces for the feasibility tests:
192,000/34,920 5.5 anchors required .
According to the second method, six anchors are needed.
In this example, the first method shows that fewer anchors are required, but the
first method will not always result In smaller estimates. Large differences in the test
results will cause the number of anchors required by the first method to be higher
but will not affect the results given by the second method.
Multiple-anchor holding capacity—One of the assumptions that the calculations
in example 1 depend on is that the bridle design is 100 percent efficient. In fact, the
holding capacity of a group of anchors is not usually equal to the holding capacity of
one anchor multiplied by the number of anchors in the group (Kovacs and Yokel
1979). Kovacs and Yokel (1979) point out:
Many efficiency ("efficiency` is the ratio between the group capacity and the
sum cf the capacities of the individual piles) formulas are available for the
unwary engineer to use In computing the ultimate capacity of a pile [or
anchor] group. None of these formulas take into account the factors that
actually govern the ultimate capacity of the...group itself. Likewise, there are
no hard and fast rules to use when predicting the pullout capacity of multiple
anchors.
Two factors affecting the capacity of a multiple-anchor cluster are the degree to
which loads are shared among the individual anchors of the cluster and the degree
to which individual anchors in a cluster act un separate soil masses. If loads are not
adequately shared among clustered anchors, then one anchor may reach its maximum load capability before the others, and the maximum holding capacity of the
entire anchorage will be some fraction of the capacity of a 100-percent-efficient
anchorage. Because the load capacity of a soil anchor depends partially on the soil
mass mobilized, two anchors sharing the same soil mass will have less ultimate
capacity than if they operated on separate soil masses.

How much loads are shared among clustered anchors is affected by soil characteristics, the depth of the anchor installation, and the design of the bridle. Anchors
installed In soft, highly disturbed soils—In general, soils having a large capacity to be
compressed—will have greater potential for equalizing loads among several anchors
in a cluster.
Figure 7 depicts the results of tests on Arrowhead anchors that were performed by
Foster-Miller, Inc., Waltham, MA, In 1985-86. The graph shows that the mean pullout
force for single-anchor installations was 9,400 pounds; however, when more than
one anchor was installed in a bridled cluster, each additional anchor added only
4,100 pounds of pullout capacity. These anchors were Installed 5 feet deep, and the
anchors of each cluster were within 5 feet of each other. All the anchors in a cluster
were clearly acting on a common soil mass, which undoubtedly contributed to the
poor efficiency of the installation.
Distance between anchors—Anchors must be installed far enough apart so that
they do not bear on the same soil mass. To ensure this, a zone of infiuence is defined around each anchor. This zone of Inf luence is at the Intersection of the ground
surface with a cone extending up from the anchor at an angle of 28 to 35 degrees for
cohesive soils (fig. 8). In granular soils, the angle of the cone is nearly equal to the
angle of internal friction, which for most conditions is less than 45 degrees (table 4).
Therefore, a conservative approach to determining the zone of influence at the ground
surface is to assume that the zone extends to a distance equal to the depth of Installation around the anchor. If the anchor is Installed 5 feet deep, for example, the soil
within a radius of 5 feet from the hole will have an influence on Its holding capacity.
Installation depth—The depth of installation for any of the three anchor types is
determined from soil strength and the results of the feasibility tests. In any case, the
minimum depth should be 4 feet for the Arrowhead anchor, 5 feet for the Manta Ray
and small soil toggle anchors, and 8 feet for the large soil toggle anchor.
The designed depth of installation should be at least that of the feasibility tests. If this
cannot be done, the installer should move a few feet and try to attain the design
depth. If the design depth still cannot be achieved, new feasibility tests may have to
be done for a shallower depth.
installation angle—The angle of Installation is decided after the direction of pull
relative to the slope of the ground Is determined (fig. 5). In general, for pulls that are
going downslope, the anchor is installed perpendicular to the ground. As the angle of
pull nears perpendicular to the ground, the anchor is installed vertically. As the
direction of pull swings uphill, the anchor should again be installed perpendicular to
the slope of the ground. The objective is to avoid having the direction of pull in line
with the direction of installation and to maximize the distance of undisturbed soil
between the installed anchor and the ground plane In the direction of pull.
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Table 3—installation equipment and access guide
Anchor

Recommended
installation equipment

Portabilitya

Large soil toggle

Hydraulic Utile Beaver
with 8-inch auger

Can be mounted on sled
or trail machine for remote
access

Small soil toggle

Hydraulic or gas Little
Beaver with 6-inch
auger

Can be mounted on sled or
trail machine for remote
access

Gas Little Beaver with
4-inch auger plus
gas, hydraulic, or trail
pneumatic driving
hammer

Can be mounted on sled or
trail machine; for remote
access use portable HPU
with hydraulic or gas
hammer such as Pionjar

Drilled pilot hole

Hydraulic, pneumatic,
or gas drill with
2-inch-in-diameter rock
bit; gas, hydraulic, or
pneumatic driving
hammer (some
hydraulic and gas
hammers will drill
and drive)

Portable gas hammer, such
as Pionjar, can drill and
drive and can be carried in
a backpack; portable HPU
can be used with hydraulic
hammer and drill; pneumatic equipment is not
portable

No pilot hole

Hydraulic, pneumatic
or gas hammer

Same as Manta Ray—
drilled pilot hole

Manta Ray:
Augered pilot hole

Arrowhead:
Augered pilot hole

a

Same as Manta Rayaugered pilot hole except
a 2-inch diameter auger
would be used

Drilled plot hole

Same as Manta Ray—
drilled pilot hole

No pilot hole

Same as Manta Ray—
no pilot hole

AN installation equipment can be transported by helicopter.
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PREFACE
The objective of this design guide is to present information for use in selecting and specifying Kevlar aramid ropes for ocean engineering and construction applications.
This guide is based on available technical data which are representative of state-otthe-art
knowledge of the material, rope design, manufacturing processes, test procedures, and
application engineering.
It discusses the unique properties of aramid rope, which include:
(a) very low stretch.
(b) high tensile strength.
(c) very high strength-to-weight ratio.
(d) excellent fatigue resistance.
(e) good performance over large temperature range.,
(f)

low creep.
no shrinkage.—_

0) minimum snapback hazard.
(i) good chemical stability.
(

The negative aspects of the fiber also covered include:
(a) low transverse modulus.
(b) self-abrasion of the fibers.
(c) high material cost.
The various constructions available are compared with similar constructions of other rope
materials including wire rope, and comments are made on the relative merits of each for
different ocean-engineering applications. These comparative data between aramid fiber
rope and rope made from other materials are an aid to help support objective decisions
by an engineer in selecting rope Materials. Since cost factors are important considerations
in the selection process, the relative cost of comparable ropes of various materials are
established.

Table 1-2 - Comparison of Yarn, Filament, and Wire Nominal Properties

Material

Elastic
1 ens:le
Modulus
Str•math
(psi X 10 3 ) {psi X 10 6 ;

Kevlar 29**

Kevlar 49*•

Steel Wire
Dacron
Polyester
Type 68"
Nylon
Type 728"
Rayon"
Viscose•*
S Glass•

400

400

300

Elongation
at Rupture
(%)
4.3

9

16.0

Specific
Density
Tensile
I
(lb/ire )
Sio
trtn( fiti h)
(ernicm 3 )

2.0

15.0

143

0.73

19.0

70

0.4

17.0

400

12.4

3.1

575

10.5

3.1

350

35.0

1.9

Meltin g

Point
0 F( o c)

800
(430)
(Chars)
800
(49)
(Chars)
2250
(14r))

7.7

1.73

3.4

0.052
1.44

7.7

3.08

3.4

1.8

1.02

3.2

0.40

-

480

3.5

0.12

-

450
(232)

1.3

0.07

-

(Chars)

4.4

138

4.5

6.3

1.14

4.5

6.5

6.48

5.0

1.1

168

Dielectric
Constant

0.052
1.44

2.4

29 0

,
:r;
`' Pec ' fle
Moduls
108
(in)

0.285
7.86
0.050
1.38
0.041
1.14
0.055
1.52
0.09
2.50
0.092
2 55
0.054
1.50

E Glass*
H S Graphite•

-

1540
(540)
i 290
(700)
6600
(3650)

*ASTM D2343 (Resin Imprt gnateo)
"Twisted Yarn Properties

Table 1-3 - Ten:ion-Tension Fatigue of Kevlar 29 Yarns
Cycler! Between
9:: of Ult.

Construction

'I ensile Strength

70

Cycles

Strength
Loss

0

Low

High

1500 Denier/
2 Ply Cords

15

71

1000

2 Ply Corus

29

52

1000

2 Ply Cords

S

31

1000

0

1500 Denier Yarn

0

10

13 X 106

5

Source NO 1

_...
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